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Preface 

This work was first published in Harvard Ukrainian Studies (Volume 
I, Number 4) as a review and critique of Dmytro Cyzevs'kyj's A 
History of Ukrainian Literature. It was written when that eminent 
Slavist was still alive, and in great measure it was intended lo 

initiate a discussion, but it appeared only after his death. As before, 
"it is published in the spirit of that very scholarship which Dmytro 
Cyzevs'kyj believed in and valued." Apart from some minor 
emendations and the omission of those sections that dealt with the 
translation itself, the present edition stands substantially un
changed. 

Also unchanged, to my mind, is th·~ pertinence of this critique. 
Now, as four years ago, the student of Ukrainian literature still 
needs a history of the subject which, rather than being confincrl 
to formal issues and universal schemata, conveys a sense of i1s 

totality by focusing on the cultural context and its parameters. 
This I take to be fundamental in the history of any literature. but 
especially so in Ukraininan literature, given the turlmlence a11d 

the discontinuities of the Ukraine's political and social history. As 
much as this book is concerned with a critical examination nt 
Cyzevs'kyj's History, my underlying goal and theme is the artic
ulation (albeit in a very preliminary form) of an alternative and. 
I believe, more accurate and more functional model of Ckraini;rn 
literary history. 

Harvard University 
March, 1981 





TOWARD A HISTORY OF UKRAINIAN LITERATURE 

George G. Grabowicz 

I. PREHISTORY 

1. As a rule, scholarly histories ofliterature reflect both the national, 
traditional historiography and the general, "international" state of 
the discipline. Often they are also the best indicator of the current 
state of literary scholarship, for they define the parameters of the 
historical material to be investigated and illustrate the theory, 
methods, and the critical sophistication that can be brought to bear on 
the subject. Judging by this, our general impression that all is not well 
with Soviet Ukrainian literary scholarship must be given melancholy 
substantiation. The various Soviet histories of Ukrainian literature, 
inevitably authored by committee, mirror the historical literary pro
cess with peculiar distortion. 1 While bending the overall contours and 
filtering out disharmonious facts, they mostly treat what they do see 
with the dull tools of vulgarized theory and ideological dogma. The 
official histories, however, do not exhaust the field. The very exis
tence of institutions inevitably produces literary scholarship, even 

' The emphasis of the definitive eight- (actually nine-) volume Jstorija ukrajins'koji 
literatury (Kiev, 1967-71) is indicative of this. It devotes one volume to the literature 
of the eleventh to the mid-eighteenth century, one to the period of the mid-eighteenth 
century to the 1830s, four to the remainder of the nineteenth century and the years 
leading up to the Bolshevik Revolution, and three to Soviet literature (i.e., a volume for 
every fifteen- to eighteen-year interval). 
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historico-literary scholarship, that is serious and important-if less 
visible and influential. 

2. For all the shadows on the Soviet scene, in the West the state of 
scholarship in the history of Ukrainian literature has been much 
worse, in fact, virtually non-existent. Perhaps the worst situation 
relates to studies written in English, which is made all the more 
striking when juxtaposed with the English language histories of Polish 
or Russian literature. For counterparts to a Manfred Kridl, a Czeslaw 
Milosz, or a D. S. Mirsky, the English-speaking reader interested in 
Ukrainian literature could only tum to an A. P. Coleman or a 
Clarence Manning. The comparison is not altogether fair, for the 
works in question were hardly conceived as histories. Coleman's 
Brief Survey of Ukrainian Literature. 2 or "brief sketch of the check
ered history of the literature of Ukraine," as he is pleased to style it in 
the conclusion, is basically the text of an anecdotal talk delivered 
before a Columbia University Ukrainian club. The forte of Manning's 
somewhat longer Ukrainian Literature: Studies of the Leading 
Authors is pathos and sympathy for the downtrodden and freedom
loving "Irish of the Slavonic world" (as Watson Kirkconnell chooses 
to call the Ukrainians in his "Foreword" to this study). 3 Both works · 
are inadequate not so much because of their sketchiness, but because 
in matters of Ukrainian literature their authors were amateurs. 

A recent, similarly popularizing English survey of Ukrainian 
literature is Jevhen Sabliovs'kyj's Ukrainian Literature Through 
the Ages. 4 an adequate example of Socialist Realist vulgarity and 
mendacity. 

3. Besides these few, uninspired surveys there have been two studies 
on specific periods in Ukrainian literature: Professor George S. N. 
Luckyj's Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1933. and his 

2 Arthur Prudden Coleman, Brief Survey of Ukrainian Literature (New York, 1936). 
3 Clarence A. Manning, Ukrainian Literature: Studies of the Leading Authors (Jer
sey City, 1944). 
4 Yevhen Shabliovsky, Ukrainian Literature Through the Ages (Kiev, 1970). 
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more recent Between Gogol' and Sevcenko. 5 Both are very useful
and not only to the beginning student. 

4. But the publication of A History of Ukrainian Literature, the first 
serious attempt at such a history to appear in English, clearly marks a 
new beginning, and, one would hope, a major step toward the long 
overdue establishment of Ukrainian literary scholarship in the West. 6 

As such, it merits our closest attention. Given Cyzevs'kyj's high 
reputation, we can justifiably expect to find it to be, in Professor 
Luckyj's words, "a scholarly account of the entire, complex history 
of the literature, which could serve as a reference guide for fur
ther study and at the same time offer a critical interpretation of the 
development of the literature from the eleventh to the twentieth 
centuries.'' 7 

5. The book in question is a translation of Dmytro Cyzevs'kyj's 
lstorija ukrajins'koji literatury, published in 1956 by the Ukrainian 
Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S. 8 This work was itself a 
continuation of Cyzevs'kyj's abiding interest in the history of 
Ukrainian literature. In 1942, in Prague, he had published a history of 
Ukrainian literature dealing with the Renaissance, the Reformation 
and the Baroque,9 and in the years 1941-44 he wrote, in three long 
"sketches" a ground-breaking, and now virtually forgotten, study of 
the Ukrainian Baroque.io What is of primary significance in the latter 

5 George S. N. Luckyj, Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1934 (New 
York, 1956); Idem, Between Gogol' and Sevcenko (Munich, 1971). 
6 Dmytro Cyzevs'kyj, A History of Ukrainian Literature: From the 1 Ith to the End of 
the 19th Century, trans. by Dolly Ferguson, Doreen, Gorsline, and Ulana Petyk, ed. 
and with a foreword by George S. N. Luckyj (Ukrainian Academic Press, Littleton, 
Colo., 1975). 
7 Ibid. p. IX. All subsequent page references are to this edition. When two numbers 
are given, the first refers to the English translation and the second to the Ukrainian 
original (fn. 8). 
8 Dmytro Cyzevs 'kyj, /storija ukrqjins 'koji literatury: Vid poi'atkfr do doby realizmu 
(New York, 1956). 
• Istorija ukrajins'koji literatury, vol. 2: Renesans ta reformacija: Barok (Prague, 
1942). 
' 0 Ukrajins'kyj literaturnyj barok: Narysy, vol. I (Prague, 1941), vol. 2 (Prague, 1942), 
and vol. 3 (Prague, 1944). 
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is that Cyzevs'kyj was not only writing a literary history, but above all 
consciously formulating and applying a theory of literary history. 11 A 
few years later, in the article-brochure Kul'turno-istorycni epoxy, 12 

Cyzevs'kyj elaborated his basic schema for a theory of literary his
tory and subsequently used it as the theoretical basis for his synoptic 
Outline of Comparative Slavic Literatures, 13 and then the lstorija 
ukrajins'koji literatury. This theory, and its concrete application in the 
History, will be of prime concern for us, as will the overall argument 
of the book, which traces the history of Ukrainian literature, chapter 
by chapter, from "Pre-history" to the age of "Realism." 

At the risk of appearing immodest, it should be noted that we are 
basically dealing with the History for the first time, for it is a curious 
and disturbing fact that, with but one or two exceptions, 14 there was 
no serious reaction to Cyzevs'kyj's original lstorija. Now, the 
appearance of the English version reactualizes its important position 
in Ukrainian scholarship. 

II. THE METHOD AND PREMISES OF THE HISTORY 

I. Our subsequent analysis of Cyzevs'kyj's individual points and 
general theses will deal with the broader issues. Now our focus is 
specifically on the method and presentation of secondary source 
material. Under this rubric, moreover, we can deal with those ele-

11 At one point in the Narysy (1:50-51) he speaks (as is fitting for the Prague milieu) 
of a '"structuralist' history of literature." 
12 Dmytro Cyzevs'kyj, Ku/'turno-istorycni epoxy (Augsburg, 1948). 
13 Dmitry Cizevsky, Outline of Comparative Slavic Literatures, Survey of Slavic 
Civilization, vol. 1 (Boston, 1952). 
14 The only real, extensive analysis was made that same year by Jurij Serex [Sheve
lov): "Na rystovannjax istoriji literatury," Ukrajins'ka literaturna hazeta. June 1956, 
no. 6 (12), pp. 1-2. A polemical but, in the circumstances, rather moderate reaction 
came from the Soviet Ukrainian scholar 0. Bilec"kyj; cf. "Stan i problemy vyvcennja 
davn'oji ukrajins'koji literatury," in his Zibrannja prac' u p"jaty tomax (Kiev, 1965). 
1:123-27. A survey of critical reactions to Cyzevs'kyj was made by Osyp Danko, 
"Prof. Dmytro I. Cyievs'kyj u nas i v cuiyx," lysty do Pryjateliv 14, nos. 
157-158-159 (1966): 43-46. Cf. also Jurij Lavrinenko, "Dmytro Cyzevs'kyj
literaturoznavec' ,"in Zrub i parosty (New York, 1971). 
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ments that are Cyzevs'kyj's and those that are newly added for this 
English version. 
2. Already the 1956 edition of Cyievs'kyj's bibliography could be 
faulted for being narrow and idiosyncratic in parts, and generally 
somewhat dated (in the main, it reflects the scholarship of the first 
two or three decades of the twentieth century). But given the circum
stances of its writing, and the specific nature of the Ukrainian original, 
this is more or less excusable. For the English version, however, to 
present this same bibliography, twenty years later, virtually unchanged, 
is to mock the reader's expectations of "a scholarly account of the 
entire, complex history of the literature" and "a reference guide for 
further study." Given the fact that in the period since 1956 there 
have appeared many significant scholarly works pertaining to all 
periods of Ukrainian literature, given the genuine flowering of interest 
in Old Kievan literature, given the important contributions in many 
countries in national and general, theoretical studies on the Renais
sance, the Baroque, Classicism, Romanticism and Realism (especially 
the Baroque and Romanticism), and the fact that the stated purpose 
of the bibliography is to acquaint the reader with "the current status 
of research" (619), the author and the editor would perhaps have been 
better advised to forgo a bibliography (as was done with the History 
of Russian Literature) than to engage in unconvincing window dressing. 
For not counting references to new editions of previously cited works, 
and not counting the new section on Realism, the entire bibliography, 
for every chapter and every period of Ukrainian literature, is supple
mented by a total of twenty-six new positions! The break-down is 
as follows: three new positions for all of "General Histories," the 
"Pre-Historic Period" and "Translated and Borrowed Literature," 
two new works for all of Kievan literature, one work for the literature 
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and two on the Renaissance 
and Reformation, eight on the Baroque, two on Classicism, and eight 
on Romanticism. If one were to believe this to be an accurate 
reflection of the actual state of interest and scholarship, the picture 
would appear bleak indeed. Fortunately, the reality and its depiction 
are two different matters. 

2.1 In the realm of "General History" (of Ukrainian literature) there 
have not been any significant new contributions apart from the 
obvious one-the eight-volume Kiev edition. Cyzevs'kyj's own Com-
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parative History of Slavic Literatures, which is listed here as the other 
contribution, treats Ukrainian literature in a peripheral and niggardly 
manner. 15 The minimal treatment here is made even worse by the 
editorializing of Professor Zenkovsky, who distorts much of Cy
revs'kyj's argumentation (i.e., by ascribing the Kievan period solely 
to Russian literature, by making "East Slavs" [Ostslaven] into 
"Russians," and by generally minimalizing the Ukrainian and aggran
dizing the Russian element in the complex historical interrelation of 
these literatures). 16 For the editor to substitute this work for Cy
revs'kyj's earlier Outline of Comparative Slavic Literatures, with its 
more balanced and undistorted treatment of Ukrainian literature, 
is only a disservice. 

Missing under the rubric of "General History" is mention of the 
fact that both the five-volume History of Ukrainian Literature of 
Hrusevs'kyj and the three-volume History of Voznjak have been 
reprinted. What is also missing-and this is quite regrettable-is 
mention of the single most useful tool for any student or scholar 
working in Ukrainian literature, namely, the five-volume Ukrajins'ki 
pys 'mennyky: Bio-bibliohrajicnyj s/ovnyk (Kiev, 1960-65). 

2.2 In the next sections, those relating to "Prehistory," "Translated 
and Borrowed Literature," and especially to the Kievan literature of 
the eleventh to thirteenth century, the "Monumental" and "Orna
mental" periods, as Cyrevs'kyj calls them, one would expect to see 
a situation that is dramatically different. As anyone working in the 
field knows, the last twenty years have witnessed a remarkable up
surge in Soviet, and non-Soviet, scholarship; already at the "midway 

15 Dmitrij Cizevskij, Comparative History of Slavic Literatures (Nashville, Tenn., 1971). 
In the thirteen-page chapter on the Renaissance, for example, one page is devoted 
to Ukrainian literature-and that is the highpoint. In the chapter on Baroque there 
are in sum two or three paragraphs. In the eleven-page chapter on Classicism, half 
a page is devoted to Ukrainian travesties; the thirty-page chapter on Romanticism 
has no more than about ten one-sentence references to things Ukrainian; and the 
twenty-five-page chapter on Realism has two sentences noting the existence of Panas 
Myrnyj, Ivan Franko and Mikhaylo Kocjubynsky (sic), and one more sentence stating 
that "The entire sizable Ukrainian stage literature of realism managed not to go 
beyond the borders of the peasant world" (p. 173). 
16 The pattern of distortion and falsification in Zenkovsky's editing of this book is 
discussed in Jaroslav Rozumnyj's "Porivnjal'na istorija slav"jans'kyx literatur Dmytra 
Cyfevs'koho," Sucasnist', 1973, no. 2 (146), pp. 33-43. 
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point" of 1966 there was a solid block of achievements. 17 And yet, 
incredible as it may seem, only three-three !-new positions are 
adduced: an English translation of the Galician-Volhynian Chronicle, 
a new edition of the 1076 lzbornik and a study of Josephus Flavius's 
History of the Jewish War in Old Rus'ian translations. While the 
Soviet scholarship in this area is usually of the highest order, while 
it deals very frequently with such subjects as style, poetics, and 
theory (relating to genres, aesthetic perspective, worldview, etc.), while 
the annual appearance of the Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoj literatury 
invariably introduces new and interesting studies, none of this is 
recognized, neither the works of D.S. Lixaeev, V. Adrianova-Peretc, or 
I. P. Eremin, nor the various studies on the Igor' Tale, or the many 
collective studies-nothing. 18 Whatever the reason for this silence, 
it makes for bad scholarship. 

2.3 The same applies in varying degree to the other sections of the 
Bibliography as well. For the Renaissance, for example, neither the 
recent overview of the state of the scholarship by the late Bohdan 
Krawciw, nor the works mentioned in his article, with the exception 
of Nalyvajko's, are included. 19 In all, the latter and Jaremenko's 
study of the Perestoroha are the only new works to be noted. 
Unmentioned, too, are Voznjak on Ivan Borec'kyj (1954), and the 
recent study by Isajevyc on Ivan Fedorov (1975). 20 

Studies on the Renaissance and Reformation in Poland (and the 
Ukraine was, of course, an integral part of the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth) have been qualitatively and quantitatively most im
pressive. The bibliography on the subject in the Nowy Korbut covers 
more than 60 pages of small print in double columns. 21 Cyrevs'kyj, 

17 See Rudolf Neuhauser, "Changing Attitudes in Soviet-Russian Studies of Kievan 
and Old Russian Literature," Canadian Slavonic Papers 8 (1966): 182-97. 
18 See especially the cumulative indexes in the Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoj literatury; 
for an older bibliography see N. F. Droblenkova's Bib/iograflja sovetskix russkix rabot 
po literature XI-XVII vekov, za 1917-1957 gg. (Moscow, 1961); see also Gunther 
Wytrzenz, Bib/iographische Ein]Uhrung in das Studium der s/avischen Literaturen (Frank
furt-am-Main, 1972). 
19 See Bohdan Kravciv [Krawciw], "Renesans i humanizm na Ukrajini," Sucasnist', 
1974, no. 9 (165), pp. 33-52. 
20 See M. Voznjak, Pys'mennyc'ka dija/'nist' Ivana Borec'koho na Volyni i u L 'vovi 
(L'viv, 1954), and Ja. D. lsajevyt, Perfodrukar Ivan Fedorov i vynyknennja drukarstva 
na Ukrajini (Kiev, 1975). 
21 Vol. 1, pp. 57-127. 
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however, brings himself only to cite Tretjak's 1912 study of Skarga. 
One could, at the very least, have expected him to mention Bruckner's 
"Spory o unie w dawnej literaturze." 22 

In this section Cyzevs'kyj also deals with the dumy, and the Biblio
graphy mentions some basic positions-Zytec'kyj, Kolessa, Hru
sevs'ka. However, it neglects to mention a recent scholarly collection 
of dumy which, unlike earlier popular editions, provides many variants 
and a competent introduction, and which, above all, is available, 
and not, like the three above-mentioned collections, a bibliophilic 
rarity. 23 Among recent critical works, the late Orest Zilyns'kyj's article 
on the origins of the duma should also have been included. 24 

2.4 When turning to the Baroque, one is reminded that Cyfevs'kyj 
is widely and justly considered to have been instrumental in bringing 
this period to the prominence it now enjoys. Yet the bibliography 
provides a very disappointing picture of the scholarship on the 
Baroque. Of the eight new entries, five are new editions (of Vysens'kyj, 
Skovoroda, Velyckovs'kyj, the Litopys Samovydcja and an English 
translation of Dorosenko's Ohljad ukrajins'koji istoriohrafiji) and three 
are studies-an article by Ivan'o (not Ivan'ko!), a study of Vy-
5ens'kyj's language, and Cyzevs'kyj's own study of Skovoroda. But 
although the scholarship on the Ukrainian Baroque does not compare 
with that devoted to Kievan and Old Rus'ian literature, or with the 
broad front of Polish scholarship, the situation is somewhat brighter 
than one could infer from this updating. Thus, along with above
mentioned editions, there have also appeared editions of the works 
of Klymentij Zinovijiv (Kiev, 1971); and, a year later, a reprint of 
Peretc's edition, with a foreword by Cyzevs 'kyj himself(!); 25 of 
Mytrofan Dovhalevs'kyj's Poetyka, complete with a valuable intro
duction by I. V. Ivan'o; 26 the works of Teofan Prokopovyc; 27 and 
a carefully prepared series of monuments of the Ukrainian language 
(which, in view of Cyfevs'kyj's express interest in the development 

22 See Alexander Bruckner, "Spory o unie w dawnej literaturze," Kwartalnik histo
ryczny JO (1896): 578-644. 
23 Ukrainskie narodnye dumy (Moscow, 1972). 
24 Orest Zilyns'kyj [Zilynski], "Dawna duma ukrainska i polska w swietle danych 
historycznych," Slavia Orienta/is 22, no. 4 ( 1973): 439-50. 
25 Klymentij Zinovijiv, Virsi, Prypovisti pospolyti (Kiev, 1971), and Virsi jerom. 
Klymentija Zynovijeva syna, ed. V. Peretc (Munich, 1972). 
26 Mytrofan Dovhalevs'kyj, Poetyka/ Sad poetycnyj / (Kiev, 1973). 
21 Feofan Prokopovic, Socinenija, ed. I. P. Eremin (Moscow, 1961). 
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of the literary language, would also seem relevant). :s Also not 
mentioned are such important synoptic studies as those of Isajevyc 
on the role of the bratstva in Ukrainian culture in the sixteenth to 
eighteenth century, Xyfojak on the Kiev Mohyla Academy, a collec
tion of articles on the philosophic thought of that period ( Vid Vy
sens 'koho do Skovorody), and, not least, Ja. P. Zapasko's admirable 
study, with excellent bibliography, on the art of book printing in the 
Ukraine in the sixteenth to eighteenth century. 29 

Mention of Cyzevs'kyj's 1973 study of Skovoroda should not have 
totally eclipsed the considerable output of Skovorodiana on the 250th 
anniversary of the poet-philosopher's birth. While differing in quality, 
and ranging in subject matter from philosophical investigation (Filo
sojija Hryhorija Skovorody) to fictionalized biography (by I. Pil'huk), 
the more serious of these works certainly deserve mention. 30 

Other works which focus on this period are M. S. Hrycaj's studies 
of Old Ukrainian poetry, prose, and drama; H. Sydorenko's study 
(also appearing in Polish) of Ukrainian versification; a collection, 
with commentary, of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Ukrainian 
fables, and, finally, a superbly edited collection of five unpublished 
articles by the eminent Ukrainian scholar of this period, V. N. Peretc. 31 

They, too, are overlooked. 

28 I.e., the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences' series Pam'jatky ukrajins'koji movy, 
with such positions as Leksykon slovenoros'kyj Pamvy Beryndy (1961), Leksykon 
latyns'kyj Je. Slavynec'koho, Leksykon Sloveno-latyns'kyj Je. S/avynec'koho ta A. Korec'
koho-Satanovs'koho (1973) and the fine facsimile edition of I. Uzevyc's Hramatyka 
s/ov''jans'ka (1970). (The series also contains earlier and later monuments, e.g., the 
Ukrajins'ki hramoty XV st. (1965), the Ukrajins'ki hramoty XIV st. (1974), and the 
Slovnyk ukrajins'koji movy of P. Bilec'kyj-Nosenko [1966).) 
29 I.e., Ja. D. Isajevyc, Bratstva ta jix ro/' v rozvytku ukrajins'koji ku/'tury XV/
XVIII st. (Kiev, 1966); Z. I. Xyfojak, Kyjevo-Mohy/jans'ka akademija (Kiev, 1970); 
Vid Vyiens'koho do Skovorody: Z istoriji filosofs'koji dumky na Ukrajini XVI-XVIII st., 
ed. V. M. Nicyk (Kiev, 1972); and Ja. P. Zapasko, Mystectvo knyhy na Ukrajini v 
XVI-XVIII st. (L'viv, 1971). One can also note Isajevyc's Dzerela z istoriji ukrajins'koji 
ku/'tury doby feodalizmu, XVI-XVIII st. (Kiev, 1972). 
30 I.e., Filosofija Hryhorija Skovorody (Kiev, 1972); Leonid Maxnovec', Hryhorij 
Skovoroda: Biohr~[ija (Kiev, 1972); P. M. Popov, Hryhorij Skovoroda: Xudoinyj zyt
tjepys (Kiev, 1971); and A. Niknec', Na zlami dvox svitiv (Xarkiv, 1970). 
31 M. S. Hrycaj, Davnja ukrajins'ka poezija (Kiev, 1972), Davnja ukrajins'ka proza 
(Kiev, 1975), and Ukrajins'ka dramaturhija XVII-XVIII st. (Kiev, 1974); H. Syvokin', 
Davni ukrajins'ki poetyky (Xarkiv, 1960); H.K. Sydorenko, Ukrajins'ke viriuvannja: 
Vid najdavniiyx casiv do Sevcenka (Kiev, 1972) and her Zarys wersyfikacji ukrainskiej 
(Wroclaw, 1961); Bajky v ukrajins'kij literaturi XVII-XVIII st. (Kiev, 1963); V. N. 
Peretc, /ssledovanija i materialy po istorii starinnoj ukrainskoj literatury XVI-XVIII 
vekov (Moscow, 1962). The latter is extremely valuable for its full bibliography of 
Peretc's writings. 
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The pattern that emerges seems to indicate a reluctance to consult 
or acknowledge Soviet scholarship. This is a serious problem in its 
own right. But how can one explain, given Cyzevs'kyj's citing of 
marginal German studies, the near total absence of references to 
any Polish studies of the Baroque (with the only exception being 
Bruckner's general history)? Missing are not only such recent studies 
as those of Cz. Hernas and J. Sokolowska, but also works which 
deal specifically with Ukrainian literature, e.g., those of R. Lu:Zny 
or P. Lewin. 32 In English, one could have at least expected to see 
Harold Segal's recent "comparative survey," The Baroque Poem. 33 

2.5 As regards Classicism, no mention is made of the recent full 
edition of Kotljarevs'kyj's works, or· of the edition of Bilec'kyj
Nosenko's poetry, or of the collection of "little-known" early nine
teenth-century Ukr~inian plays (including those of V. Hohol', K. To
polja, etc.), 34 or of various critical studies. 

2.6 The culmination of this pattern comes with the section on Roman
ticism, which is the longest and which has as many as eight additions 
to the 1956 bibliography. Of these, two are new anthologies, and 
the rest various studies. The most inadequate part of this section is 
the first (A and B), dealing with "Literary Romanticism" and 
"Ukrainian Romanticism." What we have listed here is P. Kluck
hohn's Das ldeengut der deutschen Romantik (1942), A. Beguin's L'time 
romantique (1934), one unnamed article each by Cyievs'kyj, Fylypovyc 
and N. Hnatysak (this "on the ballad"), and again Cyf.evs'kyj's 
Narysy z istoriji filosofiji na Ukrajini, which, it is said here, "contains 
a section of the world view of the Ukrainian Romantics" (634). 
And this is all. In view of Cyievs'kyj's professed intent to list "those 
editions of texts and those studies that will aid the reader in familiar
izing himself with the current status of research" (619), this must be 
seen as some sort of misunderstanding. For the resurgent interest 

32 Czeslaw Hernas, Barok (Warsaw, 1973); Jadwiga Sokolowska, Spory o barok: 
W poszukiwaniu modelu epoki (Warsaw, 1971); cf. Ryszard Lumy, Pisarze krrgu 
Akademiji Kijowsko-Mohylairskiej a literatura po/ska (Cracow, 1966), or Paulina Lewin, 
Wyklady poetyki w uczelniach Rosyjskich XVIII w. (1722-1774) a tradycje polskie 
(Wroclaw, 1972). 
33 Harold B. Segal, The Baroque Poem: A Comparative Survey (New York, 1974). 
34 Cf. I. P. Kotljarevs'kyj, Povne zibrannja tvoriv (Kiev, 1969); Pavlo Bilec'kyj
Nosenko, Poeziji (Kiev, 1973); and Ukrajins'ka dramaturhija perioji polovyny XIX 
stolittja (Kiev, 1958). 
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in Romanticism, in both East and West, has given us considerably 
more than this list. In English there are, besides the well-known 
studies by Wellek, Abrams, or Praz, a number of recent informative 
and provocative studies-by L. Furst, H. Bloom, N. Frye, and many 
others. 35 There are also general overviews of European Romanticism 
and specific studies of Slavic Romanticism. 36 It is in Eastern Europe 
and the Soviet Union, however, that Romanticism has undergone a 
dramatic renascence, tangible proof of which was also the Seventh 
International Congress of Slavists in Warsaw, in 1973, devoted in 
large part precisely to this period. The long and traditional Polish 
interest in this field has been given new insights by the recent works 
of Stefanowska, Janion and Zmigrodska. 37 In Russian literature, too, 
several studies on Romanticism have recently appeared. 38 And finally 
in Ukrainian literature, as well, Romanticism has been "rehabilitated." 
Along with the two anthologies mentioned here ( Cjkrajins 'ki poety
romantyky 20-40-x rokiv XIX st. and Pys'mennyky zaxidnoji Ukrajiny) 
there appeared new editions of Kulis, Borovykovs'kyj, Hrebinka, 
Stororenko, Saskevyc, Metlyns'kyj and Kostomarov, and Afanas'jev
Cuzbyns'kyj; several facsimile editions of Seveenko's poetry (Try lita, 
the first Kobzar, etc.); a facsimile of the Rusalka Dnistrovaja, and, 
in Czechoslovakia, a large, two-volume edition of the works of 
Duxnovyc; there have appeared anthologies of the post-Sevcenko 
poets, of the "pre-Revolutionary" fable and of "songs and romances" 
(the latter two with considerable attention to the Romantic period); 
an anthology and studies of the ballad; studies of the periodicals of 
that period; and also-and this would be of particular interest to 
Cyzevs'kyj, given his interest in the various "Ukrainian schools"-

35 Cf., for example, Rene Wellek, "The Concept of Romanticism in Literary History" 
and "Romanticism re-Examined" in his Concepts of Criticism (New Haven, 1963); 
M. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp (Oxford, 1953); Mario Praz, The Romantic 
Agony (London, 1970); L. Furst, Romanticism; the collection Romanticism and Con
sciousness, et!. H. Bloom (New York, 1970); cf. also the very informative anthology 
'Romantic' and Its Cognates: The European History of a Word, ed. Hans Eichner 
(Toronto, 1972). 
Jh Cf., for example, the bibliography prepared by S. A. Zenkovsky •for Cytevs'kyj's 
History of Nineteenth-Century Russian literature, vol. I: The Romantic Period (Nash
ville, 1974). 
37 Cf., for example, Zofia Stefanowska's Historia i profecja (Warsaw, 1962); Maria 
Janion's Romantyzm: Studia o ideach i stylu (Warsaw, 1969), and various articles by 
Maria Zmigrodska. 
JK See, for example, Problemy romantizma (Moscow, 1967), and K istorii russkogo 
romantizma (Moscow, 1973. A more recent publication is Ju. V. Mann's Poetika russkogo 
romantizma (Moscow, 1976). 
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an anthology of Polish poets writing in Ukrainian. 39 None of these 
is mentioned. From a scholarly standpoint, however, more serious is 
the omission of various important studies and research tools, such 
as the two-volume bibliography of Seveenko criticism, various solid 
studies on Seveenko, particularly those of Ivakin and Komysaneenko, 
the annual Seveenko Conferences, a Calendor of his life and work, 
etc. 40 What Cyzevs'kyj does cite is frequently peripheral and his 
emphasis misplaced: he mentions K. H. Meyer's minor Die Ukraine 
in der polnischen Romantik but ignores the much more substantive 
(though still flawed) work of R. F. Kyrciv; he mentions Hnatjuk's 
brief article on Tymko Padurra and the Decembrists, but neglects 
to note that same critic's important study of Kulis and Michal Gra
bowski, and their common interest i.n the Scottian novel. 41 Most 
often, however, the works listed are peripheral by the very fact that 
they are badly dated. (One should note here that special attention 
should be paid to recent full editions of the works of various Ukrainian 
writers, for these usually contain a more or less extensive selection 
of their letters. Since archeographic work in Ukrainian literature 
leaves much to be desired, the epistolary legacy of Ukrainian writers 
provides an invaluable documentation for their age.) 

2.7 The concluding section on Realism summarizes this bibliography. 
In this newly added chapter Cyrevs'kyj treated-and we shall see how, 
below-Ukrainian literature from Rudans'kyj, Fed'kovyc and Marko 
Voveok to Franko and Lesja Ukrajinka. For this whole period his 
bibliography is as follows: two outdated histories (by Ohnovs'kyj 
[sic] and by Petrov), two contemporary sketches (by Drahomanov 

39 See, for example, Ukrajins'koju muzoju natxnenni (Kiev, 1971); Ukrajins'ka halada: 
Antolohija (Kiev, 1964), and H.A. Nud'ha, Ukrajin'ska balada: Z teoriji ta istoriji 
ianru (Kiev, 1970); Uk raj ins 'ka doiovtneva bajka (Kiev, 1966). On the periodical 
publications see M. D. Bernstejn, Zurnal 'Osno\'a' i ukrajins'kyj literaturnyj proces kincja 
50-x-60-x rokiv XIX st. (Kiev, 1959), l.Z. Bojko, ed., Ukrajins'ki literaturni a/'ma
naxy i zbirnyky (XIX pocatok XX st.): Bib/iohraficnyj pokaicyk (Kiev, 1967), and 
V. Dmytruk, Narys z istoriji ukrajins'koji iurna/istyky XIX st. (L'viv, 1969). 
40 See, above !11, Ju. 0. Ivakin, Komentar do "Kobzarja" Sevcenka, [vol. I) Poeziji 
do zaslannja (Kiev, 1964), and [vol. 2) Poeziji 1847-1861 rr. (Kiev, 1968), and M. P. 
Komysantenko, Z istorii ukrajins'koho sevcenkoznavstva (Kiev, 1972). Cf. also T. H. 
Sevtenko, Bibliohrafija literatury pro zyttja i tvorcist', 1839-1959, vols. I and 2 (Kiev, 
1963). 
41 See R. F. Kyrtiv, Ukrajins'kyj fo/'klor u po/'s'kij literaturi: Period romantyzmu 
(Kiev, 1971); see also V. Hnatjuk, "Pol's'kyj !iterator M.A. Hrabovs'kyj i joho pry
jateljuvannja z P. 0. Kulisem," Zapysky istorycno~filolohicnoho viddilu (Vse]ukrajins'koji 
akademiji nauk (Kiev) (hereafter ZIFV-[V]UAN), vols. 19 (1928) and 23 (1929). 
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and Franko), Jefremov's history (which had already been cited under 
"General Histories"), Zerov's Vid Kulifo do Vynnycenka, D.S. Calyj 
on Stanovlennja realizmu and M. D. Bernstejn on the literary criticism 
from the 1850s to the l 870s-and that is all. 

One is at a loss to see how this contributes to a "scholarly account," 
a "reference guide" or a "critical interpretation." 42 If anything, it is 
the stuff of academic anecdotes. 

3. If the bibliography at the end raises some questions about the 
author's approach, the introductory chapter reveals some of Cy
Zt:vs'kyj's premises in the writing of this book. It shows that this 
history was conceived above all as an antidote and corrective to the 
various histories of Ukrainian literature that preceded it. To be sure, 
Cyzevs'kyj never states this explicitly; what he does is to promise 
to utilize all the previous "achievements" or "employ the scholarship" 
of the various schools of literary history, while noting at the same 
time that "attention _will be focused on those problems that have 
nor as yet been sufficiently studied-questions of form and period
ization" (8). Form and periodization are indeed central for Cy
zevs 'kyj, but the promise of a synthetic stance is not born out; there 
is little evidence to show that he implements the ideas of earlier 
schools of criticism. But what are these schools? In his brief synopsis 
Cyzevs'kyj mentions such post-Romantic schools as the "philological" 
(e.g., Ohonovs'kyj, Petrov, Daskevyc), the "socio-political" (both 
"populist" and "Marxist"), the "historical," the "comparativist," and 
finally the "formalist." (The terms "historical" and "comparativist" 
are actually misleading coinages of our translators. Cyzevs'kyj, in 
fact, speaks repeatedly of a Geistesgeschichte approach [duxovno
istorycnyj naprjam] and of a "searching for influences." The latter 
especially should not be confused with comparativism.) With the 
exception of the last, the "formalist," Cyrevs'kyj is quite critical 
of these approaches. Moreover, some of them were only marginally 
applied to the history of Ukrainian literature (e.g., the Geistes
geschichte of Buslaev). Of the various histories mentioned, only 
Hrusevs'kyj's meets with Cyzevs'kyj's apprbval, but it, of course, 

42 A much more comprehensive bibliography is contained in the entry for Ukrainian 
literature in Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia (vol. I [Toronto, 1963), pp. 960-1097), 
for which Cyzevs 'kyj wrote the articles for the period covered in the original /storija 
ukrains'koji literatury. Although at times quite unselective, the bibliography in this 
encyclopedia entry is by far more scholarly than the one proposed here. 
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does not go beyond the beginning of the seventeenth century. The 
bulk of Ukrainian literary scholarship was written from what Cy
fevs 'kyj calls the "socio-political" perspective, and the only modem 
history spanning the length of Ukrainian literature was a work 
epitomizing this approach, namely, Serhij Jefremov's very popular 
Istorija ukrains'koho pys'menstva which appeared in four editions 
between 1905 and 1922. This work looms large on the critical horizon 
for Cyzevs'kyj, and his History, by all indications, seems to be 
conceived as a rebuttal to Jefremov and the critical tradition he 
represents, with its origins going back to Belinskij, Franko and 
Hrineenko. This opposition can be deduced not only from the 
historical state of affairs, i.e., from the fact that Ukrainian literary 
scholarship of the first decades of the twentieth century had indeed 
been greatly affected by populist, "socio-political" conceptions cham
pioned by Jefremov, but also from pervasive internal evidence. In a 
very real sense, Cyzevs'kyj's History is a covert though coherent 
polemic against Jefremov and the ideas he stands for. Thus, the 
initial and persistent emphasis on literature as an art form to be 
judged by formal and intrinsic criteria is in direct contrast to Jefre
mov's (and his predecessors') notion of literature as, on the one 
hand, a reflection of social forces and political-ideological positions, 
and, on the other, of literature as an agent of change and progress 
and hence a sphere of activity that can adequately be judged precisely 
by the degree to which it effects such change and progress, or, as 
Cyfevs'kyj ironizes, by the "benefit" it brings "to the 'people,' the 
'proletariat,' the 'revolution,' etc." (6). 43 Thus, too, Cyzevs'kyj's 
"intrinsic" and "stylistic" and "international" periodization of Ukrain
ian literature (Baroque, Classicism, Romanticism, etc.) is an eloquent 
response to Jefremov's scheme where the range of Ukrainian literature 
is subsumed by such periods as (1) "the age of national independence 
(to the end of the fourteenth century)," (2) "the age of national 
dependence (end of the fourteenth to the end of the eighteenth 
century)," and (3) "the age of national rebirth" (end of the eighteenth 
to the beginning of the twentieth century). 44 These criteria speak for 
themselves. In the case of a specific period, Cyzevs'kyj's defense of 

43 That Jefremov saw literature as just such an agent is illustrated most persuasively 
by his study of the theme of hunger in Ukrainian literature, "Bez xliba," Z/FV
[V]UAN, vol. 51 (1927). Cf. also G. Grabowicz, "Serhij Jefremov jak istoryk ukra
jins'koho pys'menstva," Sucasnist', 1976, no. 10 (190). 
44 S. Jefremov, lstorija ukrains'koho pys'menstva (Kiev and Leipzig, 1919), pp. 12-13. 
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Ukrainian Baroque literature, his rejection of the notion that it was 
"'removed from life,' foreign to the interests of the people, 'scholastic,' 
of use to no one" (260) is clearly directed against populist (and later 
"vulgar-Marxist") criteria, but perhaps most of all against Jefremov, 
who more than any contemporary questioned the value of this 
literature. In a more general way, Cyievs'kyj's recurrent defense of, 
and emphasis on, the religious component in Ukrainian literature, 
be it in the Kievan period, in the Baroque, or in the eighteenth 
century, is very much in reaction to the positivism and the secularizing 
populism of such as Jefremov. 

The major theses that Cyzevs'kyj feels called upon to defend-the 
need to approach literature as art and not simply as social data, the 
scholar's obligation to treat the entire spectrum of literary phenomena 
and not only, e.g., the "progressive" works, the need to guard against 
ahistorical value judgments-all these are well within the defensive 
perimeter of even the moderately sophisticated student of literature. 
They are self-evident and rudimentary truths, especially to the English
speaking public. But this is precisely the rub-Cyievs'kyj's History 
envisions an audience that is still under the sway of Jefremovite 
concepts. (In actual fact, this is a fair assumption about the general 
Ukrainian audience, be it in the 1940s, when Cyzevs'kyj conceived 
his book, or in 1956 when it was published, or to a large extent 
even today.) Cyzevs'kyj's task, consequently, is to rectify the defi
ciencies in the perception of literature that are part and parcel of the 
cultural legacy of the average Ukrainian inteligent. In so doing he 
can also safely dispense with repeating what is presumably common 
knowledge. In effect, as a corrective to Jefremov (and again we 
mean not only Jefremov but the tradition he embodies), the History 
presupposes knowledge of much of the factual data, and quite ignores 
the customary historical, social, political and cultural background. 
Czeslaw Milosz, author of an admirable English-language history 
of Polish literature, 45 considered this a courageous methodological 
decision: 

Perhaps the most remarkable instance of a heroic decision to maintain method
ological purity is the history of Ukrainian literature (in Ukrainian) by Professor 
Dmytro Cyfevs'kyj. Geographical, historical, economic and social data is 
scrupulously avoided; it is a history of styles, but one that is set in an 
abstract space, reminding us by its absence of earthly reference points of the 
sky of ideas. 

45 Czeslaw Milosz, The History of Polish Literature (London, 1969). 
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"But," he continues pointedly, 

Cyfevs'kyj wrote for Ukrainians. How should one begin to talk about one's 
literature if the basic assumption must be that one's readers know nothing
either of geography, or of history, or of any subject pertaining to that realm? 
Will he not compromise methodological purity for the sake of crudely practical 
and immediate ends? 46 

Leaving aside for the moment the fundamental question of whether a 
dissociation of "literature as such" from its "background" is at all 
possible in a historical treatment, we can readily see that for the 
present edition the audience has changed, that it is American, or 
Canadian, or generally English-speaking, and not Ukrainian. It is an 
audience that, given the total absence of any adequate treatment of 
the subject, requires a balanced and comprehensive account of the 
entire course of Ukrainian literature, one that is fleshed out with 
precisely those "earthly reference points" of which Milosz speaks, i.e., 
primarily social and cultural processes, that put the whole subject in 
a dynamic context, and, in short, make the history of Ukrainian 
literature real. Instead they are offered a study that largely assumes 
knowledge of the context, i.e., of such mundane matters as bio
graphical data, of information on historical and cultural events and 
processes, etc., and focuses on such "intrinsically literary" matters 
as style, genre, periodization, literary language, etc. An understanding 
of the latter, however, presupposes the former, the context. And the 
reader first confronting the complex subject of Ukrainian literature 
must surely be puzzled to encounter a literature where there are 
styles and genres and forms, but often no distinct authors, or works, 
or "background." For the editor and publisher to expect that a 
work so closely tailored to the needs and expectations of one society 
and its critical tradition could perform the same function for an 

46 Czeslaw Milosz, "O historii polskiej literatury, wolnomyslicielach i masonach," 
Kultura (Paris), 1970, no. 4 (271), p. 4. A bit further on Milosz makes some acute 
observations on the pitfalls and the cultural gap facing translations. About Julian 
Krzyianowski's Polish Romanticism he says "It is a collection of all the banalities 
that are meant to establish for all time the image of 'la Pologne martyre.' This book 
elicits bloodthirstry feelings among the readers, as is demonstrated by the copies in 
Berkeley which have comments in the margins saying in English, "Good for them!' 
'They didn't beat them hard enough!' 'Dwarfs imitating giants!' etc." Of Manfred 
Kridl's A Survey of Polish Literature and Culture he says "It may be that Kridl is 
the proof that unless a professor becomes disaccustomed to a Polish audience. he will 
not be able to speak to foreigners" (p. 5). Here. one need only replace the word 
"Polish'" with "Ukrainian." 
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entirely different one is nothing short of naive. Merely translating 
the Istorija, with no substantive changes or additions, without any 
consideration of the new audience and context and with no hint 
of the peculiar goals and circumstances determining the conception 
of the original, does not, in itself, provide an adequate English
language history of Ukrainian literature. In fact, it is likely to dis
orient the reader. 

Let us illustrate this point. 

4. In the same introductory chapter where Cyievs'kyj provides his 
thumbnail sketch of earlier Ukrainian scholarship, he also deems it 
necessary to include a section which, in somewhat under six pages, 
attempts to provide a primer on poetics. To the English-speaking 
public this section may seem quaint, or incongruous in the extreme
but it is quite consistent with the premises discussed above. Beginning 
with two paragraphs on language (where he mentions, for example, 
archaisms, neologisms, jargon, etc.) and moving on to one- or two
sentence definitions of "tropes and figures" (e.g., metaphor, epithet, 
alliteration) and concluding with a discussion of the "content" of 
the work (here the theme and the plqt !) Cyzevs'kyj provides his 
audience with the indispensable tools for an adequate literary analysis. 
For, as he tells us, "Only after an analysis of the form, content and 
main idea of the work can its place in the historical evolution of 
literature be defined. This is the goal of the 'synthetic' approach to 
literary evolution" (13). What is so incongruous and revealing here 
is the inclusion of this rudimentary information in a book which 
also deals with rather more sophisticated issues of literary scholarship 
and literary historiography, and which presents new theses concerning 
literary-historical periodization, etc. Such absolute ABC's are not to 
be found in standard histories of literature, not in Krzy:Zanowski's 
two histories of Polish literature, nor in Milosz's, nor Gudzij's, nor 
Mirsky's-nor, for that matter, in Cyzevs'kyj's own history of nine
teenth-century Russian literature or his Comparative History of Slavic 
Literatures. Significantly, his History of Russian Literature, whose 
first four chapters (more than a third of the book) are virtually 
identical with the present History, also eschews such literary Kinder
stube. In the older Ukrainian literary-historical tradition, however, 
such a presentation of the basics is quite common. (This tendency 
to popularize and to start ab ovo is, of course, characteristic of older 
histories of literature in general. Jefremov, for example, starts with 
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a programmatic definition of literature-for him the "aesthetic prin
ciple" is a tautology, and literature, particularly Ukrainian literature, 
is the expression of the creative powers of the nation; 47 Hrusevs'kyj, 
too, begins with a discussion of the object of literary study, but his 
treatment is sophisticated and informative and not in the category 
of a primer; Voznjak 's discussion of the nature of literature is, 
on the other hand, superficial.) Cyzevs'kyj's introduction also follows 
this pattern, even while his emphasis is different, and his approach 
conceived as a corrective for earlier efforts. 

Cyzevs 'kyj's sense of his Ukrainian audience and his need to provide 
it with the most rudimentary knowledge also results in much over
simplification. This tendency, regrettable in any "scholarly account" 
or "reference guide," is not simply a function of brevity. One may 
wonder why Cyzevs'kyj defines "epithet," "antithesis," or "parallel
ism," but omits such equally important poetic elements as image1 

paradox, ambiguity, or the very basic "symbol." To be sure, this may 
be excused by his express intent to give only examples and not an 
exhaustive list. Less excusable, however, are faulty definitions, such 
as the one for metaphor, which is made indistinguishable from simile 
(and all the examples for which are, in fact, similes; 9). It is still 
less excusable to call such figures as metaphor, metonymy, etc., 
"devices of linguistic ornamentation" (9 and passim). That which 
is the essence of poetic language cannot very well be "ornamentation." 
Just as infelicitous is Cyzevs'kyj's use of the outdated opposition of 
"form" and "content,"· especially when the former is the "linguistic 
ornamentation" and the latter such things as the composition of the 
work, plot, theme and motif! (The opposition of "form" and "con
tent," while now generally abandoned by critics, can theoreticallY" 
be utilized to tease out fine philosophical distinctions-provided the 
analysis is performed with great rigor, as is done by Ingarden. There 
is no such rigor here.) 

Over and above the "form and content," Cyzevs'kyj postulates an 
"idea-content" (13) of the work (in the original this is "idejnyj 
zmist" [18] and it could perhaps be better translated simply as the 
"idea" of the work); this "idea-content" is a reflection of the author's 
worldview, and this "may emerge in the work 'of itself'" or else 
he may "consciously wish to off er certain ideas and views to his 
reader. In such cases we refer to the tendentiousness of the work.·· 

47 Jefremov, /storija ukrajins'koho pysmenstva, pp. 6-12 and passim. 
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Thereupon we are told that Son and Neofity "are typical of Sev
eenko's tendentious works" (13). 

Perhaps these and similar notions could be elaborated to say 
something meaningful, but as they stand now they are greatly over
generalized and oversimplified. Again one must observe that the editor 
could only have done CyZevs'kyj a service by recognizing this whole 
section for what it is and simply deleting it. Instead, the embarrass
ment is only compounded by the translators. When, for example, 
CyZevs'kyj speaks of a "vysea interpretacja" (19) he seems to be 
referring to the philosophical and historical "higher criticism" origi
nating in Germany in the late eighteenth century; the translators, 
however, apparently know nothing of this and attempt to muddle 
through with "interpretation of [the work's] meaning" (13). When 
Cyzevs'kyj speaks of "commonplaces" (zaha/'ni miscja, loci communes; 
16) they repeatedly translate this as "direct narration" (IO). 

One important qualification must be made here, however. It rests 
on the fact that CyZevs'kyj himself at one point calls his History 
"popular scholarship," ([tvir] naukovo-popularnoho xarakteru; 39). He 
says this in passing but his meaning is clear, and it is corroborated 
by the evidence. (The translation deletes this reference; 34-35.) Our 
expectation of scholarly rigor and completeness must perforce be 
modified when the work in question intentionally adapts its scholar
ship to a popular form. On the other hand, the English version of 
the History admits to no such qualification, and it is to this version, 
purporting to be the last word in Ukrainian historico-literary scholar
ship, that we are addressing ourselves. Ultimately, however, these 
are secondary matters, for the most interesting and most pertinent 
aspects of CyZevs'kyj's book are his theory of literary history and his 
theoretical conception of Ukrainian literature, and this is basically 
unaffected by the mode of his presentation. 

Ill. THE ARGUMENT OF THE HISTORY 

The History treats its subject according to eight distinct periods: 
(I) the period of Monumental Style (70 pp.), (2) the period of Orna
mental Style (88 pp.), (3) the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (9 pp.), 
(4) the Renaissance and Reformation (23 pp.), (5) the Baroque (102 
pp.), (6) Classicism (64 pp.), (7) Romanticism (147 pp.), and (8) Real
ism (30 pp.). Interspersed with these are seven "minor" or ancillary 
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chapters: (I) the Introduction (16 pp.), (2) the Pre-historic period 
(20 pp.), (3) Translated and Borrowed Literature (26 pp.), (4) Litera
ture written in Latin (3 pp.), (5) Literature of "National Revival" 
(3 pp.), (6) Ukrainian Sentimentalism (2 pp.), and (7) "Biedermeier" 
and the "Naturalist (sic) School" in the Ukraine (3 pp.). Judging 
solely by the yardstick of space allotted, it is evident that the oldest 
period of Ukrainian literature, from the beginnings to the end of 
the thirteenth century, is of prime importance for Cyzevs'kyj since 
it occupies slightly more than one-third of his entire account (over 
200 pp.). (It is made even weightier by the relatively fewer quotations 
in this section.) The period from the fourteenth century to the end 
of Classicism, with the Baroque taking the lion's share, also accounts 
for more than a third. Finally, Romanticism and Realism, and, to 
be sure, the "Biedermeier" and "Naturalist School," make up the 
remaining smaller section. Apart from questions of merit, this scheme 
is interesting for the way it neatly reverses the traditional emphasis 
of Jefremov, or of the eight-volume Soviet history, for which the 
last three-quarters of the nineteenth century, i.e., "Romanticism" 
and "Realism," dominate the entire history. This, too, may perhaps 
be seen as a covert rebuttal of existing approaches. And one 
cannot but notice that in this scheme the attention given to "Realism" 
is disproportionately small. (On methodological grounds, the decision 
to take the three-to-four-page sections which Cyzevs'kyj had called 
"excursuses" in the original and tum them into full-fledged "chapters" 
is rather questionable.) 

A. "PREHISTORY" 

The first chapter, on Prehistory, begins with a very traditional 
problem, namely, the question of the origin or "roots" of literature 
in oral literature and "folklore." 4" Cyzevs'kyj, however, refrains from 
the traditional speculation and argues persuasively that, contrary to 
what the Romantics believed, little can be deduced about the "ancient 
oral tradition'.' of, say, the eleventh century, on the basis of modem 
(eighteenth- and nineteenth-century) folk texts (17 and passim). While 
this is true, in his formulation CyZevs'kyj repeats a most common 
misconception: like virtually all who wrote on the subject, be they 

48 Hru~vs'kyj basically devotes the entire first volume to this issue; cf. lstorija 
ukrajins"koji literatury, vols. 1-5 (New York, 1959). 
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pre-Revolutionary or post-Revolutionary, Soviet or non-Soviet, he 
fails to distinguish between oral literature and tradition as such, 
and folklore. The two are not synonymous, especially in the period 
in question. (Hrusevs'kyj, who treats the interrelation of written and 
oral literature with great subtlety and depth, also does not make 
a clear distinction between oral literature and folklore; however, he 
consistently speaks of ustna, not narodna, slovesnist'.) 49 The essential 
point of difference is that folklore is the creativity that is produced 
and nurtured by the "folk"-the "peasantry," the "people," or (in 
the very loose and misleading Ukrainian and Russian terminologies) 
the narod, or, still later, also the city proletariat-and this folk 
culture is parallel to and distinct from "high" or "elite" culture. 
Oral literature, on the other hand, while largely falling within the 
domain of folklore, especially in recent times, is not at all to be defined 
by the latter; it can very well be the product of high culture. The 
Homeric epics, for example, are demonstrably oral compositions ~ 0 -
but they are certainly not folklore. Moreover, generally speaking one 
has no tools for dealing concretely with the problem of folklore, i.e., 
the creativity of the "humble folk," the narod, prior to the eighteenth 
or at least the seventeenth century when the texts were first recorded. 
In our instance, when we know so little of the social structure of 
Kievan Rus' in, let us say, the eleventh century, there is little solid 
ground on which to stand when speaking of folklore. There is even 
less justification for associating singers who, as Cyzevs'kyj himself 
notes, "were kept at the courts of princes and their retainers" (18), 
with folklore. This is merely confusing. To be sure, Soviet critics 
(especially Soviet Ukrainian critics) with their notion of the "pro
gressive" (in fact, metaphysical) nature of the narod's creativity, and 
with their exaggerated emphasis on it, are much the worse offenders; 
for Cyfovs'kyj folklore and oral literature are really quite peripheral. 
Nevertheless, a proper understanding of these phenomena and the 
distinctions involved is very important for Ukrainian literature, a 
literature in whose historical development the relationship between 
"high" and "low" culture and between written and oral works played 
a crucial and determining role. 

49 Hru~evs'kyj, Istorija ukrajins"koji literatury, I: 21-25 and passim . 
.10 See Albert Lord, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, Mass., 1960). 
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B. "TRANSLATED AND BORROWED LITERATURE" 

I. A different issue appears in Cyrevs'kyj's next chapter, "Translated 
and Borrowed Literature." Most of this literature came from Byzan
tium, and the influence of Byzantine literature on old Kievan 
literature in general, not only in terms of translations and "borrow
ings," can hardly be overestimated. Cyzevs'kyj's account of this 
influence, subdivided according to genre (liturgical books, canonical 
and apocryphal religious literature, secular literature, etc.) is infor
mative and reasonably concise. (The analogous account in the History 
of Russian Literature is more concise and somewhat better pro
portioned; while its paraphrases of contents are shorter, the context 
is clearer. At times it also gives more information, for example, 
about the "Xozdenie Zosymy do raxmaniv"; failure to mention this 
work in the Ukrainian History is unfortunate since it has interesting 
implications for Ukrainian-Hutsul-folklore, and, for that matter, 
for Hassidic folklore, and is, in fact, the major point of contact 
between the two traditions.) 51 

2. What should be the central issue for this chapter and for the 
"Byzantinist period," as old Kievan literature has been called, 52 is 
the nature of the influence, the nature of the literature that Byzantium 
was giving the newly civilized Slavs. For Cyzevs'kyj this question 
is answered in one sentence: "In large part these translated works 
were of early Christian or Helleno-Christian origin ; uniquely Byzan
tine influences did exist but they were not dominant" (39). And this 
is most inadequate. As we see from an article by 0. Bilec'kyj (l 959) 
and a subsequent, more detailed article by I. Eremin (1964), there 
is a deeply significant and historically portentous relationship that 
is at work here. 53 For, as Eremin reminds us, in the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries Byzantine literature was undergoing a splendid 

51 Professor Dov Noy of Hebrew University discussed this connection in his paper 
"Ukrainian-Hucul Folklore in the Hasidic Legends of Rabbi Israel Ba'al-Shem-Tov," 
presented in the Seminar in Ukrainian Studies at Harvard University, 17 December 
1976. A resume of the talk appears in the Minutes of the Seminar for the 1976-77 
academic year (vol. 7, pp. 39-41 ). 
52 Cf. Serex [Shevelov], "Na rystovannjax istoriji literatury," and below. 
53 Cf. 0. Bilec'kyj, "Perekladna literatura vizantijs'ko-bolhars'koho poxodfennja." 
Zibrannja prac' u p"jaty tomax, vol. 1 (Kiev, 1965), pp. 128-87, and I. P. Eremin. 
"O vizantijskom vlijanii v bolgarskoj i drevnerusskoj literaturax IX-XII vv.," Literatura 
drevnej Rusi (Moscow, 1966), pp. 9-17. 
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"Renaissance." It was a time of lively interest in classical antiquity, 
in poetry, prose and philosophy, in history (Thycidides and Polibius, 
Herodotus and Xenophon), and in secular satire (on the model of 
Lucian); it was a time when secular and church authorities studied 
and commented Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Aristophanes and Menander, 
when Plato and Aristotle were studied, and when religious literature 
was expanded to include exegesis and polemics. 54 "And yet," Eremin 
continues, 

this broad range of socio-literary activity in 11th-12th century Byzantium 
passed without leaving a trace on contemporary Rus'. Not one of the more 
or less notable Byzantine authors of that period was translated, not even 
the most outstanding-Michael Psellus (1018-1078), theologian and philosopher, 
historian and philologist, orator and poet. 55 

What Rus' received, in fact, was a vast amount of medieval Reader's 
Digests, various compilations, condensations, anthologies and selec
tions. It got the Paroemenarium (selection of quotations for divine 
service) and the Triodion (collection of church songs), the Patericons 
and apocrypha, and such works on "natural science" as the Hexae
merons and the Physiologus, in short, the whole gamut of popular, 
"low-brow" literature. Where the Byzantines could study the historio
sophy of Thycidides, the East Slavs were offered the chronicles of 
Malalas, for whom the past is an anecdotal grab-bag, where Paris 
is a scholar and a panegyrist to Venus; if in Constantinople one 
could read the Physics of Aristotle, in Kiev one had to do with the 
Physiologus and learn about the phoenix that lives five hundred years 
without food. 56 There were also, to be sure, translations from the 
fourth- to sixth-century Greek church fathers, the sermons of John 
Chrysostomos, Basil the Great, Gregory of Nazianus, the theology 
of John Damascene, etc., but mass literature predominated, and it 
also modelled the presentation of the religious literature, i.e., by way 
of anthologies-in the Zlatoust, Margarit, Izmaragd, etc. 

The pattern of cultural imperialism is obvious enough. As Bilec'kyj 
puts it, "Only that was translated which was absolutely indispensable 
for the new Christian cult, or that which in its properties and 
content would further the hegemony of Byzantine culture over the 

54 Eremin, "O vizantijskom .vlijanii," pp. 9-10. 
55 Eremin, "O vizantijskom vlijanii," p. 10. 
56 Cf. Bilec'kyj, "Perekladna literatura," p. 129. 
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'barbarians' that it was civilizing." 57 It is somewhat remarkable that 
this is highlighted by Soviet scholars who as a rule are most reluctant 
to admit to any such inferiority (the standard history by Gudzij, 
for example, glosses over this aspect). 58 For his part, Cyievs'kyj in 
presenting this literature confines himself to apologetics for its reli
gious coloration. This is evident throughout, but one can focus on 
one important moment. In his opening remarks in the section on 
"Secular Literature" he notes, 

The "secular" nature of the translated literature in general and the scholarly 
works in particular is only relative. In the tenth and eleventh centuries the 
belief that total harmony did and ought to exist between religion and other 
spheres of knowledge was so strong that any issue could be resolved merely 
by reference to Christian dogma or the Holy Scriptures. Thus, while many 
of the scholarly works of the Kievan period may now appear to have too 
great a religious and ecclesiastical coloration, in their historical context they 
satisfied the requirements of scholarship. However, most of the "scholarship" 
of Kievan Rus' with the possible exception of theological works, was exclusively 
of the popular variety. (49) 

To say of these works that "in their historical context they satisfied 
the requirements of scholarship" is simply tautologous. It is precisely 
the task of the historian to determine what kind of scholarship it was 
and how it compared to other models of scholarship (i.e., in Byzan
tium, the West, etc.). Similarly, the last two statements leave the 
ambivalence of scholarship/ popular scholarship unresolved; they leave 
begging such questions as the reason for and the function of such a 
state of affairs, and above all, they leave unanswered the very basic 
question of the legacy of such "scholarship" and of such a relation
ship between the religious and the secular. These issues lie at the 

57 Bilec'kyj, "Perekladna literatura," p. 130. Ihor Seveenko puts the case just as 
strongly: 

Baptism did change the barbarians, those bestial creatures, into human beings, but 
the mere fact of the barbarians' conversion was indeed a miracle. How else could 
they have changed from animals into our brothers? True enough, when the going 
was rough, one would try to mollify the newly converted barbarian adversary by 
appealing to the recently achieved community of faith. But, on the whole, barbaric 
nations, as opposed to individual barbarians, were too despised to be genuinely 
accepted into the community of Byzantine civilization, even after they had accepted 
baptism.-

"Three Paradoxes of the Cyrillo-Methodian Mission," Slavic Revie11· 23. no. 2 (June 
1964): 226-27. 

58 Cf. N. K. Gudzij, /storija drevnej russkoj literatury (Moscow, 1966), p. 24 and 
passim. 
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very root of the Ukrainian and generally East Slavic cultural ex
perience, and every history, and history of literature, must begin 
here. 59 Regrettably, Cyzevs'kyj avoids this issue. 

C. THE PERIODS OF "MONUMENTAL" AND "ORNAMENTAL" STYLE 

I. The treatment of old Kievan literature of the eleventh to thirteenth 
century is extensive (about one-third of the entire History, as we have 
noted) and quite representative of Cy:Zevs'kyj's method and approach. 
As he will throughout, he treats the material almost exclusively under 
the rubric of various genres-sermons, the tale, chronicles, the epos, 
etc.-and brackets the whole with a general characterization of the 
period at the outset and a synthesizing conclusion at the end. The 
approach by genres holds true even if the given category or "slot" 
is "empty" of concrete works, which is the case with the "epos" in 
both subdivisions of this period. In itself, such a discussion of "empty 
slots" is not invalid-it was done at great length and provocatively, 
if speculatively, by Hrusevs'kyj-but it is characteristic of Cyzevs'kyj 
to posit a "full complement" of such categories (slots) for each 
period. 

2. For the most part, the literature of this period is treated sub 
speciae of several key works, e.g., the Igor' Tale, the Life of Theo
dosius, the Supplication of Daniel. The author and the circumstances 
of the writing figure hardly at all in the discussion, and, to be sure, 
this is largely valid for a period where there is little if any biographical 
data available, and where the literature, by its very nature, is supra
individual, emphasizing community, tradition and convention. As 
Lixaeev puts it, this literature "was an art form created by means 
of the accretion of collective experience; it achieved tremendous effect 
by the wisdom of its traditions and the basically anonymous unity 
of its writing." 60 As we shall see, anonymity will return as a 
problematical issue in later periods. 

59 Cf. the very interesting prologomena to Ukrainian cultural history of 0. Zilyns'kyj 
[Zelyns'kyj], "Duxova heneza per§oho ukrajins'koho vidrodfennja," Steii I, no. 7-8 
(Nov. 1946- Feb. 1947): 6-20. 
60 D. S. Lixarev, Introduction to "lzbornik": Sbornik proizvedenij literatury drevnej 
Rusi (Moscow, 1969), p. 7. 
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3. Undoubtedly the major question raised by Cyievs'kyj's approach 
here stems from his subdivision of the literature of Kievan Rus' into 
two distinct periods, the "Monumental" (for the eleventh century) 
and the "Ornamental" (for the twelfth and thirteenth centuries). In 
this he is rather isolated, for the majority of scholars, Soviet and 
non-Soviet, do not agree. For Bilec'kyj, for example, this is seen as 
the imposition of a "formalist," largely a priori scheme. He questions 
the apparent inconsistencies, as when the sermons of Serapion, bishop 
of Vladimir, are taken as expressive of the "ornamental style" in 
spite of the fact that Cyzevs'kyj himself speaks of their "moral 
severity" and thematic monolithism. 61 (A similar rebuttal concerning 
Cyzevs'kyj's reading of the Igor' Tale becomes side-tracked by the 
extraneous criterion of its "patriotism.") 62 The Western critic Jurij 
Serex [Shevelov], however, also has reservations about the schematic 
pigeonholing of individual writers ostensibly by "style" but in fact 
by chronology. He says, for example, that "despite all of Cyzevs'kyj's 
qualifications, and in contrast to the chronology, I would relate 
Ilarion 's Sermon on Law and Grace to the ornamental style, and the 
works of Serapion (151) and Simon (161) to the monumental." In a 
more general and more substantive vein Serex observes (as previously 
noted) that "both styles of Kievan Rus'-the monumental and the 
ornamental-came from Byzantium." "It is for this reason," he 
continues, "that I applied the term Byzantinism to them. Cyzevs'kyj 
does not have this term. I thought it possible to coin it by analogy 
to the Romance style in art. I would consider both of these styles 
[monumental and ornamental] as variants of one style, not following 
one after the other but simultaneous, parallel and dependent on the 
character and cultural level of the author." 61 Finally, it is interesting 
to note that the notion of a "monumental style" in old Kievan 
literature (and culture) has even found an adherent in Soviet scholar
ship, i.e., in Lixaeev, but again it is applied to the entire period of 
the eleventh to thirteenth century. 

4. In the matter of specific works and writers Cyzevs'kyj's discussion 
suffers from his tendency to isolate the literary work from its social 
and especially political context. While this is, of course, a general 
tendency, it is particularly questionable for a period and culture 

61 Cf. Bilec'kyj, "Perekladna literatura," I: 124. 
62 Bilec'kyj, "Perekladna literatura," I : 124. 
63 Serex [Shevelov), "Na rystovannjax istoriji literatury," p. 2. 
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where, as Cyfevs'kyj is first to admit, literature and the writer 
have no autonomous status, and where meaning and indeed form 
are determined by the work's function, which is its ideology. This 
also affects the work's chances of survival. Thus, the fact that the 
life of Antonius of the Kievan Caves Monastery has not been pre
served was undoubtedly caused by the political reaction to the pro
Byzantine faction with which he was associated. Similarly, the perspec
tive, the interpretation and the content of the chronicles, the lives 
and the tales were strongly, if not entirely, determined by the political 
orientation of the writer, be he writing at court or in a monastery 
(which, of course, also had its orientation). 64 Thus Cyzevs'kyj is not 
persuasive when he tells us that it is unfair to reprove Nestor for 
inventing facts, since "it is hardly possible that a pious writer such 
as Nestor, who assures his reader that he is recounting only what 
he has heard from the Xristo/jubci, would falsify facts" (92-93). 

5. Perhaps the most striking instance of a traditionally naive reading 
relates to the outstanding work of the period, the Igor' Tale. After an 
extensive analysis (in which he compares it to other epics but, in 
contrast to the translators, never calls it that) 65 Cyzevs'kyj turns to 
the unknown author. From the discussion (cf. 208-209), one can 
infer that he envisions (or at least entertains the notion of) the author 
as a "bard," like Halban in Konrad Wallenrod. This Ossianic concep
tion was understandable for the first critics and enthusiasts of the 
newly discovered Slovo, but it no longer suffices. Recent scholarship 
(Eremin) has demonstrated that the composition of the work clearly 
follows the bookish tradition of a slovo; 66 still more recent scholar
ship (Pritsak) has given us a closely argued dating for the work-
1199-1201, with the actual date most probably 1201-and even more 
importantly, has shown that the Igor' Tale was above all a work 
finely attuned to Rus'ian dynastic politics, a work of a court writer 
-not an eyewitness, but a retainer working with a revised official 
version of the campaign-engaged to further the political aspirations 
of his patron, first Igor' Svjatoslavic and then (in the epilogue) 
following his unexpected death in 1201, his son Volodimer. 67 These 

64 See Omeljan Pritsak, "'The Caves Monastery Collection' and the 'Tale of Bygone 
Years,"' forthcoming in Harvard Ukrainian Studies. 
65 See pp. 193/183, 195/185, 201/190 and 204/193. 
66 Eremin, "Zanrovaja priroda 'Slova o polku Igoreve,"' in Literatura drevnej Rusi. 
67 Omeljan Pritsak, "The Igor' Tale as a Historical Document," Annuls of th<' 
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mundane realia, one may submit, give us not only a truer picture 
but a much more exciting one than that projected by the repeated 
vague banalities about the author's alleged prowess as hunter or 
warrior, or, especially, about his "patriotism." (The latter criterion 
is, of course, much more the domain of Soviet critics than of Cy-

zevs 'kyj.) 

6. Cyzevs'kyj's comprehensive discussion of this period may, of 
course, elicit reservations at various points. Despite the rather de
tailed paraphrase of the content of Nestor's Life ol Theodosius, for 
example, the analysis seems to miss some central moments, e.g., 
the dynamics and the symbolism of Theodosius' conflict with his 
mother (in the first part of the L!le). 6K And in general, here as 
throughout the book, the great emphasis on surface formal properties, 
i.e., long passages and even pages illustrating alliteration or some 
other euphonic device, when made at the expense not only of "back
ground" but of deeper and no less "formal" properties, as of symbolic 
patterns and semantic levels, makes for a poor exchange. 69 One 
must also confront the fact that in the comparable space allotted 
to him, Gudzij in his History gives a much fuller account of this 
period, and, to be sure, of the scholarship on it. But it is Cyzevs'kyj's 
conclusions, the synthesis and perspective provided in the section 
"The Significance of the Literature of Kievan Rus'" (222-25), that 
are most troubling. Apart from the opening apologia for the literature 
of this period, a "Ukrainian excursus" that is quite out of place in 
this edition, the main problem is that Cyzevs'kyj broaches fundamental 
issues and then )eaves them unresolved. Thus he speaks of old Kievan 
literature as a great flowering that had "the most profound effect 
on the development of the character and the peculiar historical 
strengths of a nation" (222), and he also notes that this period had 
its weaknesses and deficiencies, above all, as he sees it, the near 
total absence of scholarship, of scientific writing, and even of theology. 
Such "flawed flowerings" may indeed be possible (and Cyievs'kyj 
intimates one such problem area when he speaks of the merits of 
adopting "an artificial Slavic literary language"), but rather than 
merely noting its existence it would be more fruitful to put it in a 

Ukrainian Academy.~/ Arts and Sciences in the U.S., vol. 12 (1969-1972), nos. 1-2 
(33-44). 
68 Cf. Eremin, "K xarakteristike Nestora kak pisatelja," in Literatura drevnej Rusi. 
69 In this and other respects, Eremin's treatment (fn. 79) is much more satisfactory. 
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historical perspective. For all the genuine achievements of the Kievan 
period, the fact of the East Slavs falling into the Byzantine cultural 
sphere of influence, and receiving only the low, mass version of this 
culture, was a disaster from which they, and specifically the Ukrainian 
people, never fully recovered. The West European "Renaissance with
out Humanism" of the twelfth century never took place on the 
Ukrainian territories. Even more, as Zilyns'kyj's above-mentioned 
article so forcefully argues, adoption of the Byzantine religious world
view-i.e., its transcendental idealism, agnosticism, impersonalism, 
and, above all, ahistoricism and predestinationalism-and their adop
tion in the absence of Byzantine culture, legitimacy and the real 
power of the state, inevitably led to the collapse of Ukrainian 
society and cultural life in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
when confronted by the energetic, Western-oriented neighbors, Lithu
ania and Poland. 711 When a revival did occur it was in spite of; not 
because of, the Byzantine legacy. Cyzevs'kyj's claim that "it was 
precisely the traditions of old Kievan literature that made the later 
cultural revivals possible-both the unexpected, but less brilliant, 
renaissance of the Cossack era as well as that of the nineteenth 
century (on a different linguistic base)" (223) is very unpersuasive. 
(Unless, of course, he means this, as he probably does, quite ahistori
cally and metaphysically-as the creation of a national "soul" im
pervious to the historical process.) 71 In fact, Ukrainian Baroque 
literature drew its inspiration primarily from the West, from Poland, 
as Cyzevs'kyj himself notes, and the "discovery" of the Kievan legacy 
occurred in the 1620s, well after the initial stirrings of revival at the 
end of the sixteenth century, and as a search for legitimacy, not as 
a model or source of inspiration. It is rather the absence of any true 
Renaissance in Ukrainian cultural life and the selective and "scholas
tic" nature of the Ukrainian Baroque that can be credited to the early 
Byzantinist period. 

D. "THE LITERATURE OF THE FOURTEENTH AND 
FIFTEENTH CENTURIES" 

The chapter dealing with this period begins with the statement that 
the incorporation of the Ukrainian lands into the Lithuanian and 

70 Zilyns'kyj, "Duxova heneza perfoho ukrajins'koho vidrodfennja," p. 11 and passim. 
7 1 As much is suggested by the preceding sentence: "This spiritual preparation, this 
initial flowering, could not be erased even by those centuries which were less favorable 
for literary development." 
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Polish kingdoms "undoubtedly [was] at least partially responsible for 
the cultural decline" (226), but why this should be so is not at all 
clear. The Ukrainian-Belorussian language, for example, was the offi
cial language of the Lithuanian state, and Rus' culture was still the 
more highly developed. The reason for the decline was probably 
internal, as suggested above, and not external: missing was the cement 
that could hold society together, and religious dogma and traditional
ism, the only heritage of Eastern Christianity, could not substitute 
for it, nor could they provide the necessary resilience for change. 
It was not that the "Metropolitanate was moved to Moscow" (226) 
as the translators have it (implying some sinister agency?), it was 
rather that the Metropolitan Petro of Rata moved there himself in 
the 1320s, most probably to further his career. 72 The reasons for 
this and for the whole melancholy period of "wasted years" are 
quite complex and can hardly be presented here. They stem from 
both the geo-political and cultural position of the Ukrainian lands 
and from the workings of the cultural legacy. 

E. '"RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION" 

1. The chapter on the Renaissance and Reformation introduces new 
issues and some new problems. Characteristically, Cyzevs'kyj begins 
with a discussion of the European Renaissance in general and then 
its role in Ukrainian literature in particular. What is immediately 
apparent, however, is that his approach to the Renaissance is rather 
polemical and hostile. Under three categories which he deems most 
important-the Renaissance "Classical ideal of beauty as harmony 
and balance," the "'discovery' and 'liberation' of man," and the 
"'rediscovery' of nature" -Cyfovs'kyj proceeds to rebut the Renais
sance and to "rehabilitate" at its expense the preceding Middle Ages 
and the coming Baroque. This is a very questionable procedure. For 
one thing, his interpretations are rather biased and do not objectively 
describe, let alone analyze, the nature and meaning of the Renaissance. 
For example: "The Renaissance certainly did 'liberate' man but it 
failed to ask the all-important question: did this 'liberation· from 
the authority of the Church and frequently also from all moral and 
social authority really lead to the 'discovery' of man's essence, or was 
it merely a digression from the true path to this goal?" (237). For 

72 Cf. M. Hru~evs'kyj, /storija Ukrajiny-Rusy, vol. 3 (New York, 1956), p. 271. 
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another, such a polemic against, of all things, a period in man's 
cultural history is, from the perspective of scholarship, a somewhat 
unorthodox procedure. 73 The most important feature of the Renais
sance, namely, secularization and the birth of individualism and 
intellectual emancipation, are conceded grudgingly (with quotation 
marks around most terms) if at all; a sharp opposition is drawn 
between the Renaissance and religion, whereas in fact the Renaissance 
grew out from a religious renewal (e.g., St. Francis of Assisi) and was 
a rejection of dogma, otherworldliness and asceticism, and an affirm
ation of individual religious feeling and experience. Another essential 
aspect, the material basis of the Renaissance, the commercial ground 
providing patronage for the arts as well as the national-political 
revival (particularly in Italy) is also ignored. 74 

Both elements are quite absent from the Ukrainian sphere, and 
Cyfevs'kyj notes this, but one is almost led to wonder whether his 
very definition of the Renaissance is not tailored to fit (and "ex
culpate") the Ukrainian cultural model with its deeper roots in the 
Byzantine and Baroque periods. 

2. The most important consideration, however, which applies to the 
entire chapter, not just its introductory section, is that the Ukraine 
was at this time fully a part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, 
and that the Renaissance, Humanism, and the Reformation consti
tuted an extremely vibrant and fruitful phase in the cultural life of 

73 Cf. these passages: 

For the Renaissance, there remained only dreams of contributions already made 
by those representatives of "late scholasticism" at the Sorbonne and elsewhere, towards 
whom the man of the Renaissance had to take a hostile stance, but which were later 
rediscovered by those who rejected a large portion of the "achievements" of the 
Renaissance and made an attempt to revitalize "the old," i.e., many of the most 
important ideals of the Middle Ages; these were men of the Baroque period, whose 
contributions to science were far greater than those of the exalted Renaissance Man 
(p. 238); 
or: 
... the accomplishments of the Renaissance were unable to satisfy even its sixteenth 
century followers. The Renaissance sought "enthusiasm," but was able to cultivate 
only a rather cool rhetoric; it sought a superior, universally developed man, but 
egoism, amorality, and anarchy were the only results; the Renaissance set itself as a 
goal the exploration of nature, but natural science in the Renaissance remained in 
a kind of wonderland, patronizing magic, alchemy, and astrology. The Renaissance 
sharply criticized the superstitions and prejudices of earlier times, but itself remained 
under the influence of superstitions of a more modern variety (p. 238). 
74 Cf. Zygmunt Lempicki, WybOr pism, vol. 1 : Renesans, Oswiecenie, Romantyzm 
(Warsaw, 1966), especially pp. 82-91. 
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that multinational state. This, too, is not fully developed here. To be 
sure, Cyzevs 'kyj does not minimize the inertia and resistance to 
change, especially to secularization, of the majority of Ukrainian 
society, nor the hold over it of the old Byzantine traditions. One is 
inclined to agree when he says that "There is no doubt that the 
influences of the Renaissance and Reformation in the Ukraine were 
more widespread and more deeply felt in day-to-day life, and especially 
in the lives of individual people, than in literature" (241 ). But the 
matter should not be left where he leaves it: "Ukrainian literature 
of the sixteenth century not only manifested very few elements of 
the Renaissance and Reformation, but was also of limited significance 
as a whole"; and turning to the past and future ("There is no need to 
conceal this fact, in view of the magnificent literature of the Kievan 
and Baroque periods"; 241) does not obviate the need to look squarely 
at the present, i.e., the period in question. For as some recent, though 
still incomplete and unsystematized, research has shown, there was 
considerable involvement by Ukrainians in the active mainstream of 
the cultural life of the multinational Commonwealth. 75 A perspective 
must be found on the cultural picture. As B. Krawciw noted, 

Ukrainian society ... in the 15th-16th centuries in Poland and the Lithuanian
Ruthenian state cannot be confined only to the Ukrainian-speaking burghers, 
the clergy and the peasants, and in time the Cossacks, who in the best of 
circumstances were led by a small group of orthodox gentry-something which 
was done by S. Jefremov, at times by M. Hru5evs'kyj, and others. Along with 
the above named social strata (estates) there was also a large stratum of 
gentry and magnates (former boyars and princes) who though Catholicized 
and Polonized still had not broken with the Rus' nation and faith. 76 

Correlatively with this, the literary output of such a broadly conceived 
Ukrainian society cannot be confined only to what was written in 
Ukrainian (i.e., Church Slavonic or bookish Ukrainian) but must 
include works written in Polish and Latin. Finally, as Krawciw ob
served, it is clear that a significant role in Ukrainian cultural life was 
played by various cultural centers, not only on Ukrainian territories, 
such as L'viv and Zamost' and Ostroh, but also in Poland proper, 
i.e., Cracow. The analogy between Cracow in the fifteenth and six
teenth centuries with its numerous Ukrainian students and lecturers 
and St. Petersburg in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is ob
vious, and it should be investigated further. 

75 Kravciv [Krawciw], "Renesans i humanism na Ukrajini." 
76 Kravciv [Krawciw], "Renesans i humanism na Ukrajini," p. 41 
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3. At the end of this chapter Cyzevs'kyj turns to a rather different 
phenomenon-the dumy. Unfortunately, he misstates the issue at the 
outset when he introduces them as "a new type of folk song" (256). 
As with the old epos, with which the dumy are contrasted, this 
results from confusing oral with folk poetry. The major difference is 
that there is a fairly large corpus of dumy, which, though collected 
much later, still gives us the basis for establishing their properties 
and structure; and this, given the important role they played in later 
Ukrainian literature, especially poetry, is a matter of some priority. 
A thorough study of the dumy will almost certainly show that they 
are not folk poetry, arising from a local milieu and perspective, but 
poetry which reflects an entire "national" ethos, a sense of history, 
and encompasses various milieus-the church (as reflected in the 
moral injunctions), the military, the settled agricultural classes, etc. 
It will also probably show that analysis and classification of the dumy 
cannot rest on conventional approaches (for example, their subdivision 
by manifest thematic content, or the still more superficial device of 
dividing them into "those with 'anonymous' heroes, and those whose 
heroes are named"; 257), but must attempt to decode their complex· 
symbolic structure, and on this basis establish a new classification. 

F. "BAROQUE" 

1. As indicated above, the chapter on the Baroque is one of the 
longest in the History, and well it should be, for the Ukrainian 
Baroque, like the Polish Baroque on which it drew so much, was 
not only an inordinately long-lived phenomenon, lasting for the better 
part of two centuries, from the time of Vysens'kyj to Skovoroda, 
but was also a period of much literary and cultural activity. Yet 
despite the extended focus, in spite of Cyrevs'kyj's unquestionable 
authority in matters dealing with the Baroque, and in spite of the 
generally illuminating opening discussion of the concept of the 
Baroque and of its formal characteristics, the chapter is disappointing. 
It disappoints, first of all, by the fact that the entire period of close 
to two hundred years is seen in total stasis. To be sure, Cyzevs'kyj 
refers to stages in the European Baroque (Gongorism, Mannerism, 
Rococo) and he observes, quite correctly, that analogous stylistic 
changes were not in evidence in Ukrainian literature, but this, and the 
statement that ~·some time after 1680, Ukrainian literature experienced 
a period in which the style was unusually flowery, overburdened with 
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formal decorative elements ... " (277), is all that is said about any 
possible internal dynamics in the literature of the period. There are 
a few scattered references to the development of this or that device 
or genre, e.g., a brief comment on the development of dialogues in 
drama (329) or a discussion of the evolution of the sermon (334-43). 
But the whole of Ukrainian literature and literary life in this period 
is frozen into an abstract, non-temporal scheme; Klymentij Zinoviev, 
Ivan Velyckovs'kyj, Prokopovyc, Skovoroda, all exist synchronously, 
because, apparently, their Baroque :;tyle was one. And style is the 
only basic criterion for periodization, and the macro-periodization of 
Renaissance-Baroque-Classicism, etc., is virtually the only concession 
to the historical dimension. Without necessarily arguing for a division 
into "early" and "late" Baroque (or a "monumental" and "oma
Qlental" Baroque) one can still distinguish several significant lines 
of development, and these developments, one may argue, are at least 
as worthy of attention in a history of literature as are stylistic changes. 

We are not altogether surprised when CyZevs'kyj strongly down
plays, and, except for a few comments on the sermon, virtually ignores 
the cultural (and social and political or ideological) "content" of 
various works. But while he speaks of "style," devices, and tricks, 
there is hardly any discussion-even in the case of historical works
of that very "content" or "idea-content" which he himself listed as 
part of the literary work. 77 Instead, especially in the largest section 
on "verse poetry," there is a self-indulgent focus on formal (more 
correctly formalistic) features to the exclusion of all else. This may 
be adequate for a special study a la his own Forma/istische Dichtung 
bei den Slaven, 78 but a history requires more perspective and balance. 

2. One major element that is missing from the discussion is that of 
the political orientation or the modes of national consciousness in 
the literature in question. Between Kasijan Sakovyc's Virsi na ialosnyj 
pohreb ... Sahajdacnoho (1622) and Semen Divovyc's Razhovor Vely
korossii z M alorossieju ( 1762) there is a broad spectrum of positions, 
reflected in such works, among others, as Velyckovs'kyj's virsi to 

11 lstorija Rusov is the only work to be given a fuller treatment, but asCyuvs'kyj 
himself says, "it belongs to the post-Baroque era" (348). As to Velyc!ko, Cyuvs'kyj 
cites several passages to illustrate his style, but of the "idea content" he can only say 
that "In the prefaces to the first and second volumes, Velyc!ko develops some of the 
basic ideas underlying his world view and his historical 'methodology'" (345)-and 
this is not very enlightening. 
78 Cf. Dmitrij Tschiuwskij, Formalistische Dichtung bei den Slaven (Wiesbaden, 1958). 
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Hetman Samojlovyc, the Synopsis (probably written under the aegis 
of Gisel'), and Prokopovyc's Vladimir. But none of this is discussed: 
the central role of political ideology in the Synopsis and in Vladimir 
is not touched upon, 79 ' Sakovyc's Virsi on Sahajdaenyj are mentioned 
only in passing, and Velyckovs'kyj's virsi and the very important 
Razhovor of Divovyc are not mentioned at all. Even if one were 
disposed to ignore these works because they have only "ideological" 
or "political" value (which is not the case-they have manifest literary 
value as well) there is also the question of the development of literary 
consciousness, of a literary stance, and of evolution in the articulation 
of aesthetic issues. Regrettably, these considerations are also ignored. 
For our part we can only point to a few salient "milestones." 
Vy5ens'kyj, for example, with his fierce spirit of reaction, with his 
violent opposition to all things new and Western, including of course 
the Classics, Humanism, and the culture of the Renaissance, has, as 
Cyzevs'kyj elaborates at length, little use for the new aesthetic or for 
new literary models. (Vysens'kyj's opposition is perhaps not as abso
lute as Cy:Zevs'kyj implies: in his "Poslanie k starice Domnikii" 
[1605] he concedes the possibility of utilizing the new learning and the 
new arts-though in proper, subordinate relation to Church dogma 
and tradition.) 80 Ivan Velyckovs'kyj, however, writing at the end of 
the century, perceives the issue in very different terms. In the "Pred
mova do cytelnyka" of his Mleko (1691) he gives the reason for his 
stucky poetickie, and what is more important, formulates a new 
aesthetic (and patriotic) consciousness: 

79 Cf. Jury $erech [Shevelov], "On Teofan Prokopovi~ as Writer and Preacher in 
his Kiev Period," Harvard Slavic Studies, vol. 2 (1954); cf. also S. L. Pesti~. "Sinopsis 
kak istorireskoe proizvedenie," Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoj literatury 15 (1958): 284-98. 
KO Thus: Ane 6bIM JI paAHJI HalllHM <l>YHAaTopoM 6naro11ecTHJI so Jlbsost : B 
nepBbIX, uepKOBHaro nocJitAOBaHHJI, CJiaBOCJIOBHJI H 6narO'ICCTHJI y3aKOHHTH, 
AtTeM Hay'IHTH; TalKe YTBep,llHBIIIH cyMHeHHJI stpbl 6naro11ecTHBbIMH ,llOrMaTbl, 
TOT,lla BHtlllHHX XHTPOCTdi ,llJIJI BtAOMOCTH KacaTHCJI He B036paHJITH. He 60 a3 
xymo rpaMOTH'IHOe y11eHHe H KJIIO'lb K Il03HaHHIO CKJia,llOB H pe11eli, JIKO lKe HtUbIH 
MHJIT H nO,ll06Ho rnaroJIIOT : « 3aHe lKe caM He y'IHJICJI, TOTO pa,llH H HaM 3aBH,llHT 
H B036paHJieT ». and again: 11 He BtAOMOCTb XYJIIO XYAOlKeCTBa, ane XYJIIO, IIITO 
TentpelllHHe HalllH HOBbie PYCKHe <l>HJIOCO<l>bI He 3Ha!OT B uepKBH HH'ITOlKe 'IHTaTH, -
HH Toe caMoe IlcaJITblpH, HH YacocJIOBa. 

Cf. Ivan Viknskij, Socinenija (Moscow and Leningrad, 1955), pp. 162-63; cf. also 
the History, pp. 263-74. Here, too, the unsteady hand of the translators is evident. 
When Cytevs'kyj says " ... i renesans i reformacija dlja n'oho [i.e., Vyknskyj]-lyk 
z"javy~~ pidupadu, rozkladu, antyxrystovoho 'soblaznu'" (234), they come back with 
"... he considered both the Renaissance and the Reformaiion to be no more than 
the manifestations of the decline, the disintegration of the anti-Christ 'heresy'" (264). 
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Ysaxcaioqu SI, uxc MH6riu Hapo.uose, Jenama s HayKax o6$uTyioqie, 
MH6ro MalOT He TblJIKO opaTopcKHX, ane u noeTHUKHX, qy.uHe a 
MHCTCpHe, npupO.UHblM HX UblKOM, OT BblCOKHX pa3yMOB COCTaBJieHHblX 
Tpy.uomo6iif, KOTOpblMH H CaMH CSI TtWaT, H IlOTOMKOB CBOHX ,UOBI.J;i>nbl 
OCTpSIT, SI, SIKO HCTHHblH CblH ManopocciHCKOH oTqHJHbl Haweu, 
6onf.ioqu Ha To cep.uueM, uxc s Manon Hawou P6cciu .uo cux qac 
TaKOBblX H't. OT K6ro TblilOM BbJ,UaHblX He OrJISl,UalO Tpy.uoe, 3 ropJIHBOCTH 
MOCH Ky MHJIOH oTqHJHt., npH3BaBWH 6ora H 6oxciio MaTKY H [CBSITblX], 
YMbICJIHJieM, une 3MO)KHOCTb no.unoro [.uoeut.]ny Moero no3soni!na, 
Ht.KoT6pb1e 3HaqHt.Hwbie WTYKH noeTHUKie pycKHM Sl3bIKOM Bbipa3HTH, 
He 3 S1Koro Sl3bIKa Ha pycKin OHbie nepeeo.uS1qu, ane snacHoio npaueio 
Moeio HOBO Ha no.uo6eHcrno iHopo.uHbIX 11 cocTasnf!ioqu, a Ht.KoT6pb1e 
H uf.ne pyccKiC cn6co6bI Bb!Han.uyioqu, KOTOpbl( H HHWblM Sl3blKOM 
aHt. CSI MoryT Bblpa3HTH. 81 

(Here one might note that acknowledgment of these considerations 
would have gone far toward putting the range of Velyckovs'kyj's 
devices and tricks-which form the bulk of Cyzevs'kyj's illustrations
into perspective; as the section on "verse poetry" now stands, the 
discussion does little more than catalogue them.) And finally one 
can turn to Prokopovyc's treatise on poetics and rhetoric which 
marks the beginning of Classicist poetics. What is striking here is 
that this work (first delivered as a cycle of lectures in 1705), dedicated 
to the Ukrainian youth studying in the Kievan Mohyla Academy 
(De arte poetica libri Ill ad usum et institutionem studiosae juventutis 
roxolanae dictati Kioviae in Orthodoxa Academia Mohyleana) 82 had a 
very limited effect on Ukrainian literary currents and models. As 
Russian literature absorbed and elaborated the new Classicism, Ukrain
ian literature remained steadfastly Baroque. Dovhalevs'kyj's treatise 
on poetics, Hortus poeticus (1736), for example, illustrates both the 

81 Cf. Ivan Velyckovs'kyj, Tvory (Kiev, 1972), pp. 70-71. It is quite significant that 
for Velyckovs'kyj the devotional, religious consideration does not eclipse but indeed 
harmonizes with the patriotic moment (thus: " ... lofylem trud ne ku jakomu, ne daj 
boze tsreslaviju, ale sregulne ku slave Bo ha slavy ... a na ozdobu otcysny na§ei i 
utl!xu malorossijskym synom jei ... ," p. 70). 
82 The term roxo/ani/roxo/anae, as part of the terminology used in the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth, clearly referred to things Ukrainian; to translate it as russkie/russkogo 
(as is done in Eremin's and other [Russian] Soviet editions) is a distortion. (The 
translation of M. Dovhalevs'kyj's Hortus poeticus [Kiev, 1973] is accurate, i.e., the 
term "roxolano abdolonimo" in the title is given as "ukrajins'komu sadivnykovi" 
[cf. pp. 25-26]-but then this is a Ukrainian edition. Cf. the concluding section below.) 
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traditionalism and the stasis that had come to characterize Ukrainian 
literature and literary theory of this period. 

3. While ignoring such overarching issues, Cyievs'kyj also disregards 
the individual writer as a literary-historical fact. The sole exception 
is Vysens'kyj, to whom Cyievs'kyj devotes much attention. In the 
original he was treated with the Renaissance; now he is bodily 
transposed into the Baroque (and this along with one passage refuting 
any similarity between Vysens'kyj and Avvakum is the sum of the 
revisions and emendations to this chapter). The transposition is 
awkward and mechanical, however. The thread connecting him to 
the Renaissance polemicists (p. 232 in the original) is left dangling 
as he is now inserted between the sections on ''The Nature of the 
Literary Baroque" and "Literary Baroque in Ukraine." One must 
conclude that Cyievs'kyj (or the editor?) decided that Vysens'kyj 
was after all more "Baroque" than "Renaissance" and therefore is 
to be put on the other side of the great divide-but with no accom
panying explanation, and without even a sentence being rewritten. 83 

Along with what this says about a schematic and mentalist treatment 
of real historical phenomena, there is a further disappointment as it 
becomes apparent that the basis on which "style" is determined-and 
Cyievs'kyj's entire periodization rests on this-can be disconcertingly 
flimsy. In the original Cyievs'kyj repeatedly relates Vysens'kyj to the 
Renaissance on the basis of his rhetorical style (cf. p. 240); now 
these statements remain unchanged, except that Vysens'kyj's "Baro
queness" is asserted by the simple expedient of adding another label: 
now he is said to be "close to the rhetorical style of the Renaissance, 
the Reformation and the Baroque" (274; emphasis mine). The label, 
it seems, is more important than the historical and cultural reality. 
In fact, as Cyievs'kyj's own discussion makes abundantly clear, 
Vy$ens'kyj is neither a "Renaissance" nor a "Baroque" writer in any 
meaningful sense of the term but an eminently medieval, scholastic 
figure who happened to write at the turn of the seventeenth century 
and who-and this is crucial-both reflected the existing state of 
Ukrainian culture and letters and was instrumental in conserving 
that state of affairs. He was not so much a "retrograde" figure as 
the most forceful and eloquent exponent of a culture that was (and 
remained for subsequent centuries) entirely non-secular. To talk of 

s3 Cf. pp. 263-74 / 232-41. 
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his "Renaissance" or "Baroque" style without elaborating the context 
is to leave a red herring for the unsuspecting. 

4. Apart from Vysens'kyj, the other writers of this period are quite 
undifferentiated. The names of Klymentij Zinoviev, Ivan Velyckovs'kyj, 
Prokopovyc, or Skovoroda simply appear at various points and one 
can easily get the impression that they are all cut of the same cloth. 
But this is not true. Klymentij Zinoviev, for example, was a wandering 
monk, not very sophisticated though not unlettered, who was endowed 
with remarkable powers of observation and memory, and with a 
passionate drive to preserve his multifarious experiences and im
pressions, details of folklore, song and pobut. His corpus of virsi 
and sayings, while undistinguished in terms of poetic technique and 
"form," is a unique encyclopedia of Ukrainian popular life as well as 
an extended autobiographical statement and meditation on life and 
morality. 

5. When speaking about Klymentij, Cyrevs'kyj at one point calls his 
"Raxuba drevam roznym" the first poem to be written in Sapphic 
verse (three lines of twelve syllables and a fourth with eight syllables)" 
(305/271). It is nothing of the sort. The "Raxuba" is a simple cata
logue with no division into strophes or even lines. 84 It is even an 
open question whether this is poetry in any conventional sense 
(unless, of course, one suspects the wandering monk of being a dadaist 
or constructivist avant la lettre): it comes at the end of a long (l 560 
entries) alphabetically arranged list of proverbs and sayings, and is 
precisely what our seventeenth-century "encyclopedist" says it to be, 
a "Raxuba drevam roznym jak na vselennoi mnoho obretaetsja (kolko 
znalem i cuvalem tolko i napisalem)." Moreover, the definition of 
Sapphic strophe given by Cyrevs'kyj is wrong: it is a syllabic strophe 
of three eleven-syllable lines (5 + 6) and one five-syllable line that 
tends to a pointe. The earliest and closest approximation to this 
occurs in the "Ostroz'kyj lament" (1636) describing the clash between 
Ukrainian burghers and Polish gentry that came about when the 
body of Prince Oleksander Ostroz'kyj was being moved from an 
Orthodox to a Catholic church by his daughter. 8' For example the 
moment of the clash: 

84 Cf. Klymentij Zinovijiv, Virsi, Prypovisti pospolyti (Kiev, 1971), pp. 266-67. 
8' Cf. 0. Bilec'kyj, ed., Xrestomatija davn'oji ukrajins'koji /iteratury (Kiev. 1967). 
pp. 176-78. 
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€,nHaK RK CR Ha MOCTt. CilOTKaJIH, 
3 3aMKY BbIHIIJOBlllbl, BHeT CR 3aMt.IIJaJIH, 
KoJIH B03HHU.a no'laJI HX 6bI'IOBaTH, 

Ka3aJI BcTynoaaTH. 
Il(o BH)lR'lbl OHblH JllO)le HemacJIHBbIH, 
liy.ny'lbI c Toro 6ap30 )l(aJioCJibIBbIH, 
c nony,nJIHBOCTH Bet. CR nopBaJIH, 

Kbrn no6panH. 
Cnyrn TOH naHeH H act. .nsopRHe, 
BH.llR'lbI, )l(e He )l(apT, KHHYJIHCR Ha HbIX e.nHocTailHe, 
llla6eJI .no6blBIIJbI, BHeT )l(e no co6t. : 

To MHt., TO To6t.. 

Indeed the "lament" (of which only the concluding "prydatok" 1s m 
Sapphic verse) is in various other respects an important and interesting 
work, and it is regrettable that CyZevs'kyj does not mention it. 

6. At the other end of the poetic spectrum from Klymentij Zinoviev 
is Ivan Velyckovs'kyj. A protopresviter and protege of Lazar Barano
vyc, he was one of the most accomplished and sophisticated poets in the 
Ukrainian Baroque. His panegyrics to Baranovyc and Hetman Samoj
lovyc, his collections "Zegar" and "Mleko" are masterpieces of 
Baroque poetics. 86 Yet, CyZevs'kyj does not see fit to mention any 
of these works, let alone discuss their complex interplay of wit 
and profound religious and patriotic ideology; in his presentation, 
Velyckovs'kyj is noteworthy only for the "stucky." The first of 
the above-mentioned works, the elegantly convoluted and erudite 
panegyric to Baranovyc (in impeccable Sapphic strophes!) is written 
in Polish, and as such illustrates most strikingly the central issue of 
the bilingualism in Ukrainian Baroque literature. But this, too, is 
outside the scope of Cyzevs'kyj's interest. 

7. With Teofan Prokopovyc the issue of bilingualism, or rather bi
culturalism, reappears in yet another complex form. With him we can 
also begin a process of differentiation, whereby, as already noted, the 
Classicist mode, and later, specific new genres came to be practiced 
in Russian-that is, Imperial-literature, while Ukrainian literature 
continued to subscribe to traditional forms and modes. Finally, the 

86 See Vely~kovs'kyj, Tvory. 
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last representative of the Ukrainian Baroque, Skovoroda, is in many 
ways unique as thinker and poet and deserving of a fuller treatment 
(especially from one as qualified in this matter as Cy7.evs'kyj) than 
he is afforded. 

8. Clearly, the importance of individual writers lies not in their 
biographies (though Cyfevs'kyj himself concedes the relevance of 
literary biographies) but in the way they embody the literary process 
and at the same time contribute through their individual profile to 
the richness of the literature. Cy7.evs'kyj's stress on the common 
denominator, his focus on supra-individual categories (genres, etc.) 
is understandable as the organizing device that it is, and justifiable 
as an attempt to introduce intrinsic, formal criteria where they have 
been lacking so long. But such an attempt, as we see from J. Krzy
:Zanowski's fine treatment of the Polish Baroque in his History, 81 

need not obviate the individual artist. As it stands here, the method 
employed by Cy7.evs'kyj is reductive and constricts rather than expands 
our understanding of the Ukrainian Baroque. 

9. Another feature that is sorely missed in this chapter, and one 
which, as Serex observed, Cyzevs'kyj was excellently qualified to 
provide, is a discussion of the relationship between the Ukrainian 
and the Polish Baroque. We are given a discussion on the influence 
of Ukrainian Baroque literature on Russian and South Slavic liter
ature, a section on the "Ukrainian school" in Polish literature, 
but the Ukrainian-Polish context is somehow (one is tempted to say, 
perversely) ignored. And yet it is a central issue. Its importance 
rests not only on the fact (noted by Cy7.evs'kyj) that major writers 
of this period wrote as much, if not more, in Polish than in Ukrainian 
(e.g., Baranovyc, Potij, Galjatovs'kyj, et al.), or that Polish writers 
and their works were closely followed, whether for purposes of 
polemics (e.g., Vysens'kyj and Skarga), or as models (where, for 
example, P. Kochanowski's Goffred became the classical model for 
a modern epic for Prokopovyc and other writers on literary theory 
and poetics) or as prototypes (as, for example, S. Twardowski's 
Wojna domowa, which, despite its hostile treatment of the Xme/'
nyccyna, was translated and continued to inform various Ukrainian 

87 Julian KrzyZlinowski, Historia literatury po/skiej (Warsaw, 1966). 
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accounts of this period). 88 What is most basic, however, is the fact 
that throughout the seventeenth century and well into the eighteenth 
Ukrainian literature shared a cultural milieu with Polish literature 
while maintaining its own separate, strongly scholastic traditions. 
This uneasy coexistence, this interface of common ground and oppo
sition, adumbrated also by the fact that for virtually all literate 
people, and undoubtedly for the elite, Polish was a lingua franca, 
makes Ukrainian Baroque literature an extraordinarily complex and 
interesting phenomenon. The same applies mutatis mutandis to the 
relationship between Ukrainian and Russian literature, which from 
the second half of the seventeenth century grew in intensity as the 
Ukraine was progressively absorbed into the Russian Empire. But, 
as Cyzevs'kyj shows us, what began as a cultural "mission" ended 
as a Babylonian captivity. The fate of Ukrainian literature in this 
"captivity" is the subject of the following chapter. 

G. "CLASSICISM" 

1. The chapter on Classicism is in some respects an improvement 
on the previous one: it provides on the one hand a clearer picture of 
the actual cultural and political context, and, on the other hand, 
while still maintaining a general approach by genres, devotes consider
able attention to the major writers of the period (Kotljarevs'kyj, 
Kvitka, Hulak, et al.). As a result, the beginning student can in all 
probability get a more coherent sense of this period than in the case 
of the Baroque. At the same time, however, Cyzevs'kyj proposes a 
number of formulations in this chapter with which one must take 
issue. The first of these, the single most misleading concept in the 
entire History, is the notion of "an incomplete literature of an in
complete nation." But since this is a crucial theoretical issue, and 
a working premise, indeed axiom, that is not confined to this chapter, 
we are perhaps justified in reserving it for the final, theoretical 
discussion. There are, nevertheless, many other points to take up here. 

2. As with the preceding chapters, Cyrevs'kyj prefaces this one with 
~ general statement on "Literary Classicism," and thus prepares the 
ground for the discussion by outlining his criteria, his understanding 

88 Cf. G. Grabowicz, "Samuel Twardowski's Wojna domowa: Literary Context and 
Aspects of Genre," in For Wiktor Weintraub (The Hague, 1975). 
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of the major issues, etc. But as with the preceding (i.e., the Renais
sance and the Baroque), it becomes evident that here, too, the 
"general" (in effect, Western) literary-historical phenomenon and the 
Ukrainian "variant" are far apart. Cyievs'kyj concedes as much at 
the outset as he states that 

Classicism assumed a peculiar form in Ukraine where certain factors (see 
below) precluded the establishment of any significant opposition to the Baroque. 
In addition, the new "classicist" style did not enjoy the wide development found 
in the West or among other Slavic peoples: Ukrainian Classicism was weak 
and rather poorly defined. (370-71) 

This rather important qualification, however, remains largely un
realized and unapplied-except for subsequent references to the 
"weakness" or the "incompleteness" of Ukrainian Classicism. The 
basic premise of the existence of "Ukrainian Classicism," rather than, 
let us say, "Ukrainian literature of the period of Classicism," the 
belief that this "Classicism" is essentially, structurally of a piece with 
Western, or for that matter Russian or Polish Classicism, is professed 
without any reservations. And this, needless to say, creates various 
problems. (Even before turning to them, it is interesting to observe 
that as with the Renaissance, here, too, Cyievs'kyj feels called upon 
to polemicize with Classicism, by saying, for example, that: 

Clearly there was much that was pernicious in the psychology of the period 
of Classicism. In Ukraine in particular, the social structure led to a narrowing 
of the thematic range of literature. At the same time, the ideology of the 
Enlightenment brought on rationalistic aridity and the neglect of a great part 
of life-especially in that sphere which is so important to literature [and to 
all art in general]-that of the feelings. [373-74] 

Apart from the dubious assertions about the "aridity" and the 
"neglect" of "feelings" -in some respects there may have been, in 
others not, and in general this is a question of historical relativity 
and value and taste-the indulgence of preference through facile 
value judgments on whole cultural periods [pro Baroque and Roman
ticism, anti Renaissance and Classicism] is somewhat questionable 
for a historian). 

3. One cannot contend, of course, that Cyievs'kyj's approach to 
Ukrainian literature of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century 
qua "Classicism" is without merit. It does focus attention on the 
problem of genres, on the predisposition to "low" genres (travesty, 
satire), etc. The reason for this choice of "low" genres, or, putting 
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it more broadly, the system of the literature is not made clear, 
however. While it is helpful to know that Ukrainian literature of 
this time was influenced by and modelled itself on various Classicist 
premises, it is quite another thing to postulate that Ukrainian literature 
was then as a whole system defined by the ideology and poetics of 
Classicism. From what Cyfevs'kyj says it is clear that no such Classi
cist system existed. But rather than investigating the possibility of a 
different system then in existence or at least in statu nascendi in 
Ukrainian literature, a system by all indications more complex and 
heterogeneous than that sketched out by the Classicist model, Cy
f.evs 'kyj finds that Ukrainian "Classicism" is not as "complete" as 
other Classicisms, e.g., the French or the Polish, in that it does not 
exhibit the same range of genres and styles, particularly in the 
"middle" and "high" registers (cf. pp. 374-76 and 431-34), and that 
it lacks the "ideological traits" characteristic of Classicism. 89 He 
also argues., though not as categorically, that Ukrainian "Classicism" 
was not only "incomplete" and "untypical" (433) but also somehow 
inconsistent in its stylistic expression (i.e., having "stylistic indistinct
ness"; 376) and unduly and perniciously long-lived. (This, to be sure, 
closely echoes Zerov's qualification of the kot/jarevscyna as "a long 
and persistent illness of Ukrainian letters.") 90 

These are the main problems, each flowing from Cyfevs'kyj's 
normative conception of literature and literary history. They are 
illustrated by a number of specific arguments which bear questioning. 

4. Cyf.evs'kyj begins by asserting, quite correctly, that no clear divide, 
no revolutionary theory and no polemics or manifestos heralded the 
transition from Baroque to Classicism in Ukrainian literature. He 
then turns to what he takes to be the first instances of the new 
poetic movement-and here the discussion is astonishing in its mis
conceptions. For what he does is to take various eighteenth-century 
virsi and argue (pp. 377-80) that (I) these are "modern parodies" 
exemplifying an "aristocratic tenor" or "aristocratic spirit" (and 
implicitly having a gentry provenance), that (2) "their authors seem 
imbued with enthusiasm for the Enlightenment; their attitude to 

89 I.e., "It was quite easy to overlook the 'classicism' in Ukrainian 'Classicism,' for 
Ukrainian literature lacked those characteristic genres and stylistic and ideological 
traits (rationalism, 'high style,' etc.) which would have been unacceptable either to 
the Romantics or to the Realists" (376). Cf. below. 
90 Cf. M. Zerov, Nove ukrajins'ke pys'menstvo (Munich, 1960), p. 98. 
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religion appears ironic, even blasphemous. Also noticeable is a new 
aristocratic spirit characteristic of the Enlightenment's disdain for the 
beliefs of the common people," and that (3) "the authors used not 
the actual popular speech but rather a coarse one. And they treated it 
as they did everything emanating from the people-with unmistakable 
disdain and contempt" (377). The actual poems which Cyfevs'kyj 
cites (and characteristically does not identify) to buttress these bizarre 
conclusions are various Christmas and Easter virfi, generally from 
the eighteenth century (but possibly even from the seventeenth); 91 

their authors were almost certainly the mandrovani djaky, and that 
this poetry was originally delivered orally is indicated by the finale 
of two of the poems cited, the Christmas virsa : 

C10 Bnprny, naHoBe, 
W:o npa3HbIKa 'lbITa10, 
J1 CBJITblM pO)l(.IJ:eP"fBOM 
Bae no3,nop0Bm110! 

and the Easter one: 

He no,nbIBbI, CBHTbIH BJia,nbIKo! 
Mo)l(e .nnsi Te6e u .D:bIKO, 
W:o TaKY BHprny CKa3aB, 
Ane-)1( nL1caHKbI He B3HB, 
60 Ha Kparny He p03)1(blBCH. 
A noraHy HK npLrnecTb? 
60 u MbI TaKLI JHaeM 'leCTb. 92 

This is also suggested by the near perfect kolomyjka meter ([4 + 4 + 6]2) 
of the former, e.g., 

.[{n.n;LI, 6a6b1 
IlbIBO, Me.D:bl, 
ropHJIKy, BapeHy 
KyxJILIKOM IlbIJOTb; 
3 KHbIUiaMn TPYTb 
CBbIHbIHY ne'leHy. 

While there is no indication of an aristocratic "spirit" or "tenor" 
or provenance in this poetry, there is still less evidence for arguing 

91 Cf. Bilec'kyj, Xrestomatija, pp. 533-52. 
92 Bilec'kyj, Xrestomatija, pp. 536 and 542. 
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an "Enlightement spirit" in this traditional and strongly folk-influenced 
form of expression. Equally deplorable is the attempt to cast this 
poetry as blasphemous, as vulgar, and as contemptuous of the "people." 
As to the former, although the religious sphere is often treated lightly 
and humorously in the genre of "burlesque virsi," any unbiased and 
informed reading will show that blasphemy does not figure here at 
all. The satiric thrust is directed at the Christians, not at Christianity, 
e.g.: 

XpHCTOC BOCKpec, pa.n MHp ysecb, ,!l;O:lK,!l;aB 6o:lKOH JiaCKH. 
Tenep TO BCRK HaHBCR B CMaK CBR'leHOH naCKH ... 93 

The religious beliefs are unchallenged, and in fact the religious frame
work, as Zilyns'kyj had noted, 94 is still the only modality of expression. 
(It is enough to contrast these virsi with, say, Voltaire's La Puce/le or 
Puskin's Gavriliada to see how farfetched their identification with 
"Enlightenment blasphemy" really is.) It is also questionable whether 
one can truly speak of this poetry as parodic. In the technical sense 
by which parody simply means transposition from one level or mode 
to another it is, indeed; in the broader sense of ridicule or mockery 
it is most often not parodic, at times emphatically not. The effect 
of the "lowered" tone is often to make the narrative emotionally 
real and gripping. It performs the essential literary function of "de
automatizing" the perception of the subject. Such is the case with 
a fragment cited by Cyzevs'kyj to illustrate "typical ... 'manorial' 
poetry with its 'enlightened' near-blasphemies" (378-79) (the bracketed 
lines were omitted in Cyievs'kyj's citation): 

93 

94 

Ka:lKyTb, 6ya:HM MOJIO,nbIUH 
Hero.n;iiRKH, ne.nalllbIUH 
11 nyrJibIBH, HK 3aiia:H, -
A:lK Henpas.na, Mono.na:H. 

Ce-:lK MapiR cepe.n HO'lbI 
TiycTbIJiacg 30 BCiH MO'lbl 
TinaKaTbI Ha rpo6 XpbICTOB, 
Ha ronro<t>y MH>K KYCTOB. 

[He 6oRnacb CHHaron1, 
Tio,npRnaJia BCJlbMbl HOrbI 

Bilec'kyj, Xrestomatija, p. 536. 
Zilyns'kyj, "Duxova heneza perfoho ukrajins'koho vidrodfennja." 
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11 nona.na TaM XphlCTa. 
Buu-)l(e in cKaJaa cnpocrn :] 

tforo, Mapyce, TaK Thi m1a11ern? 
R aocKpec - caMa Thi 6a11h1rn ... 95 

The line "Coho, Maruse, tak ty plaees?," with its unaffected tender
ness, is quite moving, and, one could even say, a foreshadowing of 
the intimate directness of Seveenko's "Marija." In their emotional 
actualization of the Biblical story these and other such moments 
actually testify to genuine piety, a feature which characterizes folk 
and folk-like reworkings of Biblical motifs in different cultures and 
in different times. This, for example, is a version of the meeting 
between Christ and Mary Magdalene as told by J¢rzej Wawro 
( 1864-1937), the folk artist and storyteller of Southern Poland : 

Swi~to Magdalena byla ozpustnom dziewicom, bo lubita sie ciesyc z parob
kami. Przebiyrania r6zne nosita, z wielgiem panstwem balowata i po nocach 
sie smyrata z kawalyrami. 

No dobrze. Jak roz tak sla do domu nad ranem, naciesono i nagrzysono, 
tak spotkot sie s niom Poniezus, a 6na-hips, za plot! 

-0 raneSc:i-powiado-ten mi wsuje! 
A Pon Jezus jom widziot, pogrozit ji palcem: 
-Magdalenko, Magdalenko, co ci powiym, to ci powiym, ale ci powiym, 

cies sie z kim kces, grzys z kim kces, ino k6nca patrz. 96 

Like the eighteenth-century Ukrainian virJa, this reworking of the 
Gospel is a particular form of actualization and "humanization," 
and to call it blasphemous wouid be simply absurd. 

There is a similar problem with Cyfevs'kyj's understanding of 
"vulgar" and "contemptuous." To begin, he is careful to pick those 
passages that appear most "drastic" or "coarse"; thus he cites a 
verse like 

Xnonnu, .nnBKhl 
Ha Bhmepe.n;Khl 
l>uraIOTh nu.n xaTKhl, 
RK Thi BOBKhl 
A6o cBhIHKhI 
CKypueqyTh KOJIR.IJ:KhI 

but omits the following ones which are quite effective in their imagery: 

95 Cf. Bilec'kyj, Xrestomatija, pp. 539-40. 
96 Cf. Tadeusz Seweryn, Swiqtkarz powsinoga (Warsaw, 1963), p. 84. 
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MaTbI JeMJUI 
YcR ryJIR 
Y3RBWbICb B 60Kbl, 
nucbHH ryKa, 
lihe rou,aKa, 
B IlH.UKOBbl WblpOKbl. 

AureJibI acu 
[Ha ue6ecu] 
nJieIUyTb B Jia.UOHH, 
3 pa.uocTn 6hJOTh, 
nucbHH ry,uyT 
RKHMOBH .UOHH. 97 

(He also apparently does not take into consideration the very real 
probability that the peripatetic performers of these virsi, the man
drovani djaky, would not be disposed to speak well of their amateur 
competition, the xlopci and divky.) In general, Cyfevs'kyj does not 
appreciate the humor in these works, and this, while a handicap 
for any literary critic, is particularly disabling for Ukrainian literature 
where humor (often broad and earthy) plays such a central role. 

The restricted appreciation of humor goes hand in hand with an 
oversensitivity to vulgarity. The most telling instance of this form of 
critical hyperesthesia occurs in the ill-fated Comparative History of 
Slavic Literatures, where after citing a passage from Hulak-Arte
movs'kyj's travesty ode "Do Parxoma I" Cyfevs'kyj states that "no 
translation can render the vulgarity of this language." 98 The poem 
is indeed an exercise in burlesque crudity, and it is not Hulak's best, 
but can one really say that it is so vulgar as to be untranslatable? 
Whether emotional reaction or misreading of the cultural and literary 
context, this tendency distorts much of the discussion in this chapter. 

5. A centerpiece of this chapter is Kotljarevs'kyj and his Enejida, and 
the analysis of this work is one of the lengthier ones in the whole 
History. Cyfevs'kyj's primary focus is on the language, and this is 
well taken, for by its virtuosity, its broad range of comic effects and 
its sheer lexical and connotative volume it becomes more than medium 
or vehicle; the language of the Enejida, as we see from the numerous 

97 Bilec'kyj, Xrestomatija, p. 534. 
98 Cih:vskij, Comparative History of Slavic Literatures, p. 116. 
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catalogues, of foods, games, names, occupations, etc., becomes a 
verbal metaphor for the entire Ukrainian ethos. If ever the rather 
banal contention that the language is the hero of the work were true, 
it would be here. Thus Cyrevs'kyj's observation that "Kotljarevs'kyj 
paid little attention to the character of his heroes: they are completely 
non-individualized, their character changing unrecognizably, in some 
cases, during the poem" (383) is quite true. This explains (if it does 
not quite justify) the psychological obtuseness in the poem that Zerov 
found so unpalatable. 99 

5.1. Along with a discussion of the language and the formal properties 
of the genre, some (to be sure, less) attention is paid to thematic 
concerns. And here a few qualifications are in order. Cyrevs'kyj is 
certainly correct to note that the Enejida is both a "dictionary" and 
an "encyclopedia" of Ukrainian life, 100 or Ukrainian material and 
spiritual culture, but given this broad range, a synthesizing judgment 
fixing the work's hierarchy of themes and values, its "meaning" in 
the broadest sense, is necessary: the Enejida is, after all, a watershed 
work, ushering in modern Ukrainian literature. No such synthesis is 
provided, however. 

5.2. One central moment (rather more important than the satiric 
component on which Soviet criticism places great stress and which 
Cyrevs'kyj all but ignores) is Kotljarevs'kyj's evocation of the national 
historical past, specifically of Cossackdom. For Cyrevs'kyj this is a 
secondary matter; as far as he is concerned it is "transformed, first 
of all, into components of travesty" (398). As evidence of this he 
cites a few casual references to Cossack institutions and ranks, or 
instances of the poem's characteristic hybridization of classical anti
quity and the Ukrainian past, for example, Enej's reference to himself 
as "Ja kofovyj-Enej trojanec"' (cf. 398). An extended sympathetic 
image of the Het'manscyna, 

TaK Bi'IHOH naM'HTH 6ysano 

Y Hae B reTbMaHJ:.UHHi KOJIHCb, 

TaK npocTo siiicbKO IIIHKosano, 

99 Zerov, Nove ukrajins'ke pysmenstvo, pp. 68-9. A comparison shows that Cyt.evs'kyj's 
discussion draws considerably on Zerov. 
llKJ The idea of the Enejida as an "encyclopedia" or "faithful document of Ukrainian 
life" is a leitmotif in Kotljarevs'kyj criticism, and goes back to Kostomarov's "Obzor 
so6nenij pisannyx na malorossijskom jazyke" (1843). 
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He 3HaBwu : cTiii, He weBeJiucb; 
TaK cJiaBHHI noJIKU K03aIJ.bKi 
Jiy6eHCbKUH, ra.z:vn:~bKUH, TIOJITaBCbKUH 
B wanKax 6yJio, RK MaK, QBiTYTb. 
RK rpRHYTb, COTHRMU y.D.apRTb, 
Tiepe.D. ce6e cnucu HacTaBJIRTb, 
To MOB MiTJIOJO Bee MeTyTb, (IV, IOI) 

is explained away as stemming "from not altogether perfect know
ledge" (398). (In the original, to be sure, Cyfevs'kyj said that this 
flowed "napivsvidomo"; 346.) But neither imperfect knowledge nor 
semi-consciousness are at issue. In fact, the Enejida provides ample 
proof that Kotljarevs'kyj was well acquainted with various aspects 
of Ukrainian life, past and present: of the Cossacks, of officialdom, 
and of the common people. Referring to another passage, Cyfevs'kyj 
argues that "having aroused in readers their sense of nationalism 
and even sovereignty, 'Kotljarevs'kyj deals them a bitter blow only a 
few lines later with this unheroic and vulgar tableau" (398) and as 
illustration of this cites the following fragment (IV, 126), stressing 
the words pjanu and nahajem pidjanhav : 

TaK Caraii.D.aqHuii 3 .ll,opoweHKOM 
Ko3aQbKUM BiiicbKOM BeJiuqaBcb. 
0.D.UH 3 6yttqyKOM nepe,LI. paTTlO, 
Tio3a.D.y .D.pyruii n'.s1tty 6pan10 
.ll,oHCbKUM HaraE:M ni,Ll.raHRB. 

What is not taken into account here is that this "unheroic and vulgar 
tableau" is an elaboration on perhaps the single best-known Ukrainian 
historical folk song, "Oj na hori da zenci fuut'." It would seem quite 
reasonable that if the song's division into vanguard and rear guard 
is accepted (" ... poperedu Dorosenko ... / ... a pozadu Sahajdacnyj") 
the function of the latter would be, among other things, to bring up 
stragglers, and these could very well be drunk. It is essential, however, 
to round off this scene by adding this stanza's last three lines (which 
Cyfevs'kyj somehow deleted) to see how truly "unheroic and vulgar" 
this "tableau" is, and how Kotljarevs'kyj turns the Zaporozhians "into 
components of travesty": 

P.s1.D.oqKoM lxaJiu raptteHbKO, 
3 JllOJibOK TlOTlOH TRrJIU CMaqHeHbKO, 
A XTO Ha KOHHKY KYHRB. 
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5.3. The issue is straightforward: the most important value in the 
Enejida, the one untouthed by any humorous or condescending treat
ment, is one's country, and its most obvious objective correlative
Cossackdom. 101 This has been argued with greater or lesser sophis
tication by much of Kotljarevs'kyj criticism, and in debunking it 
Cyievs'kyj presents no persuasive arguments. His contention that 
"Possibly the only places in which Kotljarevs'kyj refrained from using 
travesty are those having a moral or humanistic character" (399) 
remains unsupported. The two out-of-context fragments he cites here 
(i.e., V, 77 and V, 39) are not references to abstract povynnist' and 
cest' but rather unmistakably clear references to duty and honor 
in defense of one's country, one's people-here the Cossack-Trojan 
host. In his desire to overlook thjs, Cyievs'kyj seems to be almost 
tendentious in his citations: when speaking of references to folk songs 
he cites verse 2 of part III (395): 

A BiTpu 33a,ny see Tpy6mrn 
B noTunmuo iioro 11osuaM, 
Illo M'laJIHC.SI 30 BCei CHJIH 
Ilo 'IOpHHM niH.SIBHM BO,UaM. 
rpe6u.i i BeCJia IlOJIO)l(HJIH, 
Ta cu.n.S1 JIIOJIC'IKH Kypunu 
I KyprnKaJIH niceHbOK : 
Ko3aU.hKHX, rapuux 3anopo3hKHX, 

but for no apparent reason-unless it is to purge the poem of all 
"ideology" -he omits the last two very revealing lines of this stanza: 

A .S!Ki 3HaJIH, TO MOCKOBCbKHX 
Bura.nosanu 6pu.neubOK. 

This is unfortunate, for this distich agam illustrates Kotljarevs'kyj's 
"patriotism" and his attitude of esteem, not travesty, toward the 
Cossack past. Moreover, this distinction between "beautiful Cossack 
songs" and "ugly Muscovite ones" casts doubt on the notion, put 
forward by Cyzevs'kyj, that for Kotljarevs'kyj Russian and Ukrainian 
elements are coequal (cf. 396-97). 

101 Cf., for example, the views of 0. Bilec'kyj, A. Samraj, P. Volyns'kyj and V. Gip
pius; cf. Je. Sabliovs'kyj and B. Derka~. Introduction to I. P. Kotljarevs'kyj, Povne 
zibrannja tvoriv (Kiev, 1969), p. 19 and passim. 
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5.4. The "patriotism" here is not simple, of course; it is not of the 
Romantic Cossacophile variety. The best intrinsic proof of this is the 
ambivalent treatment of Enej and his Cossack-Trojans. They are at 
the same time valiant warriors (especially in the later parts) and 
bedraggled and hungry ragamuffins (especially in part I). Reflected in 
this ambivalence is the prevailing late eighteenth-century attitude to 
the Zaporozhians (but not the Cossack State as such), an attitude 
born of Enlightenment centralism and promulgated by official historio
graphy, in which the Sic was basically a nest of anarchic vagabonds 
and robbers. In literature this attitude was best reflected in the novels 
of Vasyl' Narifnyj (Naremyj), Bursak and Zaporoiec. For Kotlja
revs'kyj, though it is discernible in scenes of revelry and "low" 
behavior, this attitude is nevertheless subordinate to the heroic, 
"national" dimension of Enej's host: their cause, their representation 
of their country is never questioned. 

5.5. The question of travesty and of Cyrevs'kyj's understanding of it 
is crucial. For him the meaning of Kotljarevs'kyj's poem is fully 
exhausted by the abstract norms and values of the genre. And since 
it is "travesty" and since it has "vulgar" words and expressions it 
cannot be "serious." This is an insistent refrain, e.g., "... these 
expressions ["rude vulgarisms," etc.] offended readers for by then the 
poem had attained, to Kotljarevs'kyj's surprise, the reputation of a 
composition of serious significance, the first work of modern Ukrain
ian literature" (388; italics in the original), or "Because readers 
regarded the poem as a serious work, from ~ certain point of view, 
a negative impression was produced on them by the strange, coarse 
(and non-folk) 'corrupted' words in its lexicon" (389), or, "Never
theless, serious ideological themes are not entirely absent from the 
Enejida" (399), or "Such was the difference between his [Kotlja
revs'kyj's] era and the Baroque when a poet of similar temperament 
and equal interest in antiquity and national life and customs would 
have produced not a travesty, not a work whose genre lay on the 
periphery of literature, but a work of truly important significance" 
(402), or, finally, this eloquent conjecture: "Indeed, in some parts 
of his poem it would not be difficult to transform the piece into a 
serious work. One need only remove the linguistic elements of the 
travesty-the vulgarisms, the overly colloquial expressions, the ethno
graphic details, etc. It would not be necessary to change the style
it is completely classical" (402-403). The equation of travesty with 
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"unseriousness," the disdain of "vulgarity," the antiquated notion 
that the division into "high" and "low" genres actually implies 
intrinsic value, i.e., is tantamount to "better" and "worse," and, 
above all, the belief, remarkable for a literary scholar, that one can 
"fix up" a poem by removing some "linguistic elements" (which in 
fact constitute its essential structure) without thereby necessarily 
"changing the style"-all this vitiates the entire analysis. Here, as in 
other parts of the book, an ostensibly formal and dispassionate judg
ment becomes a deeply emotional value judgment, with the under
lying values (norms) remaining quite unexamined. There is no recog
nition that Kotljarevs'kyj's Enejida expresses an ethos, a cultural 
perspective in which broad humor ("vulgarity") plays a central, 
structural role, and that this perspective is an adequate reflection, 
a historically "necessary" expression of a national-not folk, or 
class-experience; there is no recognition of the fact that what 
Boileau thought of the mock-epic, or what Kotljarevs'kyj's contem
poraries, or Seveenko, or Kulis thought of it is not half as important 
as what the poem constitutes as an artistic and symbolic construct 
and what its function was in the development of Ukrainian literature 
and literary consciousness. Finally, there is apparently no awareness 
that definitions of genres and hierarchies of genre are abstract tools 
that aid in understanding the literary process but are not ends or 
absolutes against which a work is to be compared and found wanting. 
Because of this, and because the genre of travesty and the ideal of 
"seriousness" (and beyond that the goal of a "complete" literature) 
is more important for Cyfevs'kyj than the Enejida itself, he can arrive 
at such disturbing conclusions. 

6. Cyfevs'kyj's treatment of the other major writers of this period, 
Hulak-Artemovs'kyj and Kvitka, also shows instances of the same 
normative thinking, with its hierarchy of values and with the attendant 
range of biases. The distortions that ensue affect not only specific 
works but the overall profile of the authors, and ultimately of the 
whole period. The discussion of Hulak, while allowing some quali
fications, while conceding his literary talent and formal mastery, is, 
on the balance, one-sided and rather unfair. As against Kotljarevs'kyj, 
the main charge is "vulgarity" and "travesty" (the qualification being 
that for Hulak "the level of vulgarization may vary; while he seems 
to favor the speech of drunkards and buffoons . . . serious, lyrical 
language may also be found in his work" [405]). When not flawed 
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in this way his language is "unnaturally sentimental" (407), and even 
when attempting "serious works," i.e., his translations of the Psalms, 
the effect is "rather ponderous" (409). The fact that Hulak para
phrased two Romantic ballads, by Mickiewicz and Goethe, is taken 
by Cyzevs'kyj as a sign of inconsistency, and his bad orientation 
in the realm of literary theory ("It is consistent with Hulak-Arte
movs'kyj's not very lofty literary-theoretical thinking that he accepted 
the new post-classical literature without any of the resistance typical 
of Classicists elsewhere"; 410). "These translations, too," CyZevs'kyj 
claims, "came out as travesties" (410). 

This is simply false. "Tvardovs'kyj" is a very interesting adaptation 
of Mickiewicz's ballad and a significant step toward Romanticism; w2 

it elaborates on the original, and thereby loses some of its conciseness, 
it adds folkloristic detail and color, it inserts a few broad scenes and 
expressions (which are in keeping with the original), but it is not a 
travesty. "Rybalka," on the other hand, tends to the sentimental, and 
though it relies to some extent on a lexicon now associated with 
the burlesque tradition (such words as smyk, hu/'k, t'ox, etc.), it 
has nothing of the travesty in it. The frequent diminutives that 
CyZevs'kyj finds so objectionable are a function of Hulak's conscious 
attempt to see "if one cannot express in Ukrainian feelings that 
are gentle, noble, and elevated, and which do not force the reader or 
listener to laugh, as he would from Kotljarevs'kyj's Enejida or from 
other poetry written with a similar purpose" (cf. the introduction by 
M. Kaeenovskij accompanying the poem in the Vestnik Evropy). io3 

Rather than magisterially chide Hulak ("If one were not familiar 
with [his] paraphrases of the Psalms, one might think that he con
sidered the Ukrainian language unfit to convey serious ideas"; 411) 
it would have been more to the point to refer to this not unimportant 
fact. 

This is the crux of the problem: CyZevs'kyj does not approach the 
phenomenon, the literary fact, as something to be described and 
analyzed in its own right, i.e., in its own temporal and cultural 
context, but insists on judging it by an absolute, of genre, of "serious
ness," etc. The extreme to which this can lead occurs, as we have 
just seen, when he castigates Hulak-Artemovs'kyj-as poet, not as 

102 Mickiewicz's ballad is entitled "Pani Twardowska," not "Pan Tvardovs'kyj" as 
C'.:yrevs'kyj and the translators have it (410/354). 
IOJ Vestnik Evropy, 1827, no. 20, p. 288; cited in P. P. Hulak-Artemovs'kyj, Tvory 

(Kiev, 1964), pp. 243-44. 
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literary critic-for tainting his Classicism by translating Romantic 
ballads (as if a poet were obliged to live up to the purity of a literary 
movement). 

An important literary-historical issue is involved here, namely, the 
fact that Hulak-Artemovs'kyj and Kvitka, to name but the central 
figures, cannot be fully understood only in terms of Classicism and 
its poetics. As Cyzevs'kyj himself points out more than once, the 
phenomenon of Classicism, its temporal delimitation, and, above all, 
its distinctness in the eyes of contemporaries and the given awareness 
of its writer was never very clear. It was in many respects a 
transitional period, and the literature of this time (and Cyrevs'kyj 
never fully brings this out, except by the unfortunate metaphor of 
"incompleteness") was still largely a provincial literature, one in the 
process of developing its norms and values and in the process of 
articulating its "language." Given this, and the inevitable blurring of 
contours in this period, it is certainly questionable to judge its authors 
and works by the fixed norms of another literature, be it French or 
Polish or Russian. It is only unfortunate that though Cyrevs'kyj 
recognizes this in principle (cf. p. 368) he does not always practice it. 

7. A closely associated issue, but one which Cyrevs'kyj largely ignores, 
is how the literature of this period, from Kotljarevs'kyj in the Enejida 
to Hrebinka in his Lastivka, progressively articulates its national and 
cultural and literary self-awareness. 104 The question of language, of 
vernacular Ukrainian, is important, but still only the tip of the ice
berg. Beyond it, the burlesque mode, the broad gamut of humor, 
are further means of asserting a new consciousness. Pre- and post
Revolutionary critics, notwithstanding their tendency to pathos and 
overstatement, were essentially right in speaking of the humor of the 
Enejida as a many-leveled form of national (and cultural and literary) 
self-assertion. ios The case of Hulak-Artemovs'kyj is still more striking. 
In such pieces as "Deseo pro toho Haras'ka," 106 the prose part of 
the "Suplika do Hryc'ka Kvitky," or the "Pysul'ka do ... 'Ukra-

104 The excursus on "The Literature of National Revival" only touches upon the 
existence of this problem. In the chapter on "Classicism" it is not really discussed
certainly not in the terms we propose. 
ios An eloquent statement of this is Jevhen Sverstjuk's "Ivan Kotljarevs'kyj smijetsja"; 
English translation in levhen Sverstiuk, Clandestine Essays, trans. and ed. by George 
S. N. Luckyj (Cambridge, Mass., 1976). 
106 The translators call this a "travestied ode," and take the opening sentence of 
this prose "note" ("Yono to bat ... ") to be its title; cf. pp. 430-31. 
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jins'koho Hincja' ... " Cyfevs'kyj sees only elements of travesty and 
vulgarity (430-31), but in fact there is something of great significance 
here. In the existing state of affairs these pieces constitute the boldest 
expression of a Ukrainian sense of separateness, and indeed dis
affection. Where the Istorija Rusov couched its argument in the guise 
of history, Hulak-Artemovs'kyj uses the device of the language ques
tion and the pose of a simpleton: 

Bono TO, 6a11, oue no-HalllOMY I'apaCbKO, a IlO-MOCKOBCbKiH, nu66ui., 
I'opa11iu. - O! B)Ke BOHH XO'I IUO nepeKOBepcalOTb IlO-CBOE:My! TaM-TO 
B)Ke npe.D;nseuua 1M MOBa! 

And while rambling on about the linguistic peculiarities of the Great 
Russians, 

OT 11acoM TpannTLCH TaK, mo cTOllll nepeA HHM 3 )J.o6py ro)J.nuy, 
a sin T06i ci11e Ta py6ad ... W:o )I(? - Xpiu iioro ii cnisue BTOponaE:, -
IUO sin TaM sep3e Ta nann10d OT Tini.Ko 6yuiM-ro ii .ll.O'lyBaE:lll, IUO 
(( BOT-C », Ta (( lllTO-C », Ta (( .D;a-c », Ta (( ueT-C », Ta (( rasaplO-Ka)Ky », 
« rasap10-Ka)Ky », a IUO sin TaM ras6puTi.-Ka)Ke, Toro, )J.ane6i, IUO 
i 3 IlOilOM He po36epelll! 

he brings in such telling comments as 

W:e 6 moci. cKa3aB, 60 H3HK .D;y)Ke csep6uTL, Ta uyp 1M! .. . Y nae, 
6a11, ycH CTaplllHHa MOCKOBCbKa : 'IH TO )J.aJieKO .D;O neui? lior 3 HHMH! ... 
Bo3i.Melll, HK TO Ka)KyTi., JIH'IKOM, a OMacu peMiuueM! 107 

(A similar note is repeated in the "Suplika," and more than twenty 
years later Hrebinka in his postscript to the Lastvika is still more 
pointed.) This is not, to be sure, the explicit, impassioned and politi
cally crystallized convictions of Seveenko of the great satiric poems 
(though Seveenko himself turns to this comic and oblique tradition 
in his postscript to the Hajdamaky); but as oblique as it is, it is never
theless a form of protest, and what is more, a tentative articulation 
of a literary program. For under the surface of jokes about pro
nunciation and orthography, there is the current of a thesis, to wit: 
"ours is different and it is as good as theirs." 108 Even if there is a 

J07 "De§oo pro toho Haras'ka," Hulak-Artemovs'kyj, Tvory, p. 60. 
IOK Cf. Jevhen Hrebinka's "Do zobab:nnja" (Postscript to Lastivka, 1841), in his Tvory 
v p"jaty tomax (Kiev, 1957), 5: 325---XoTiB 6yno JI BaM, naHOBC, nyCTHTb CBOIO 
KHIDKKy 3HMOIO, Ta JIK 0.D;Hic y APYKaPHIO, HK CTaJIH MOCKani .npYKaplOBaTb, TaK JI 
BaM Kaxcy, i CMiX, i rope! "IH BH nosipHTC, WO Ha.D; O.D;HHM JIHCTHKOM Ta 6'IOTbCJI 
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tinge of self-deprecation, the conscious juxtaposition ("Yono to, bac, 
oce po-nafomu Haras'ko, a po-moskovs'kij, lybon', Goracij") is 
programmatic. (That it also coincided with and furthered the "com
plex" of the "sly Little Russian," that it may have become part of 
what Zerov termed the "literary disease of kot/jarevscyna," is a 
different matter, and a historical and literary problem in its own 
right.) The basic features of this rudimentary "program," it seems, 
are two. The first is a more or less conscious positing of a distinct 
Ukrainian community, one which transcends the class distinctions 
of pan and xlop. This is a prominent leitmotif in Hulak-Artemovs'kyj 
(cf. especially the "Pysul'ka"), in Kvitka, in Hrebinka, and it cul
minates in Seveenko's political injunction of the "Poslanie" ("I 
mertvym i fyvym i nenarodfenym ... "): 

06HiMiTe )IC, 6paTH MO!, 
HaiiMeHinoro 6paTa, -
Hexaii MaTH ycMixHeTcR, 
3annaKaHa MaTH. 

That in real social terms this was unrealized, that this was a literary 
fiction goes without saying. In fact, that is the very point. The second 
feature, a corollary to this sense of a distinct cultural community, 
is the felt need of a point of coalescence, of concensus, of a common 
denominator, and this is provided by the narod, by the peasant ethos. 
What is essential is that while in one sens~ this is the lowest common 
denominator, the emphasis is not on the "lowest" but on the "com
mon," for the folk is culturally closer to the gentry likes of a Hulak
Artemovs'kyj or a Kvitka than the ethos of the socially equal but 
culturally different moskali. In a word, cultural identification is seen 
to transcend class distinctions. For the Soviet critic this may appear 
to be a rechauffage of the ("bourgeois nationalist") conception of a 
"classless Ukrainian nation." It is nothing of the sort: class dis
tinctions existed, of course, and Soviet criticism will continue tediously 
to remind us of this, but the existence of this literary fiction or 
"ideal value," from Kotljarevs'kyj to Seveenko, is inescapable. 

TH)l(.llCHb a6o A 6iJlbwe. TH HllIIHlllew ZillllR, a BiH BHAPYKOBYC ZTM/lfl> : JTO, crano 
6bITh, KallCe, KpaCHBeA. - ((Ta MOB'IH, 6y,nb nacKaB, MOCKamo, Ta po6H Te, mo 
ro6i KaJICYTb, Ja mo rpowi 6epew ». Or BiH RK no'l)'c rpowi, JapaJ i cxaMeHeTbCJI. 
mo llC? TpoXH JrO.D;OM 3HOB YllCC nepeseprye IlO-CBOCMy! ..• 
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8. Another significant result of this feeling of distinctness is the 
coinage of a distinct literary terminology. What began as a focus on 
pronunciation and orthography, and jokes about names ("Vono to, 
bac, oce po-nasomu Haras'ko ... ") is now extended to the literary 
form itself, to the names of genres. Thus when K vitka writes a cycle 
of six epigrams in Ukrainian he gives it a very indicative title: 
"Spyhacky, abo po Moskovs'komu epigrammy." 10~' While not every 
genre is given a new name, the pattern of coinages is unmistakable. 
Thus in the works of Hulak-Artemovs'kyj, Kvitka and Kotljarevs'kyj 
himself we find pysu/'ka for "epistle," pobrexen'ka for "anecdote," 
prykazka for "epigrammatic fable," pisnja for "ode" or rather "enco
mium," later prybajutka for "proverb" (Borovykovs'kyj), etc. (As we 
shall see, the final and most ambitious step in this direction was 
taken by Stepan Rudans'kyj.) In the spirit of CyZevs'kyj's argument, 
this parallel terminology could also be taken as evidence of vulgarity 
or insufficient seriousness, but only if we accept the normative premise 
that a "full complement" of genres is necessary, that some of them 
must be "high" and express an elevated mode, and, for that matter, 
have a "proper" terminology. The situation changes considerably if 
a different premise is accepted. If, for example, we posit "organicity" 
rather than "completeness" as the basic criterion and desideratum, 
we could argue that the Ukrainian literature in question is organically 
relying on its own traditional resources (of seventeenth- and eighteenth
century models, of non-elite "folk" models) while in contrast Russian 
literature of this time relies almost exclusively on foreign, imported 
models. The ody, epigrammy, opery, eposy, and satiry of Russian 
Classicism reflect a borrowed terminology and spirit and constitute, 
according to this criterion, an artificial system, as "artificial" as 
other systems imported in the course of Russian history: French 
dress and furniture, German bureaucracy, Dutch naval technology, 
etc. This, of course, is normal and natural for an empire, and by the 
same token the pattern in Ukrainian literature is also normal and 
natural for its historical development. It is more than that-it is 
necessary. For one can say unequivocally that the travesties and 
burlesques, the "vulgarities" and the "unseriousness" were necessary 

109 This is the fonn of the original title: cf. Molva 4, no. 120 (1833): 477-78. In the 
eight-volume edition of Kvitka's works (Kiev, 1970) the title is Ukrainianized and 
epigrammy becomes epihramy, thus blurring the important contrasting between the 
two terms (8: 298). The present translation with its "Little Stingers or Moscow-style 
Epigrams" totally erases the meaning. 
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for the further development of Ukrainian literature; it was through 
them that the distinctness of Ukrainian literature (and, of course, the 
culture and the historical experience) could be expressed. For Ukrain
ian writers of this time to attempt an "elevated" Classicist mode, 
to borrow from or to model themselves on Russian, or Polish, or 
French or any other foreign literature, in short, to make Ukrainian 
literature imitative at this crucial juncture, would have been suicidal. 
They could, and did, express the "cosmopolitan," the "general" 
literary content in Russian and in the "high" genres; the specifically 
Ukrainian content, the Ukrainian themes and experiences, and the 
emotions intrinsically associated with them could only t>e expressed 
in Ukrainian, and, in the beginning, in forms (genres) closely asso
ciated with those already existing in the tradition. It is qua recourse 
to the roots and not qua contempt for the common man born of the 
Enlightenment (of which contempt there is indeed hardly any evidence 
in the texts) that these writers turned to the "low" genres. 

From the methodological perspective, it seems a reasonable pro
position that if literary history has for its object the actual literary 
process (and not an ideal or schematic version) then the stages of 
that process constitute a necessary structure, and as part of that 
structure do not lend themselves to evaluation. For strictly speaking, 
only artistic phenomena can be evaluated. The literary process and 
its stages can only be analyzed and described. This is a central 
theoretical premise, to which we shall return. For the moment, one 
can argue by way of illustration that both the stylistic breadth and 
the national consciousness of a Seveenko would have been impossible 
without a Kotljarevs'kyj with all his "stylistic" and "national" limi
tations; and the above-quoted "Poslanie" could only come after a 
"Pysul'ka." 

9. As with Hulak-Artemovs'kyj, the discussion of Kvitka also suffers 
from the misconceptions centering around the problem of "vulgarity" 
and "unseriousness"; this need not be anatomized again. Our dis
cussion can be focused on two issues, one general and one specific. 
The former concerns Cyrevs'kyj's contention that Kvitka cannot be 
considered a sentimentalist (cf. pp. 435-36). This can be accepted 
only in the sense that Kvitka's relation to or dependence on Russian 
sentimentalism of the Karamzin school is not, as Cyrevs'kyj argues 
(in rebuttal of Zerov), demonstrable in terms of specific linguistic 
and formal devices. On the other hand, it is evident, as illustrated 
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by his best-known work, "Marusia," that Kvitka, if not a Karamzinist, 
was still a sentimentalist in the broader or "psychological" sense, 
which Cyzevs 'kyj concedes. He feels, however, that the term should 
be properly used only "in its historico-literary sense" and consequently 
considers the question of K vitka's sentimentalism solely sub speciae 
of the "Russian Sentimentalist school of Karamzin." Since Kvitka's 
sentimentalism (or "sensibility") does not conform to the conventions 
of that school but reflects an indigenous Ukrainian basis, it cannot 
be sentimentalism. This, we submit, is another victory for schematism: 
"Ukrainian Sentimentalism," it seems, can be admitted only if it 
conforms to Russian Sentimentalism. 

The specific issue concerns Cy'i.evs'kyj's treatment of a story by 
Kvitka, the brilliant "Konotops'ka vid'ma," a work to be ranked 
among the best in all of nineteenth-century Ukrainian prose. Cy
zevs'kyj passes it over in one sentence: '"Konotops'ka vid'ma' ("The 
Witch of Konotop," 1837) recounts how a Cossack captain and a 
clerk drowned witches in a pond" (421). This is all for a story that 
in its intricate construction of plot and character, its subtle play with 
mood and folk stylization is equal to the best of the early Gogol'. 
To be sure, a bit further on Cy'i.evs'kyj alludes to the story, but only 
to scold K vitka for demonstrating moral insensitivity, to show that 
"Kvitka's 'morality' was both too strictly preached and imperfectly 
practiced" (429). To arrive at this conclusion he must overlook the 
difference between the author's "morality" and that of his represented 
character (whose statement occasions this judgment) as well as that 
of the clearly limited, stylized narrator. It is as if one were to judge 
Gogol"s intelligence on the basis of Rudyj Pan'ko's. 

10. The issue, of course, is not that a particular work was under
estimated, it is rather that here as in many other places Cy'i.evs'kyj 
does not perceive nor do justice to the complexity of voice and the 
author's stance. Further, he does not see that as with the individual 
writers, so also with the entire period labelled "Classicism," i.e., 
roughly the first three decades of the nineteenth century, the defining 
feature, the center of gravity, is a searching for a new literary idiom 
and direction, as well as an audience and a literary "ideology" that 
would be linked to the old yet adapted to the new. This perhaps 
explains the broad range of models utilized by Hulak-Artemovs'kyj
the classical Horace, the neo-Classicist Krasicki, the Romantics 
Goethe and Mickiewicz-as well as the range of themes and genres, 
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from satmc fable and epigram to ballads, psalms and occasional 
verse. This also perhaps explains the "mixed" styles, for example, in 
Kotljarevs'kyj, with the burlesque Enejida and the sentimental Nata/ka 
Poltavka, or in Kvitka, with the sentimental "Marusja" and the 
almost Romantic-and satiric-"Konotops'ka vid'ma." 

11. This search for a new literary idiom and direction had for its 
most obvious feature recourse to the vernacular, as Cyievs'kyj stresses, 
but one can hardly agree with him that this "practice was undertaken 
partly as a diversion and partly in imitation of foreign literature 
which relegated to the low genres (travesty, grotesque, burlesque) 
those dialects and languages which did not yet have their own litera
tures, e.g., the Italian dialects and the Provem;al language" (431-32). 
To this one might answer that it is clear from the works themselves 
and from such ancillary sources as the authors' correspondence that 
they were written with utmost seriousness; 110 the very fact of writing 
in a language that conveyed no political status and furthered no 
careers indicates deep emotional commitment. Their work expressed 

110 Kvitka's letter-in Russian-to Krajevskij (28 Dec. 1841; Tvory, 8:272-73) 
expresses unequivocally the importance of emotional content that only one's own 
language can provide, the postulate of a broad readership, and beyond that, still more 
radically, the claim (later to be developed by Kuli~) of the greater purity and antiquity 
of Ukrainian as opposed to Russian. It bears citing at length: 

There is no point in quarreling over the Little Russian language when neither side 
knows it in the least. There are beauties in it that are inexpressible in any other 
language, turns of phrase that are peculiarly its own, that are entirely original and 
that are already, unwittingly, being adopted by those who malign it (the Biblioteka 
dlja ctenija). Whatever the translation from our language into Russian, it will not by 
far preserve all or convey all. Both of the contending sides should be here, precisely 
here, to be persuaded by actual experience as to how, with what enthusiasm, and 
by whom everything written in our language is accepted. (I speak of the upper 
circles, with roots, the local people, not the newcomers.) Stories need several editions, 
the plays give the owners of provincial theaters a substantial income in any season. 
Who is the audience for all this? The simple people do not read much. My Lysty k 
zemljakam, written precisely for them, have not reached everyone. Nevertheless, many 
people read, and not only because they have nothing better to do. . . . In a word, 
if you were to travel in our gubernias (and there .are many of them) and not in the 
major cities, you would see that one can and one must write in our own language .... 
The raskol raised by Russian journalists against our language will not exist for long. 
Let our youth mature, become fully fledged, i.e., become accustomed to the pen, 
and they will show and prove that the Great Russian language is only a dialect 
of several gubernias, a child, and not the oldest at that, of our language, the oldest 
and truly Slavic son. . . . The true Russian language is not to be found in drawing 
rooms, nor in books nor in Russian journals. Try to write an article without foreign 
words, without foreign terms and expressions. It is impossible. But in our language 
it is possible, and it is pure, and smooth, and quite inexpressible in any other language. 
(Emphases in the original.) 
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a national experience, past and present, and a unique ethos, one in 
which the comic and the burlesque played an important, traditional 
role. Unfortunately, it appears that for Cyzevs'kyj this is precisely 
what determines the alleged diversionary nature of this literature-as 
if expression of traditional and emotional values could be simply a 
"diversion." By the same token, there is little justification for speaking 
of this literature as something undertaken in imitation of other litera
tures. While particular conventions and genres may indeed have been 
adopted, and this is true of all national literatures, the prime motivation 
flowed from the native soil; its spirit and "content," and to a great 
extent its "form," were sui generis and unborrowed. 

H. "ROMANTICISM" 

1. The Chapter on Romanticism is probably the best chapter in the 
History, for several basic reasons. One is Cyfevs'kyj's undisguised 
empathy for this period. Another is his abandonment of the usual 
schema: instead of approaching the period syn chronically, by genre, 
and thus largely bypassing internal developments as well as the 
general cultural context, Cyzevs'kyj for the first time treats the period 
diachronically, focusing on such historically valid subdivisions as the 
"Xarkiv Romantic School," "Kievan Romanticism," West Ukrainian 
Romanticism, "Late Romanticism," etc. The result is a fuller and 
more balanced treatment, .and one in which the student, for the first 
time perhaps, has a literary period presented in historical perspective 
and with concerted reference to a broader social and cultural context. 
In fact, Cyfevs'kyj explicitly calls attention to this new approach as 
in an earlier chapter (actually an excursus) on "The Literature of 
'National Revival'" he states that "beginning with Romanticism, 
the material will be divided not according to literary genre, but 
according to author, for the Romantic period in Ukraine produced 
a fundamental change in the psychology of the author and in his 
attitude toward his work." "In this world," he continues, 

man was the focus of attention for the Romantic worldview; and in works of 
literature, the subject was the author, either real or fictitious (as in instances 
of pseudonyms, or in attempts to speak in the name of an omniscent author, 
or a kobzar minstrel, etc.). Former times had numerous pseudonymous, 
anonymous, or "pseudoepigraphic" works (attributed by the author to someone 
else-e.g., poetry or lstorija Rusiv [The History of the Russes]). Since the time 
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of Romanticism, every author has had his own literary biography (only literary 
biographies interest us in this book). Accordingly, it is impossible to fragment 
the creativity of a particular author, and to insert his individual works in 
different divisions in the book. (368-69) 

This argument, however, is problematical-not because Cyfevs'kyj 
himself ends by "splitting" Seveenko between two different sections 
(i.e., "Kievan Romanticism" and "Late Romanticism") and not 
because Ukrainian Romantics were particularly fond of pseudonyms 
(Amvrosij Mohyla, Jeremija Halka, Is'ko Materynka, Pan'ko Nebrexa, 
etc.), 111 but because it is not at all clear why it is only with Romanticism 
that authors begin to have literary biographies. Is it only a Romantic 
(and then post-Romantic) literary consciousness that confers this? 
Do Kotljarevs'kyj and Hulak-Artemovs'kyj have any less a "literary 
biography" than do Kostomarov or Seveenko? And in principle, i.e., 
apart from availability of data, why should the biographies of Vy
sens'kyj or Velyckovs'kyj or Skovoroda not be the stuff of literary 
biographies? And, indeed, what is a "literary biography"? Surely 
it is not to be identified with Romantic self-consciousness or the 
Romantic pose? One feels here that Cyfevs'kyj is making, on the 
one hand, virtue or theory out of necessity (i.e., the lacking or 
fragmentary data on pre-nineteenth century writers), and,· on the 
other, adapting, as Serex notes, 112 his approach to the critical tradition 
and the expectations it has established. 

2. Another reason for Cyzevs'kyj's success with this chapter stems 
from the fact that in contrast to the preceding periods, Romanticism 
in Ukrainian literature was indeed a conscious and at times even 
a programmatic movement, one which to an unprecedented degree 
was modelled on existing literary theories and conventions in the 
neighboring Polish and Russian and also in the more distant West 
European literatures. Thus, while his fine synoptic overview of 
the Romantic Weltanschauung still pertains much more to the 
Western literatures than to Ukrainian literature (for example, as 
regards Romanticism's anti-Enlightenment stance, or its interest in 
the Baroque, or its Medievalism), the overall picture is quite inform
ative. Particularly valuable is his linking of Romanticism with national 
"reawakening," with the rediscovery, through historicism and folklore, 

111 I.e., respectively, Metlyns'kyj, Kostomarov, Bodjans'kyj and Kum. 
112 "Na ry~tuvannjax ... ," p. 2. 
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of the idea of nationhood as such, as well as the true observation 
(which by some is applied to all "minor literatures") that Romanticism 
left a marked impression on all subsequent literary development, and 
penetrated profoundly into the national consciousness" (445). These 
and similar insights provide a valuable framework for the student's 
orientation in this period. 

3. Nevertheless, the exposition has flaws, large and small. One such 
"small" flaw (and the adjective refers not to the intrinsic importance 
of the problem but to its delimited and specific nature) surfaces in 
the treatment of Seveenko's metrics, which comes at the very beginning 
of the discussion of the poet. Here Cyfevs'kyj argues that "gradually 
he cultivated meters typical of folk songs such as the kolomyjka 
(rhythmical dance tune), 8a, 8b, 8c, 6b (sic!) ... and the koljadka 
(Christmas carol) .... " "Seveenko," he continues, 

rejected the tradition of regularly alternating stress (found in Kotljarevs'kyj, 
in imitation of Russian poetry). In his verses the alternation of stresses is 
considerably freer, in accordance with the laws of Ukrainian folk poetry: 
a rhythmic unit is composed not of one or two syllables, but of an entire 
line. (499-500) 

The passage is completed by a footnote: "The discovery of the folk 
character of Seveenko's poetry can be attributed to S. Smal'-Stoc'kyj. 
Further contributions to this scholarship have been made by Kyryl 
Taranovs'kyj who, however, often seems to adapt Seveenko's versi
fication to his own theories" (500). All this is wrong. To begin, 
Seveenko's so-called kolomyjka and koljadka rhythms, while modelled 
on folk meters, are also determined by the syllabo-tonic principle, 
i.e., by the presence of binary and ternary rhythms (iambs, trochees, 
amphibrachs, etc.) and not simply by the syllabotonism of the folk 
meter. (The schema of the kolomyjka meter is usually given as 
[4 + 4 + 6]2, and not as given here.) If the "discovery" of the folk 
character of Seveenko's verse is to be attributed to anyone, it is to 
Pantelejmon Kulis, who argued this in 1861. 113 What was acceptable 
then, however, was no longer good scholarship at the time of Smal'
Stoc'kyj. His conception of Seveenko's versification, namely, that 
his rhythms are based solely on the metrical system of Ukrainian 

113 Cf. N. P. Camata's recent overview of scholarship on Sevtenko's versification 
in Sevcenkoznavstvo: Pidsumky j problemy (Kiev, 1975), and also the monograph 
by H.K. Sydorenko, Rytmika Sevcenka (Kiev, 1967). 
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folk songs (i.e., that the rhythmic unit comprises the entire line) 
has been decisively rebutted by a host of scholars, beginning with 
B. Navrockyj, A. Samraj, 0. Doroskevyc, and F. Kolessa. 114 The 
accompanying notion, borrowed from Smal'-Stoc'kyj, that "Seveenko 
rejected the tradition of regularly alternating stress" (by which Cy
fevs 'kyj evidently means syllabotonism in general and iambic tetra
meter in particular) is also manifestly wrong. Not only does iambic 
tetrameter figure in the first poem of the first Kobzar (i.e., "Prycynna") 
and not only does it play from the beginning a significant role in all 
of Seveenko's poetry, it becomes in the later poetry considerably 
more pronounced. A major analysis of Seveenko's use of this meter, 
with special reference to comparative statistical data and with reference 
to the functional role of this (and other meters) in Seveenko's poems, 
and with particular consideration of how his model differs from the 
Puskinean and the Kotljarevskean, was made by Kiri) Taranovsky. 115 

For Cyfevs'kyj casually to slight these investigations and in the face 
of the scholarship of the last fifty years to fall back on the discredited 
and basically unscholarly notions of Smal'-Stoc'kyj is unfortunate. 
When one considers this, and the casual and indefensible claim that 
"Seveenko did not simply paraphrase folk songs-he created songs 
which are folk songs in nature" (498) (as if the creativity of a literate 
city dweller could ever be folk art), and the repeated confusion of 
syllabotonic with tonic meters (cf. pp. 479, 541, 578, and passim) and 
finally the looseness and impressionism of the analyses (to the extent 
that they are that and not mere enumerations) of Seveenko's rhythmic 
or euphonic devices, one sees the degree. to which the already noted 
tendency to popularize undercuts the scholarship. It is only this 
consideration, and the sense of an unsophisticated audience which it 
implies, that would allow Cyzevs'kyj to say, with all apparent serious
ness, that "Occasionally in Seveenko's poetry, it is the considerations 
of sound and the musical qualities of language rather than the idea 
behind a poem which governs its choice of words and syntax" (510). 
One would have to conclude that he still believes that poetry is 
written with ideas, not words. 

4. Different problems arise with different writers. It seems highly 
questionable, for example, to say of Metlyns'kyj that his poetry "is 

11 4 C'.:amata, Sevtenkoznavstvo, p. 438. 
I l.5 See his "C'.:etvorostopni jamb T. Sev~nka," Juinos/ovenski fi/o/og (Beograd), 20, 
nos. 1-4 (Belgrade, 1953-54): 143-90. 
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philosophical throughout-for the most part, historico-philosophical" 
(468). The qualification that follows ("Admittedly, it is that kind of 
philosophical poetry in which every thought appears only in concrete 
form, as an image") does not help, for in fact what we have in 
Metlyns'kyj's poetry is not philosophy (be it concrete or abstract 
or historical) but pathos and sentiment and nostalgia for the past. 
The distinction between these things should perhaps be maintained. 
The tendency in Ukrainian (and not only Ukrainian) criticism to call 
"philosophical" any poetry that approaches the contemplative mode 
is deep, but misguided nonetheless. 

5. A more significant problem, and a more general instance of what 
is probably a hasty conclusion, occurs when Cyrevs'kyj discusses the 
earliest Romantics, i.e., Borovykovs'kyj and Metlyns'kyj, as "true 
Romantics" (458) without any qualification. But a qualification may 
be necessary. In the case of Borovykovs'kyj the very fact of the 
Classicist legacy in his writing (which Cyrevs'kyj does note) might 
cause a moment's hesitation; but it is in his "Romanticism" itself 
that the problem lies, for those elements which for Cyzevs'kyj are 
decisive ("The thematic material ... is genuinely Romantic-the flight 
at night with a dead lover, Romantic landscapes and Romantic 
tableaux ... " [458)) are in fact indicative of something else. As 
with Zukovskij, the Gothic atmosphere and setting point to a pre
Romantic rather than a Romantic poetics. Many of the elements 
that Cyrevs'kyj stresses-night, cliffs, storms, graves, dead lovers, 
etc.-are the typical obstanovka of, for example, the pre-Romantic 
"graveyard school" in English poetry (Gray, Collins, Young et al.). 
In and of themselves these elements of setting (which Cyfevs'kyj also 
calls "thematic material") do not constitute a Romantic Weltanschau
ung, or vision, or poetics. As Cleanth Brooks notes, "With many 
of the [English] pre-Romantics, it is almost sufficient merely to point 
to the new poetic objects-owls, ivy, ruined towers, and yew trees. 
Indeed, some of their poems may be considered as little more than 
display cases filled with collections of such objects tied loosely together 
with appropriate interjections .... " (The corresponding Ukrainian 
"display cases" contain the steppe, burial mounds, Cossack lances 
and sabres, and banduras.) And Brooks's next statement applies 
equally to English and to Ukrainian literature: "Perhaps never before 
or since have poetic terms become cliches so rapidly; and this is a 
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measure of the weight of the dependence placed upon them in securing 
the poetic effect." 116 The poetry of Borovykovs'kyj, Metlyns'kyj, 
and the early Kostomarov is defined principally by mood (nostalgia 
for the past, melancholy) and setting (primarily a gloomy and exotic 
Ukraine). Such genuinely Romantic traits as a sense of the primacy 
of the poetic ego and the creative imagination, as greatly heightened 
self-awareness and the consequent sense of alienation from society, 
as the symbolic apprehension of the world and the central role given 
to irony, all these are present only in embryo, if at all. The fact of 
turning to folklore and folk song for inspiration does not make these 
poets (to use the terms favored by the translators) "full-fledged" or 
"full-blown" Romantics-especially when history, the other pillar of 
Romantic ideology, is for the most part represented only as vague 
reminiscence (cf. Metlyns'kyj's "Step" or "Kladovysee," or Kosto
marov's "Mohyla") or as Gothic story (e.g., Metlyns'kyj's "Pidzemna 
cerkva") or-and this is quite revealing-as moral and political lesson, 
very much in the pre-Romantic spirit of Niemcewicz or Ryleev (cf. 
Kostomarov's "Spivec' Mytusa"). In short, the qualified, tentative, 
indeed pre-Romantic nature of the early Ukrainian Romantics must 
be recognized. (The same applies to the West Ukrainian early Roman
tics: it is indicative, for example, that Saskevyc translates not only 
from Goszczynski's blood-and-horror Romantic Zamek kaniowski, 
but also from the softly sentimental and classicist Karpinski, or that 
Ustjanovyc, surely the best of these poets, has a diction and stance 
that is determined as much if not more by a Classicist rather than a 
Romantic poetics.) A true and full establishment of Romanticism 
comes only with Seveenko. 

6. Cyrevs'kyj's treatment of the other end of the spectrum, the late 
Romantics, may also evoke some reservations. For one, the poet 
Jakiv Scoholiv is not discussed at all. He is mentioned only in passing, 
once at the end of the section on the Xarkiv school, where Cyzevs'kyj 
notes, quite correctly, that he was "probably the most distinguished 
poet of the Xarkiv circle," and then again in the chapter on Realism 
(and once or twice more). It appears that Seoholiv did not quite fit 
into any of the subdivisions of Ukrainian Romanticism, nor sub
sequently merit any attention under the rubric of Realism. This is 

116 Cleanth Brooks, "Notes for a Revised History of English Poetry," in Modem 
Poetry and the Tradition (Chapel Hill, 1939), pp. 233-34. 
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regrettable, because in terms of artistic achievement, and in the light 
he casts on the nature of Ukrainian Romanticism, he was an important 
poet-certainly more important than a Metlyns'kyj or a Saskevyc 
or a Padurra, each of whom is discussed at length. 117 (Scoholiv's 
influence, to be sure, was not great-but, except for Seveenko, no 
Romantic can be said to have been influential.) In. contrast, the 
prosaist Oleksa Storofenko, an undoubtedly belated Romantic, is 
given more attention, but one wonders whether Cyzevs'kyj's estimation 
of him is not unduly harsh. He is unmoved (indeed rather repelled) 
by Storofenko's humor, and he faults him for lacking the "deep 
ideological approach found in Gogol"'(?!) (566). (In this, as in several 
other places, Cyfevs 'kyj seems to be following the lead of Franko
and Jefremov.) 118 But clearly neither "impropriety" (cf. "Also com
mon are coarse jokes as well as excessively crude incidents [brawls, 
etc.]; nor did Storofenko shrink from elements of impropriety even 
when largely irrelevant to the development of the narrative"; 565) 
nor, pace Franko, lack of ideology, nor even the fact of being 
"belated" or "outdated" is really an appropriate criterion for evalu
ation. 

7. The last late Romantic whose treatment should also perhaps be 
questioned is Stepan Rudans'kyj. This poet gets no more attention 
than does Scoholiv. What is more, Cyfevs'kyj is inclined to see only 
his "early" work as Romantic, and claims that "the style, language 
and composition of the majority of Rudans'kyj's works, even his 
ballads, were in the spirit of the new literary current, Realism" (567). 
In fact, however, when one takes the fundamental criteria into 
consideration-his conception of the role of the poet and the role 
of poetry, his vision of the Ukraine and its past-Rudans'kyj is seen 
to be a genuine Romantic. 119 More than that, Rudans'kyj must be 
judged a very important poet, both for his poetic achievement and 
for the light he sheds on the deep processes occurring in Ukrainian 
literature. Specifically, this concerns his elaboration of a broad range 
of poetic forms, quite independently of the Seveenkian tradition, 
and beyond· that of a literary theory, a poetics based on folk and 
oral poetry. The term spivomovky, erroneously applied by Franko 

117 Cf. M. Zerov, '"Nepryvitanyj spivec': Ja. Sroholiv" in Do dzerel (Cracow, 1943). 
118 Cf. Ivan Franko, Narys istoriji ukrajins'ko-rus'koji literatury (L'viv, 1910). 
119 Cf. the valuable introduction to the third edition of Rudans'kyj's works (Kiev, 
1972) by P. Kolesnyk; this edition is not mentioned in the bibliography. 
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and later critics only to his short humorous poems, was applied by 
Rudans'kyj to poetry as such; the terminology and the poetic practice 
was a radical break with the accreted norms and conventions of 
literature, and was expressive of a desire to go back to the deepest 
-oral, musical, mythopoeic-roots of poetry. The culmination of 
this was his translation of the Iliad, his Omerova Il'jonjanka, which 
in its radical "Ukrainianization" illustrated his personal theory of 
poetry and also was perhaps the most developed expression of a 
long tradition in Ukrainian literature of relying on native forms and 
modes. 12° For Cyrevs'kyj, not surprisingly, these are only "strange 
transformations" (dyvovyini peretovmacennja; 567 /474). 

8. The centerpiece of the chapter is, understandably, Seveenko. The 
attention Cyrevs'kyj devotes to him is considerable and the importance 
he assigns to him as a poet and an influence on Ukrainian literature 
is unqualified, and yet for all that, the picture of Seveenko tends to 
be incomplete and unbalanced. And this follows directly from the 
basic premises of Cyrevs'kyj's approach. The problem is not that he 
divides Seveenko between two periods as noted above (in one sense 
this could be justified), nor that he does not qualify the designation 
of "Romantic" for Seveenko's late poetry. These are complex issues 
that could hardly be developed fully here, and they are secondary 
to the extent that they deal more with periodization than actual 
content. The real problem is that Cyrevs'kyj does not develop, or, 
as the case may be, does not even mention some basic aspects of 
Seveenko's work, aspects and moments without which Seveenko 
cannot be fully understood. 

Cyrevs'kyj begins by discussing Seveenko's versification and prosody 
and then moves to instrumentation, tropes, and language. This is 
done with copious ilustrations, but the illustrative material is not 
used strictly analytically: more often than not these are catalogues 
and mere "appreciations." This takes up well over half of the space 
allotted to the poetry. The remaining topics that are treated are 
Seveenko's ballads, his use of the "Byronic poem," his "themes" (by 
which Cyrevs 'kyj means "the fantastic," "madness," "suicide," and 
"torture, fire, the murder of one's children, capital punishment" [519]), 
and then his "few basic ideas and concepts," i.e., Slovo, Pravda, 
Slava, etc. (521). In the subsequent section on "Late Romanticism" 

120 Cf. p. 57 above. 
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the discussion is only slightly amplified: Cyzevs'kyj observes, for 
example, that "his work was still characterized by the features of 
the 'Byronic poem' or the Romantic 'free poem,"' and that "Ballads 
were the only genre in which Seveenko ceased to write during this 
period" (537); he concedes that "The proportion of social and 
political (including anti-clerical sentiments) poems was augmented"; 
"but" he adds "this merely reflected the general mood of the times" 
(538); he argues that "Thematically, the sole new element was the 
rejection of the Ukrainian historical subject matter" (538) and in the 
final paragraph notes Seveenko's turning "to the individual, with 
special emphasis on his right to life and happiness," and the symbolism 
of the child and mother as expressing Messianic "hopes for the future 
Ukraine" (539). 

8.1. Major aspects of Seveenko's poetry are thus overlooked. There 
is no discussion, for example (perhaps because Soviet critics dwell on 
this so much), of Seveenko's satire, on the Russian state (e.g., "Son," 
"Kavkaz"), on his countrymen (e.g., "I mertvym i fyvym ... "), on 
literary critics (Hajdamaky), on church dogma and biblical history 
("Cari"). There is hardly any discussion of Seveenko's political and 
social ideology. There is no discussion at all of Seveenko's subtle 
irony-a feature so important to the Romantic poet-which he directs 
at the world, at his fate, at himself as a poet, at fame and glory, at 
various poetic conventions. There is not even mention of his inspired 
bitter humor, and, more generally, of the turbulent flow of emotions 
that constitutes the basic structure of most of his poetry. 

8.2. Seveenko's thematic range is presented reductively. His themes 
are much more resonant and symbolically charged than what is implied 
by CyZevs'kyj's enumeration of plot lines (madness, murder, suicide, 
etc.) or by the label of "Romantic horror." To take but one example, 
the murder of children by parents (cf. "Utoplenna" or Hajdamaky) 
is expressive of a deep symbolic structure, the totality of which can 
be called Seveenko's myth of the Ukraine. (The central figures in this 
symbolic structure, one may add, are characteristically complex and 
emotionally polysemous: the mother, for example, who indeed stands 
for the Ukraine, is both sanctified and demonized; scenes and images 
of idyllic, holy love are-necessarily-balanced by incest, hate and 
murder.) On the other hand, history, the national past, the national 
experience is also a continuing, profound concern, and one that is 
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only modulated, not "rejected" or abandoned as Cyfevs 'kyj claims; 
between the early stereotyped Cossacophilism of "Ivan Pidkova" and 
"Tarasova nic" and the late poems, "Buvaly vojny i vijs'kovi svary" 
and "Jakby to ty Bohdane pjanyj" there is a long line of development, 
but the concern for the past and how it affects the present does not 
cease. 

In all, Cyzevs'kyj's treatment of Seveenko, as regards both the 
passionate, emotional essence of his poetic drive and the complexity 
of his symbolic world, is woefully restricted; Seveenko's protean genius 
is reduced in the discussion to a dessicated schema. An example 
from one of the many catalogues of quotations may illustrate the 
problem. The lines are from the poem "Knjazna": 

Seto! selo! veseli xaty, 
veseli zdaleka palaty ... 

Cyfevs'kyj breaks off the citation at this point and does not include 
the lines that follow: 

Bodaj vy temom porosly ! 
Scob ljudy j slidu ne najsly. 
Scob i ne znaly, dej sukaty ... 

To be able to perform such an amputation in the process of making 
a point about "sonorous repetitions" is to reveal remarkable insensitiv
ity to the meaning and emotional coloration and the integrity of the 
poetic statement. It is like ignoring an enjambment, or, in a different 
framework, like having schoolchildren declaim the passage that pre
cedes these lines (beginning with ·'Selo !-i serce odpocyne" and 
ending with "Sam Boh vytaje nad selom") and turning that which 
is a bitter and ironic aside in a poem about incestuous rape-with 
God indifferently looking on: "I Boh ne znaje / A moze znaje, ta 
movcyt' "-into a pious, rustic idyll. Unfortunately this is not an 
isolated case, but a synecdoche for Cyzevs'kyj's approach. 

8.3. However, our disappointment with this must be tempered by our 
awareness of the peculiar function and premises of the whole History 
(cf. above). In this context the treatment of Seveenko (or any 
other writer) is more understandable~ if still not persuasive. The 
emphasis on "formal" or stylistic matters clearly presupposes that 
the reader is acquainted with traditional readings of Seveenko's 
poetry, his ideology, etc. Unfortunately, one cannot expect the English-
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speaking reader (and the Ukrainian one as well) to be guided by or 
even to be aware of this tacit assumption. This reader, the beginning 
student, may even be surprised to learn-because Cyfevs'kyj deems 
it too unimportant, or too well-known to mention-that until he was 
about twenty-four, Seveenko was a serf. The literary import of this 
"detail" is far from insignificant; it might suggest, for example that 
for Seveenko the idea of freedom is rather more than a "literary 
theme," or that for him it is qualitatively different than it is for, say, 
Byron. 

9. A special problem are the so-called Ukrainian schools in Polish 
and Russian Romantic literature. They are undoubtedly important 
for an understanding of Ukrainian Romanticism, and they are, of 
course, significant for the respective literatures as well. They are also 
part of a larger, quite complex phenomenon, and Cyzevs'kyj's failure 
to differentiate this phenomenon is the first and basic flaw in his 
treatment. The question of the Ukraine, or of Ukrainian themes in 
Polish and Russian Romanticism, is as broad as it is interesting, 
and one can hardly do justice to it here. 121 But at least one must note 
that the subject is much too heterogeneous, its internal differentiation 
much too basic, to warrant its being discussed, as was done by a 
contemporary, the Polish Romantic writer and critic, Michal Gra
bowski, as one "school." 122 This is particularly true of Russian 
literature. Here, for example, the differentiation in the literature on 
the Ukrainian historical theme, specifically the Cossack past, stems 
from differences of national (ethnic) background, as between such 
Ukrainians as Somov, Maksymovyc, and Gogol' on the one hand, 
and such Russians as Ryleev, Puskin, Bulgarin et al., on the other, 
and even more from intrinsic literary and ideological divergences 
existing between the pre-Romantic Decembrists (Glinka, Ryleev, and 
the "fellow traveler" Somov) and the later Romantics, including 
Puskin and Bulgarin, and, finally, in a category of one, Gogol', with 
his genuinely mythical treatment of the Ukrainian past. 

The discussion of the Polish Romantic depiction of the Ukraine and 
its past is also problematical. To repeat once again Grabowski's for
mula, and say that "Strictly speaking, the Ukrainian school was limited 

121 See G. Grabowicz, "The History and Myth of the Cossack Ukraine in Polish 
and Russian Romantic Literature" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1975). 
122 Grabowski introduced this notion in his Literatura i krytyka, vol. I, pt. 2 (Vilnius, 
1840). 
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to three Romantic poets: A. Malczewski [who] ... portrayed Ukraine 
during its knightly Cossack period; Bohdan Zaleski . . . [who] ... 
celebrated an idyllic and elegiac Ukraine; and S. Goszczynski [with 
his] ... vision of hajdamak Ukraine" (453) is simplistic in the extreme. 
This may have been acceptable criticism in the 1840s; it is not now. 
To list such minor writers as Groza, Olizarowski, etc., and to omit 
Rzewuski, to pass over Czajkowski and the Cossacophilism he repre
sents with one sentence, to include Slowacki only to mention his 
juvenile "Dumka ukrainska" and "Zmija" and to omit any mention 
of his deep and symbolic treatments of a tragic Polish-Ukrainian 
past in "Waclaw," in Beniowski, and especially in Sen srebrny Sa/omei, 
is to apprehend the subject through a filter of worn-out cliches. 

The fundamental problem with the so-called Ukrainian schools, 
however, is not the differentiation or the relative importance of the 
writers involved (though in their own right these are important 
matters), but a clear sense of the relation of this phenomenon to 
Ukrainian literature. In this regard, Cyzevs'kyj's contention that those 
Ukrainian writers of the first half of the nineteenth century who 
wrote in Russian (and this includes virtually all, from Kotljarevs'kyj 
and Hulak to Seveenko and Kulis) "also contributed to the Ukrainian 
school of Russian literature" (452) must be re-examined. For we have 
not only significant, in fact essential, differences in the treatment 
and conception of the Ukraine by, say, Ryleev and Puskin on the 
one hand, and Seveenko and Kulis on the other, but also the much 
more important question of whether such writing as, for example, 
Seveenko's prose should be considered "Russian literature." As we 
shall see, it definitely should not. 

10. The final and "biggest" problem in this chapter is Cyzevs'kyj's 
understanding of what constitutes the essence, so to speak, of Ukrain
ian Romanticism. For the most part, the final section on "The Signi
ficance of Ukrainian Romanticism" is true and balanced. (Perhaps 
the discussion of Romantic historicism is overly simplified, particularly 
with reference to the ideas of Seveenko and Kulis; cf. 582-83.) The 
recurring assertion of a central, defining principle in Ukrainian 
Romanticism is most problematical, however. Thus, in Cyzevs'kyj's 
summation, 

The most important feature and contribution of Ukrainian Romanticism 
was its conscious attempt to create a "complete literature" capable of satisfying 
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the requirements of all circles and strata of Ukrainian society. The aspiration 
toward a complete literature was achieved chiefly in the creation of a "complete 
language," an all-'round language well suited for use in all spheres of literature 
and life. (580) 

Assuming for the moment the theoretical validity of the concept of 
"complete literature" and "complete language," the question still 
remains whether there was a conscious attempt on the part of the 
Ukrainian Romantics to effect such completeness, and further, whether 
this attempt is "the most important" and implicitly the defining 
"feature and contribution of Ukrainian Romanticism." 

IO. I. It is clear from CyZt:vs'kyj's account that Ukrainian Roman
ticism was not at all characterized by literary manifestoes proclaiming 
a new conception of literature and attacking their literary predecessors, 
as in the so-called Battle of the Classicists with the Romantics in 
Polish literature. 123 As he points out in several places, a sharp 
demarcation between the Ukrainian "Classicists" and the Romantics 
was not in evidence: not only is there chronological overlapping, 
but the presence of both "styles" or modes is found in various 
writers (e.g., Hrebinka and Borovykovs'kyj, and even Hulak-Arte
movs'kyj). The case for an ideological or programmatic rejection 
by the Romantics of their "Classicist" predecessors is also not clear 
(perhaps because the "Classicists" were not all that Classicist). While 
Seveenko did refer to the Enejida in the introduction to the second, 
unpublished, Kobzar (1847) as "dobra, a vse-taky smixovyna na 
moskovs'kyj stalt," 124 this must be understood in the context of the 
whole statement, and it must be balanced by the unqualified praise 
of his "Na vicnu pam"jat' Kotljarevs'komu." 

10.2. However, even without manifestoes or clearly enunciated pro
grams one can have a "conscious attempt," a new understanding of 
literature and its role. This one can readily accept. Moreover, in 
the sense that every new movement, school and development makes 
any literature more "complete," i.e., fuller or richer than it was 
before, Ukrainian Romanticism did create a "more complete litera
ture." But Cyzevs'kyj has a different "completeness" in mind. For 
him this is, on the one hand, expansion of the range of forms and 

123 See Walka k/asykow z romantykami, ed. Stefan Kawyn (Wroclaw, 1960). 
124 See Taras Seveenko, Povne zibrannja tvoriv u sesty tomax (Kiev, 1964), 6: 314. 
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genres, coupled with an admittedly conscious, unabashed modeling 
on other literatures, the Western and the neighboring Slavic. And 
this too can be readily accepted. On the other hand, however, 
CyZevs'kyj points to a particular "content" in this "more complete" 
literature. To his mind this is above all the establishment of a higher 
level of sophistication, specifically by making the literature and the 
language more acceptable for "educated society." This he sees among 
others in Metlyns'kyj and Kostomarov (cf. p. 472), in Petrenko ("[his] 
work is signi[fi]cant and unique in that he forsook folk song subject 
matter and attempted to relate the language and themes of his 
romances more closely to the spiritual life of the educated person"; 
477), in Kulis (but only in one prose work: "Perhaps the only story 
written for the educated reader was 'Potomky ukrajins'koho hajda
mactva' ... "; 555), and generally in the whole Romantic movement. 
This line of reasoning, one may submit, is misleading. To begin, the 
greater "sophistication" of Romanticism (as opposed to the preceding 
"Classicism") can be argued only on the basis of artistic, formal 
and technical achievements, effective linguistic means, the gamut of 
themes and genres, etc., but not on the basis of a more educated 
audience, since the audience, whether for Kotljarevs'kyj or Hulak
Artemovs'kyj, Seveenko or Kulis, was one. CyZevs'kyj says as much 
when he notes that the works of the Romantics and those of the 
"older generation" were published side by side in various almanacs 
and periodicals (cf. p. 456). More importantly, a conscious desire to 
accomodate literature to the tastes and expectations of "educated 
society" is certainly not in evidence on the thematic plane. In fact, 
the search for inspiration in history, in the national experience, in 
folklore as the repository of the emotional life of the nation was often 
made in the face of precisely such "educated expectations" (cf. 
Seveenko's sarcastic reply to the Russian reviewers of his Kobzar in 
the introduction to Hajdamaky). That the language of literature (that 
is, not only the verbal but also the artistic medium) was expanded 
is clear, but not only did it not become, as CyZevs'kyj is forced to 
admit (and we accept the term only provisionally), "a 'complete 
language,' an all-'round language well suited for use in all spheres 
of literature and life" (580), it is questionable whether such a conscious 
attempt existed. Russian, after all, was still freely used as the language 
of scholarship and of belles-lettres, particularly prose, by even the 
most "patriotic" writers (Seveenko, Kulis et al.). On the other hand, 
some of the writers central to the Romantic movement (e.g., Met-
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lyns'kyj and Maksymovyc) were convinced that Ukrainian was a 
dying language, or at least existing only on a regional and somewhat 
artificial basis. 125 

The introduction of a "high style" on the other hand was an 
important development. As Shevelov has argued, 126 this is the major 
contribution of Petrenko's poetry, but this "high style," characterized 
by contemplative Weltschmertz, does not of itself warrant identi
fication with poetry for the "educated." In fact, the other, dominant 
strain in Ukrainian Romanticism-Seveenko's-was in no lesser way 

125 Metlyns'kyj's "Zametki otnositel'no jumorusskogo jazyka" (the introduction to 
his first collection of poetry Dumky i pisni ta see desco [Xarkiv, 1839]), in which he 
describes with obvious enthusiasm and love the beauties of the Ukrainian language, 
begins, nonetheless, with these words: 

The South Russian language which was spoken by our first Chroniclers who pre
served, from the flood of time, as in an ark, the testament of the founders of the Russian 
State for posterity, the South Russian language in which our fathers sang, in their 
dumy, the life and glory of Southern Rus', that holy cradle of a powerful State, the 
language in which, most probably, were spoken the speeches of the Kievan Princes, 
the forefathers of our Orthodox Tsars, [the language] whose words and expressions 
sound to this day in Holy Writ ... the South Russian language, I say, is forgollen 
and grows silent from day to day, and there will come a time when it will be forgollen, 
and will grow silent .... (Emphasis mine.) 

Cf. also his poem "Smert' bandurysta," with these opening lines of the banduryst's 
song: rpiM HanyCTH Ha Hae, liollCe, COaJIH HaC B DOllCapi, 

6o i B MeHi, i B 6aH.ll)'pi BllCe mac 3aMupat! 
BllCe He rpHMiTHMe, BllCe He ropiTHMe, JIK B XMapi, 
IliCHll B Hapo.iti, 60 BllCe Hawa MOBa KOHat! 

On the other hand, he balances this with feelings of hope for a rebirth of the language. 
Thus: "No mofet byt' i to, l:to v epoxu prenebrefenija jumorusskogo jazyka ljubov' k 
nemu prosnetsja"; see also his poem "Ridna mova." Cf. Ukrajins'ki poety-romantyky 
20-40-x rokiv XIX st. (Kiev, 1968), pp. 152, 175, 177, and passim. 

Maksymovyl:'s views on this matter are succinctly expressed in his letter to the 
Galician russophile D. Zubryc'kyj (22 April 1840), in which he suggests that West 
Ukrainian writers write in Ukrainian, but argues that for the Ukrainian writers in 
the Russian Empire, Russian has become a natural medium. Here, too, he clearly 
distinguishes between the meaning of "Great Russian" and "Russian," with the latter 
signifying a common state, patrimony and lingua franca (cf. below): 

Here, in the Russian Empire, the Great Russian language has become the Russian 
language, and we speak it, write in it, and think in it as in a common language, one 
that is also used in the Ukraine (among the educated classes). Therefore everything 
that is wrillen in Li/fie Russian is to some extent already artificial, having only a regional 
interest, as that written in the Alemannic dialect for the Germans. We cannot have a 
literature in the South Russian language; there can only be-and there are-discrete 
works-by Kotljarevs'kyj, Kvitka (Osnov"janenko), Hrebinka, and others. (First 
emphasis mine.) 

First published (in Russian) in the journal Halycanyn I, no. 2 (1863): 107-109. 
Cf. Xrestomatija materialiv z istoriji ukrajins'koji literaturnoji movy, ed. P. D. Tymo
§enko, vol. I (Kiev, 1959), p. 204 and passim. 
126 George Y. Shevelov, "Z istoriji ukrajins'koho romantyzmu," pp. 757-66. 
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directed at the "educated"; in contrast to Petrenko, however, Seveenko 
charged his poetry with the realia of Ukrainian life, and his images 
and diction were drawn from what we may call "popular experience." 
The difference between these two Romantic styles is, as Shevelov 
shows, significant, but it can hardly be said to hinge on the issue of 
education or appeal to the educated. It is safe to say that while 
there certainly was development, a genuine differentiation among 
readers of Ukrainian literature probably did not occur until well 
into the twentieth century. In the early nineteenth century there was 
one audience, one market, be it for Hulak-Artemovs'kyj or Kulis, 
the purveyors of the so-called kotljarevscyna and the Kulturtrii.gers. 
If only for this reason, CyZevs'kyj's distinction between literature 
written "for the people" and for the "educated" does not conform 
to the actual state of affairs. 

10.3. Two further points need mentioning here. One concerns the 
literary process itself. In the article noted above, Shevelov, after 
speaking of the severe difficulties and delays in publishing, the 
absence of a lively and continuous literary arena, in short, the whole 
"abnormality" of the Ukrainian literary scene, refers to the process 
of early nineteenth-century Ukrainian literature as a · 'proces-ne
proces," and concludes with the sobering reflection that "Today's 

historian of Ukrainian literature must do the work of an archeologist, 
and, for that matter, an archeologist digging up not former cities but 
models of cities that were never built." 127 This is an important 
consideration to keep in mind when dealing with any aspect of early 
nineteenth-century Ukrainian literature, and especially when formul
ating judgments on the whole of the period. Nevertheless, it must 
be stressed that the existence of a literary process as such cannot 
be doubted. It may have been extremely complex and difficult and 
at times tenuous and discontinuous, but it was a process. Were it not, 
Ukrainian literature would have ceased to exist. The essential question 
for the scholar and historian is to determine its dynamics, to recon
struct the nature of this process. And this brings us to the second 
point. The process must not only be seen dynamically, it must also 
be seen contextually, that is, with full co0 :!izance of the specificity 
of the cultural background, particularly of how it forms the stages 
of the process. A concept (borrowed from anthropology) which inte-

127 Shevelov, "Z istoriji ukrajins'koho romantyzmu," p. 766. 
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grates both these frames of reference is that of cultural-in our 
case, literary-readiness. One of the first to apply it to Ukrainian 
literature (without using the term itselO was P. Fylypovyc, who in 
his fine article on Seveenko and Ukrainian Romanticism focuses on 
the gradual, organic acceptance of various Romantic forms or models 
(e.g., Ossianism, Byronism), and shows it to be a reflection of the 
culture's growing readiness to absorb them. 128 This concept must 
inevitably become a principal tool for the literary historian. 

11. In the light of these issues, Cyzevs'kyj's approach must again 
seem somewhat reductive, especially in the tendency to make the 
literary process and the context secondary to formal considerations. 
Most reductive perhaps is the conception of Ukrainian Romanticism 
largely in terms of an alleged drive for completeness, for this reduces 
not only the history of the literature but literature itself to a "prime 
cause." The desire to perfect the language and the expressiveness of 
literature is part of the very definition of the literary process, though 
it is only one of its many constituent factors. For the individual 
writer, the artist, however, a programmatic concern for such "com
pleteness" can hardly be seen as the determining motive behind his 
creativity. To claim otherwise is to project one's own mode of thinking 
on a different form of human activity. 

I. "REALISM" 

1. Finis coronat opus. The final chapter on Realism is the major 
contribution of this English version of Cyzevs'kyj's History. Where 
in preceding chapters the emendations, if any, were minor (an added 
paragraph or sentence here and there, the transposition of Vysens'kyj 
from the Renaissance to the Baroque), now a whole new period is 
introduced: rather than stopping with Romanticism, or with an 
excursus on the non-existent "Biedermeier" and "Natural Schools" 
in Ukrainian literature, we are taken through the nineteenth and into 
the beginning of the twentieth century. The absence of an original 
version makes it rather more difficult to review the translation, but 
that it is a translation, and that it has all the problems discussed 
earlier, is evident. Apart from that, the chapter speaks for itself, and 

12s Pavlo Fylypovy~. "Sevrenko i romantyzm," ZIFV-[V]UAN, 1924, no. 4, pp. 3-18. 
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in view of the fact that it speaks of a period in Ukrainian literature 
with which some readers may be relatively acquainted-given the 
traditional emphasis and the general availability of texts and critical 
studies-it is inevitable that the first impression of a reader would be 
that this chapter, which treats the literature of the second half of the 
nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth in thirty 
pages, is tacked on, dashed off, "written on the knee," so to speak. 
Apparently, this reaction was shared by the editor, for in his "Fore
word" he notes that "The last chapter, on Realism, which has been 
specially prepared for this edition, might, at first glance, seem inade
quate." "However," he continues, "considering the weakness of 
Ukrainian Realism (in comparison with Russian and Polish litera
tures) it is not surprising that this period is treated as a transitional 
one" (ix-x). This is hardly an adequate explanation. Apart from the 
totally spurious "comparativism"-by the same token one could also 
dismiss Ukrainian Classicism and Romanticism as not being "as good" 
as the Russian and Polish ones-the suggestion that Ukrainian Real
ism warrants a superficial treatment because the period is "transi
tional" is doubly false. First, regardless of where one draws the 
boundaries, i.e., regardless of whether one includes such writers as 
Marko Voveok and Stepan Rudans'kyj on one end and Lesja Ukra
jinka on the other (which Cyfevs'kyj does, and which is questionable, 
especially in the case of the latter), a period that encompasses such 
writers as Svydnyc'kyj, Necuj-Levyc'kyj, Panas Myrnyj, Franko and 
Makovej, the poets Hrineenko, Hrabovs'kyj, Samijlenko and others, 
is clearly important. Second, even if one were to concede that 
"Realism" in Ukrainian literature is "transitional," namely, that the 
preceding Romanticism and the following Modernism witnessed greater 
artistic achievements, it would still not justify a casual treatment. 

Cyrevs'kyj's own explanation of this chapter is somewhat dis
ingenuous, as well. "At the time I was preparing my book" he says 
in a footnote "... I was unable to provide a concluding chapter on 
Realism. This was due chiefly to the fact that the libraries in which 
I was working, in Europe and in the United States; lacked the 
writings of the Ukrainian Realists." It is rather difficult to envision 
the library that would have Velyckovs'kyj and Prokopovyc, or for 
that matter Kvitka and Kostomarov, and not have Panas Myrnyj or 
Franko; given the general availability of these writings-then and 
now-one would hardly need a library. But Cyfevs'kyj goes on to 
say something more revealing: "I wish here to present on a different 
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scale than in the book proper, albeit in the form of a brief study, 
an outline of the literature of this period. I admit that this study 
will not be exhaustive and that it will probably have a considerable 
subjective coloration" (588). The candid admission of subjectivity and 
selectivity seems to imply that a thorough study may be in order-a 
view explicitly stated by Cyievs'kyj in the introduction to the original 
edition: "Zakincujemo vyklad istoriji literatury v cij knyzi roman
tykoju. Literatura doby realizrnu ta modernyx porealistyenyx tecij 
duie syroka ta vymahatyme knyhy takoho i obsjahu, jak i cja" (p. 22; 
emphasis mine). The author, we may conclude, does not share the 
editor's notions about the importance of this period. 

2. The chapter, as usual, begins with a general discussion of the 
concept of the period, or "What, in fact, is realism?" (588). For 
Cyievs'kyj this is above all the question of realist "style," which he, 
apparently following the lead of Roman Jakobson, sees as basically 
metonyrnical, whereas the Romantic style was metaphorical (589-90). 
From this principle; this prime cause, he adduces the very essence of 
Realist poetics: 

With the advent of Realism more information came to be known about an 
object-not through comparison but through expanding its depiction to include 
the origin of the object, its development, and its surroundings. A maiden was, 
therefore, not seen as a flower but as the child of a certain social class and a 
detailed description was provided of her childhood environment, her upbringing 
and her early life, etc. A person was to be defined according to his social 
class.· Because of the requirement imposed on a work, that it contain such 
information about its characters, its dimensions were broadened and the sur
roundings became almost as important as the object itself. Realism thus was 
a "metonymic style": it is because of this that the sweep of Realist creations 
is much greater than that of Romantic writings. The imperative created for 
Ukrainian literature by these large-scale works was onerous indeed. (590) 

Such a distinction between Romantic and Realist styles is not 
without validity, of course, but it is questionable whether it is suffi
cient for a historical perspective, whether it gives an adequate and 
balanced picture-not of "Realist style" in its pure form-but of 
this period of Ukrainian literature. For beyond this stylistic differ
entiation and a concomitant discussion of the development of the 
Ukrainian literary language (with special focus on the lexical diver
gences between Western and Eastern Ukrainian; cf. pp. 591-92) Cy
fevs'kyj has little to say about the basic features of Ukrainian Realism. 
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The question of the new thematics of Realism is touched upon only 
tangentially, as a corollary to the language question, i.e.: 

. . . Realism consciously limited literary themes to those spheres in which the 
Ukrainian language was already being used-the depiction of the village and 
its inhabitants, and, to a limited degree, the portrayal of a small-size city and 
certain intellectual circles who still used Ukrainian in their daily lives. This 
corresponded to 'reality' and consequently was deemed to be 'realistic.' (591) 

There is hardly any discussion of the formation, tentative as it may 
have been, of new literary ideologies, of new conceptions of the role 
of the writer and new perceptions of his audience. There is no 
discussion, for example, of the growing concern with the psychology 
of the individual, and the varied and at times quite successful 
approaches to this-in Svydnyc'kyj, Necuj-Levyc'kyj, Panas Myrnyj 
and Franko, and its culmination in Les' Martovyc's Zahobon. Only 
in the case of Franko is this issue raised. Of Svydnyc'kyj's Ljuborac'ki, 
the first work to treat the psychology of the individual against the 
background of ominous social processes, the dissolution of the old 
patriarchal order, the destructive effects of denationalization, Cy
revs'kyj finds only this to say: 

The novel, Svydnyc'kyj's major work (apart from minor contributions to 
periodicals), was written in the style of a chronicle, mainly as a long series 
of conversations. The nature of the chronicle also allowed the use of Polish 
and Russian expressions by individual characters. There are no idyllic scenes 
or positive heroes whatever in this chronicle novel, the account of an unfortunate 
clerical family-in particular, of the son who bears the author's name, Anatol'. 
(595) 

3. As in the opening remarks so also in the discussion of individual 
writers, the only extended focus is on "linguistic elements" and the 
given writer's approach to the literary language. Thus we are told 
that "[Necuj-]Levyc'kyj's greatest skill, linguistic characterization, 
ensured moreover that the language of his works was not only truly 
popular but, above all, feminine speech" (596). (We also learn that 
his stories frequently lacked a "dominant idea"[?] and humor[!].) 
On the other hand, of Panas Myrnyj, whose novels and tales were 
"on a considerably higher spiritual level," we learn that he "employed 
the common language exclusively" (598). A minor writer, Olena PCilka, 
gets disproportionate attention-as much as Mymyj or Necuj-Levyc'kyj 
-because of her views on the literary language and her contributions 
(illustrated by various examples) to an "intellectual language." Most 
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of the discussion of M. Staryc'kyj centers around his (largely unsuccess
ful) attempts to coin a new literary idiom. Even the treatment of 
Franko, the only one to show some balance, is heavily inclined in this 
direction. It also offers such insights as 

Franko . . . expressed his hopes for a proletarian (scientific) socialism, and 
with much superior force as illustrated by his striking and expressive tableaux 
Boryslavs'ki opovidannja (Borys/av Stories). He supported the Eastern Ukrainians 
in their linguistic struggle as a matter of course, and to the extent that he 
studied the language, including that of Necuj-Levyc'kyj. Stylistically, however, 
he was schooled in the West (which in no way lessens his merits)-or, to be 
more specific, he had to create his own style. It was only with Lesja Ukrajinka 
that Franko was connected-but this was through a certain world view. (604) 

and: "Franko's creativity, too, was aimed at the intellectuals-who, 
however, may indeed have sprung from the comon people. The times 
had already produced such people" (606). 

4. Apart from the question of the development of the Ukrainian 
literary language, the discussion of this period is perfunctory and 
idiosyncratic. Some important writers are not discussed at all, and 
only their names are mentioned in passing, e.g., M. Pavlyk, P. Hra
bovs'kyj, V. Samijlenko; major writers whose work (at least in part 
if not in its totality) corresponds to "Realism"-the early Kocju
byns'kyj, and Vynnyeenko-or who develop from and maintain some 
continuity with Realist traditions-Osyp Makovej, Vasyl' Stefanyk, 
Les' Martovyc-are also not considered. (The latter three are not 
even mentioned.) At the same time, Cyzevs'kyj does see fit to bring 
in the "Modernists"-Voronyj, Oles', Karmamfkyj et al.-and, above 
all, to dilate at the end on a writer who certainly does not belong 
here at all, namely, the neo-Romantic Lesja Ukrajinka. 

5. This finale is most revealing-not only in its "form," i.e., the 
fact that proportionately the greatest attention of the chapter on 
"Realism" is devoted to a writer who is manifestly not a Realist, 
but especially in its "content," i.e., in Cyrevs'kyj's opinions on her 
role in the Ukrainian literary process. For Lesja Ukrajinka provides 
him with the perfect platform from which to confront Ukrainian 
Realism, and Ukrainian literature in general. With Lesja Ukrajinka 
Cyzevs'kyj has the ideal objective correlative for his sense of dis
satisfaction-let us be more explicit-his sense of embarrassment 
and shame for much if not all of Ukrainian literature of this time. 
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Above all this is occasioned by the state of the Ukrainian theater 
at the end of the nineteenth century, with its worn-out ethnographism, 
with its tired tradition of the "pojuscij i pljascuscij narod." In dis
cussing the plays of Staryc'kyj, Cyfevs'kyj had noted that "With 
such precepts [the necessity of scenic effects, colorful ethnographic 
material, etc.], the theater could hardly become an educational medium 
for the people, much less for the intelligentsia" (612). (To the extent 
that Staryc'kyj had a pedagogical intent, the issue is legitimate, but 
still not central to the literary value of the works in question.) In 
his summation of the phenomenon as a whole, however, we hear not 
the dispassionate judgment of a historian but the recollections of 
a mortified eyewitness: 

... it was a diversion for the petty middle-class and the servant class; later, 
after 1905, soldiers were also admitted into Ukrainian theaters. In this way 
the respect of Ukrainian youth for "its theater" was lost; it waned gradually, 
but the principal consequence was that the theater had forfeited its influence. 
It remained little more than an opportunity to hear the Ukrainian language 
in a social situation and, at that, to observe the lack of comprehension of the 
illiterate audiences-their laughter at tragic scenes or for no reason at all 
other than hearing a language which for them was not only unaccustomed 
but also, for their society, inadmissible. Such a state of affairs reduced intelligent 
young people to despair and to a sense of national shame and disgrace. (Emphasis 
mine; 613) 

The dramas of Lesja Ukrajinka are taken as the happy antidote to this, 
and her work in general is seen as a transcending of the "limitations" 
of Realism: "Lesja Ukrajinka concludes the history of Ukrainian 
Realism having made the valuable contribution of a literary form 
which led literature far beyond the limits of Realism and which made 
Ukrainian literature a world literature for the first time" (615). The 
refrain that Lesja Ukrajinka "made Ukrainian literature a world 
literature for the first time" is an old cliche in Ukrainian, especially 
emigre, criticism, but Cyfevs'kyj repeats it with the fervor of a true 
believer. Thus: "Lesja Ukrajinka raised Ukrainian literature to the 
level of a world literature, one which treats themes that are common 
and important to mankind as a whole (involving situations which 
happen not only in Ukraine, but everywhere in the world and at 
any moment in the historical process)" (616), or a bit further: "It 
was by disregarding the boundaries of a certain people or of a certain 
time that Lesja Ukrajinka, possibly for the first time in the history 
of Ukrainian literature, was able to create works that belonged to 
the heritage both of Ukraine and of the world (even Seveenko's 'Cau-
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casus' requires commentaries if it is to be read by a non-Ukrainian, 
while for the 'exotic' plays of Lesja Ukrajinka, they are unnecess
ary)," or " ... if there are any Ukrainian works which are able to 
speak not only to fellow Ukrainians but also to humanity at large, 
these works are [her] dramatic poems-a fact that would hold true 
even if they had appeared in prose translation" (617). And finally 
this pronouncement: 

Lesja Ukrajinka took a phenomenal step beyond the narrow confines of 
Realism and beyond the confines of Ukrainian literature in general. It was an 
achievement which has been scarcely appreciated to the present day. Yet if the 
poetess really developed her own works as a result of having outgrown the 
positions of Realism (which is more than doubtful), then it was a great service 
on behalf of Realism toward the cause of Ukrainian literature which had 
otherwise suffered considerably because of this trend. (617) 

In the tortured logic and syntax of the last sentence we have an 
example of schematism and reification at their most sublime-having 
"harmed" Ukrainian literature, Realism now "makes up for the 
damage" by producing Lesja Ukrajinka. 

6. What is noteworthy in all these sentiments is that this "phenomenal 
step," this "great service" is seen as existing quite independently of 
actual artistic achievement. (Once or twice Cyfevs'kyj concedes im
perfections in Lesja Ukrajinka's work, but rejects the charge that her 
plays are rhetorical and grandiloquent as "amazing allegations." 
"They forgot" he says of those who think so, "that rhetorical and 
declamatory elements were also found in classical tragedy as well 
as in Shakespeare and in the dramas of French Classicism where 
they dominated the stage and enthralled the audience-and without 
drinking and dancing ... " (616). The fact, however, is that Lesja 
Ukrajinka's poetry, especially the lyrical, but the dramatic as well, is 
frequently debilitated by rhetoricalness, and that the issue is not with 
rhetoric as such but the fact that it is bad rhetoric, overburdened 
with pathos and wordiness.) The basic point of Cyfevs'kyj, and the 
traditional cliched argument, is that by virtue of introducing "world 
themes" Lesja Ukrajinka was making Ukrainian literature into, or 
leading it unto the path of, world literature. This is patently absurd, 
and it is remarkable that a scholar of Cyfevs'kyj's stature repeats it. 
A literary work, like a painting, like any work of art, is aesthetically 
valuable not by virtue of its subject matter but by the totality of its 
artistry, its "form-and-content." In the case of Lesja Ukrajinka the 
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"world themes" are no guarantee at all of artistic excellence (and it 
is telling that what is undoubtedly her best work-"Lisova pisnja"
is neither allegorical nor "historical" but rooted in native Ukrainian 
traditions). The question of how Lesja Ukrajinka's thematics influenced 
the Ukrainian literary process is a broader one, but it, too, is not 
divorced from considerations of artistic quality : ultimately the magni
tude and effectiveness of literary influence is also measured by artistry 
and not merely by subject matter. 

7. Underlying the facile generalizations about the "gigantic step the 
poetess had taken on to the field of world literature" (generalizations 
which, among other things, blithely disregard the above-discussed 
issue of the necessary cultural-literary readiness for this or any other 
"gigantic step") is the implicit, deep-seated and logically necessary 
conviction that Ukrainian literature and "world literature" are some
how two different things, that without the incorporat~on of certain 
"world themes" or reworkings of certain literary works (e.g., Don 
Juan), or at the very least writing "for humanity at large" in a manner 
that requires no "commentaries," Ukrainian literature is not world 
literature; ergo that it is somehow incomplete and inferior. 

This nonsense is synthesized from several fallacies: the quasi
metaphysical notion of a monolithic "world literature," where in 
fact there is a manifold of synchronically and diachronically inter
penetrating literary traditions and conventions; the ethnocentric, 
parochial and ahistorical perspective that allows one to see the 
complex web of these traditions and conventions-of which Ukrainian 
literature is an intrinsic part-in terms of the binary opposition 
Ukrainian literature/ world literature; and, not least of all, an under
current of feelings of inferiority rushing to conclude that on the one 
hand, the "world theme" is intrinsically more valuable than one 
dealing with "purely Ukrainian" matters, and, on the other, that the 
latter cannot appeal to "humanity at large." Associated with all this 
is the naive self-deception that works with such "world themes" do 
in fact "speak" to "humanity at large." In fact, such works are 
quintessentially intended for Ukrainian consumption; the non-Ukrain
ian public (the "world," "humanity at large") is not as interested 
in another poem about Robert Bruce or another version of the Don 
Juan theme as it is-given a good translation-in a story by Kocju
byns'kyj or Stefanyk. It is embarrassing to have to repeat the truism 
that it is the artistry, not the subject matter, that makes a work 
universal. 
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8. In this and other respects the chapter on Realism continues the 
more or less conscious approach of the whole History, with its 
tendency to subjective, even partisan involvement, its tendency to 
reduction (here to see Realism sub speciae of the language question), 
and the selective focus, which produces, at best, a discussion of 
some pertinent issues, but not a historical and balanced overview. 
As a result, even though it is much more casual and idiosyncratic 
than the whole, the concluding chapter, written twenty years after 
the book first appeared and more than thirty years after work on it 
was first begun, still highlights the premises and flaws of Cyzevs'kyj's 
History. 

IV. THE BASIC PROBLEMS 

As Cyfevs'kyj notes in his introduction to Hrusevs'kyj's monumentally 
conceived but unfinished Istorija ukrajins'koji literatury, histories of 
literature inevitably become dated-precisely because they are scholar
ly works. 129 Not only is our factual knowledge continually expanded, 
but the discipline itself, and the humane sciences as a whole, grow 
and develop. Consequently, reevaluation of the scholarship of the 
past and reexamination of the state of the discipline is a scholarly 
imperative. 

1. Perhaps the most fundamental premise in Cyzevs'kyj's History is 
the belief that literature is a unique phenomenon that exists apart 
from other spheres of human activity (social, political, etc.) and that 
consequently a history of literature need concern itself only with 
"immanently literary" criteria, that it, too, can be conceived as a kind 
of Ding an sich. But while the first part of the proposition can be 
taken as true-certainly as far as the ontology and structure of the 
literary work is concerned-the second is surely false. For a true 
history of literature, as we have already argued, must concern itself 
not only with the text but with the context as well, for it is only with 
a cultural (and social and political) context that we have a literary 
process, a literature, as opposed to an aggregate of texts. Without 
attention to the overall context, the given study ceases to be a history 

129 Myxajlo Hru~vs'kyj, lstorija ukrajins'koji literatury, vol. I (New York, 1959), 
p. x. 
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of literature and becomes instead a study of particular aspects of 
the literature, its formal properties, for example, or the development 
of the literary language, etc. Such a special, narrow focus is epitom
ized by Cyfevs'kyj's Formalistische Dichtung bei den Slaven, and it is 
one that characterizes in various respects the History of Ukrainian 
Literature. This is not to say, of course, that Cyfevs'kyj is totally 
oblivious of the social and cultural context (though he does ignore 
the economic or socioeconomic dimension entirely). He does occasion
ally relate literary phenomena to processes in Ukrainian cultural and 
social history. His explanation of the notion of an "incomplete 
literature" is a notable example of this: 

. . . The Ukrainian nation, having lost its leading classes at the end of the 
eighteenth century, became a nation that was "incomplete"; similarly "incom
plete" was its literature (see below). The entire meaning and thrust of the 
Ukrainian national movement during the nineteenth century consisted in "com
pleting" the national organism, in raising it to a true culturally independent 
stratum. In the field of literature, this difficult task involved the creation of 
a complete system of literary forms. For a long time the attempt failed, 
especially since various social and political conditions stood in its way. (368) 

These occasional "contextual" elaborations are few and far between, 
however, and when they do occur they are for the most part vague 
and generalized-as illustrated by the above reference to "various 
social and political conditions." As such, Cyfevs'kyj's method---<:ontrary 
to the editor's opinion-does not really show "constant regard for 
deeper cultural and social influences and undercurrents" (ix). This is 
demonstrated not only by his avowed intent to focus attention "on 
those problems that have not as yet been sufficiently studied
questions of form and periodization" (8), and not only, as we have 
seen, by the various individual analyses of authors or periods in 
which there is no regard or even reference to any such "deeper 
cultural and social undercurrents," but most fundamentally by his 
understanding of what is literature. For Cyfevs'kyj literature is per
ceived as something universal, as something that in its essence trans
cends national ·and cultural determinants. His history of Ukrainian 
literature is treated sub speciae of the putative universal (more specific
ally Western or European) structures, values, historical experiences, 
conventions; it is written from an idealistic and consequently also 
normative vantage point. 

One does not by any means deny that there are many structures in 
literature that are universal. They are above all the peculiar ontic 
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status of the literary work, the role of the imagination, the imposition 
of form, the division into genres, the importance of conventions and 
norms, etc. But where poetics and literary theory (be it Aristotle's, 
Lessing's, or Ingarden's) deal with literary works in general, and 
draw on concrete works only to illustrate or establish general propo
sitions, literary history, especially the history of a national literature, 
has for its subject a set of particular works, a set of particular 
circumstances and processes-in short, the specifics of literature. For 
Cyfevs'kyj, however, the specifics-in this case of Ukrainian literary 
history-are decidedly secondary; his scholarship, his attention is 
directed at what is general or "universal" in Ukrainian literature, 
either in the narrowest sense, i.e., in reference to formal properties 
and aspects, or in the broadest, that is, reflecting the overarching 
historical or ideological constructs (Classicism, Romanticism, etc.). 
The "middle ground," the uniquely Ukrainian "substance" is largely 
slighted if not altogether left out of the picture. Put in another way, 
the framework for Cyfevs'kyj's approach to the history of Ukrainian 
literature comes not from its own process and dynamics, but from a 
ready-made "universal" scheme. If it can be demonstrated that the 
scheme, the blueprint, is often inapplicable and the criteria, the tools, 
inappropriate, then the resulting edifice will undoubtedly be mis
proportioned and askew. 

2. Our first axiom must be that any given literature is indissolubly 
bound up with its culture, that it is molded by it and is always its 
reflection and expression. Thus for the historian, the first focus must 
be on the specifics, the particular and unique structures of that 
literature. 

3. Literature-a national literature-is a system. This follows from 
the preceding. It is a system which, like the culture of which it is a 
part, expresses the life, values, experiences, etc., of a group, and like 
that culture it is by its very nature complete. Cyzevs'kyj's claim to 
the contrary, as he repeatedly speaks of the purported incompleteness 
of modern Ukrainian literature (in the chapters on Classicism, Roman
ticism and Realism), is the single most serious fallacy in the entire 
History, 130 and its refutation is perhaps the most important pre
requisite for an adequate history of Ukrainian literature. 

130 It is also introduced into the Comparative History of Slavic Literatures. And 
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The first formulation of this thesis-"incomplete literature of an 
incomplete nation"-shows that on this one occasion (cf. above) 
CyZevs'kyj did approach the phenomenon in a larger context. It also 
shows the possible antecedents of his opinion, for the formula "in
complete nation" seems to echo Herderian distinctions between 
"historical" and "non-historical" nations or peoples, distinctions 
which received their crudest expression in the racial hierarchy of a 
Gobineau. It is generally accepted in the social sciences that there 
is no such thing as an "incomplete nation." There are ethnographic 
groups, tribal societies, peasant societies, etc., and there are nations
but the differentiation, and, necessarily, evaluation of nations accord
ing to superior and inferior, historical and non-historical, complete 
and incomplete, is the realm not of scholarship but of, say, political 
propaganda. One could argue in Cyzevs'kyj's defense that he uses the 
concept of incompleteness not evaluatively but historically, as simply 
describing a historical process or state of affairs. In fact, the evaluative 
component is inescapable, as it is with the category historical/ non
historical, but while the attendant emotional involvement is real (cf. 
Cyzevs'kyj's comments on the Realist theater) it is indeed probable 
that intellectually there was no intent to evaluate. The criterion of 
completeness, however, is also not justifiable historically. For when 
Cyzevs'kyj speaks of "incompleteness" in the Ukrainian body politic 
it is implicitly taken to be the result of the loss of political inde
pendence and autonomy (the second half of the eighteenth and the 
nineteenth century): "The Ukrainian nation, having lost its leading 
classes at the end of the eighteenth century, became a nation that was 
'incomplete'; similarly 'incomplete' was its literature .... " This distorts 
the historical process. When some classes or groups disappear or 
are "lost" there occur changes in internal make-up, in institutions, 
in social stratification, but the nation does not therefore die or become 
incomplete. By reason of the loss of political independence the Polish 
nation in the nineteenth century would also have to be called incom
plete, and, similarly, every nation that ever "lost" an elite or ruling 
class through war or revolution (the Czech, the French, the Russian, 
the Chinese, etc.) would be incomplete. One can and one does speak 
of various stages in the development of modern nations, but the 

it is indeed dismaying to find that it is being given credence by some critics; for 
example, in the review cited above, William B. Edgerton considers "the distinction 
between 'complete' and 'incomplete' literatures" a "stimulating insight'" (Slavic and 
East European Journal 16, no. 1 [1972): 85). 
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category of complete/ incomplete, with its evaluative and normative 
overtones, has no scientific validity. 131 

The basic issue for us, however, is not history but the history of 
literature, and in this regard the notion of "incomplete literature" is, 
if anything, even more untoward. It stems, as already noted, from 
Cyievs'kyj's strong normative sense: he postulates a "required," a 
"normal," "content," or profile for Ukrainian literature-in terms 
of its system of genres, above all, in its forms and values-and deems 
any deviation from this a sign of incompleteness. A notion of 
incompleteness must logically postulate a sense or model of com
pleteness, and this model, as is obvious from Cyzevs'kyj's discussion, 
is provided by other literatures, principally the West European. The 
basic question, however, of why a literature expressing one culture, 
one set of historical experiences and influences~ should be a yard
stick for another, of why Ukrainian literature in whatt:ver aspect, 
in its genres or its emphases, should be like any other literature, 
is never faced. By this procedure any number of literatures-Persian, 
Turkish, Chinese-might be called incomplete because at some period 
in their history they do not exhibit the same system of genres that 
the West European literatures do. Theoretically, one could reverse 
the process and claim that a Western literature, say, French, is 
"incomplete" because it does not have a feature, a genre of a non
Western literature, for example the Ukrainian duma. In practice this 
is never done for the simple reason of West European ethnocentrism 
(which Cyzevs'kyj very much shares) and the hierarchy, the sense of 
status that it projects. By reason of similar immanent "status" one 
would also hardly think to call Chinese literature incomplete, no 
matter how many West European genres it was missing. In essence 
the principle implicit here-that every literature is a complete system, 
to be judged on its own terms and in its proper cultural context-is 
correct, it must only be made general and not contingent on unscholarly 
notions of "status." It is revealing to observe in this connection that 
this problem has been broached in recent Russian literary scholarship, 
namely, in D.S. Lixaeev's interesting investigations on the poetics of 
the literature of Old Rus'. 132 Among the central points in this syncretic 
study are those which clearly parallel the principles discussed here: 

131 For a somewhat different approach see Omeljan Pritsak and John S. Reshetar, 
"The Ukraine and the Dialectics of Nation-Building," in The Development of the 
U.S.S.R., ed. Donald W. Treadgold (Seattle and London), pp. 236-67. 
132 D.S. Lixarev, Poetika drevnerusskoj literatury (Leningrad, 1971). 
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the conviction that literature expresses and mirrors a culture not only 
by its manifest content but by its organization as well, the fact that 
literature constitutes a "system of genres" and that this system's 
capacity for accommodating new elements is narrowly confined (cf. 
the above-discussed idea of cultural readiness), and, as a synthesis 
of these points, an implicit rejection of any notion of "incomplete
ness." 133 It is an argument, of course, that is to be applied not only 
to Old Rus'ian and Old Russian literature but as a general principle 
of literary history. The notion of an "incomplete literature" should be 
repudiated not because it offends national pride, but because it is 
false. 

4. Before finally laying it to rest, however, we might look at two 
attendant methodological issues. The first concerns the line of reason
ing that culminates with the notion of completeness/ incompleteness, 
but which underlies some other premises of Cyrevs'kyj's, notable 
among them his general scheme of periodization. At its core it is a 
reasoning that is quite analogous to evolutionist thinking. In anthro
pology and associated fields, evolutionism is the term applied to 
those nineteenth-century theorists (Morgan, Taylor, Bachofen) who 
shared the basic premise that all human cultures follow the same 
path and pass through the same stages in their cultural evolution. 
In the process of attempting to reconstruct the past on the basis of 
the present they concluded that various contemporary primitive 
cultures were in essence "delayed" or archaic stages of our own 
developed one. The empirical thinking of later schools (beginning 
with Malinowski) rejected this "cabinet approach," as they called it, 
which arbitrarily focused on particular data (e.g., the evolution of 
particular tools or implements) and while fitting it into a theory, 
neglected to see the culture as a functioning whole. Cyzevs'kyj reminds 
us of this naive nineteenth-century thinking as he assumes that all 
literatures must develop a particular "content" and form, as he 
focuses on one issue, i.e., the system of genres, without reference to 
the particular nature of the whole context, and as he determines 
completeness/ incompleteness on this basis, and indeed postulates 
"decline into" and "evolution from" such incompleteness. With these 
premises and in the absence of empirical criteria the way is open to 
various forms of subjectivism. 

133 Lixarev, Poetika drevnerusskoj literatury, p. 68. 
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The second issue pertains to Cyrevs'kyj's pronounced tendency to 
reification, or, at the very least, the tendency to see the phenomenon 
in question statically. A literature, a culture, a nation are all dynamic 
entities; Cyrevs'kyj sees them in stasis, almost as physical things. 
One can speak of static, or conventionally defined, or physical 
objects as being incomplete-an incomplete set of Shakespeare's 
works, an incomplete museum-but an incomplete literature? an in
complete culture? A pie from which a wedge is taken is indeed an 
incomplete pie, but is a nation a pie that becomes incomplete when 
it loses most or even all of a certain group? 

5. The conceptual cornerstone of Cyrevs'kyj's History is the desig
nation of style as the basis and criterion of the literary process. This is 
consonant with his avowed emphasis on formal matters and the 
unavowed but pervasive downgrading of the cultural context. It is 
an approach not without precedent-above all in the history of art
and it is also not without its problems. The first, of course, is the 
very definition of the term "style." As we see from dictionaries of 
literary terms and encyclopedias of poetics, "style" is used in multi
farious, often mutually exclusive ways; it can be regarded as consti
tuting the "essential form" of the work of art or as a generic term, 
"a product of many elements," to be "broken down into species 
and subspecies until it terminates in the individual." 134 To cite one 
informative entry, style can be examined under various categories or 
"elements that enter into communication, hence affect style." 

A style may take its epithet (species) from (I) its author, Homeric style; (2) its 
time, medieval style; (3) its language or medium, Germanic style or lyric style; 
(4) its subject, philosophical style; (5) its geographical place, Billingsgate style; 
(6) its audience, popular style; (7) its purpose, humorous style. 135 

Most common perhaps is the understanding of style as the expression 
of an artist's individuality; in Buffon's famous formula: "Le style 
est l'homme meme." The typologies of style that have resulted from 
this belief range from the objective, statistical, to the impressionistically 
psychological (differentiating, for example, such styles as "weak, deli
cate, balanced, positive, strong, hybrid, subtle and defective"). 136 

But despite the differences occasioned by variegated and ambiguous 

134 E[dward] A[.] T[enney], "Style," in Dictionary of World Literature, ed. Joseph 
T. Shipley (Totowa, N.J., 1964), p. 397. 
135 T[enney], "Style," p. 398. 
136 Cf. Stephen Ullmann, Meaning and Style (New York, 1973), p. 71. 
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usage, "style" can still function as a rewarding analytical tool
provided it is applied in a conscious and precise way. 137 

In Cyzevs'kyj's History, however, no attempt is made to define 
"style." It is introduced, abruptly and somewhat tautologously, as 
the basis of periodization ("Analiza stylju pryvela do vysnovku, seo 
same zminy literaturnyx styliv dajut' najkrasci ta sutoliteraturni 
kryteriji dlja periodyzaciji literatury"; 19), 138 and it is apparently 
assumed that its denotation is self-evident. But while a definition is 
not provided at the outset, it soon becomes quite clear that here style 
is synonymous with literary period. One explicit articulation of this 
is given in the brochure Kul'turno-istorycni epoxy, in which Cy:Zevs'kyj 
first states his periodization scheme (and shows that he models 
himself on the history of art): 

The first historians, it seems, who consciously attempted to divide the entire 
development of the cultural sphere they were investigating into epochs, which 
they characterized according to content, were the historians of art . . . . The 
history of art becomes to a large extent a history of "styles," that is, the 
history of the changes in systems of artistic ideals, artistic tastes, and charac
teristic features of artistic creativity that characterize each period. 

And: 

Along with the study of more and more spheres through the method of 
"cultural-stylistic" investigation, a most important tendency is the attempt to 
see in every period, with all its various and variegated spheres (politics, art, 
literature, philosophy·, piety, etc.), a totality whose every side equally represents 
the same cultural style. 139 

These theses are subsequently incorporated into the History of Ukrain
ian Literature. 

Yet to the degree that style is expanded to mean a whole epoch 
or period, its analytical usefulness is proportionately impaired. First, 
because the construction becomes tautologous (as in the above-cited 
sentence that says that the analysis of style establishes style as the 
most truly literary criterion for periodization; all it does, in fact, 
is show that style is a fit subject matter for stylistic analysis). The 
basis or "matter" for periodization, we are told, is style, and style 

l37 A fine example of this is Peter Gay's study of Style in History (New York, 
1974); the introductory section, "Style-From Manner to Matter," succinctly describes 
the pitfalls and potentialities of the term. 
138 "Stylistic analysis revealed that changes in style were the best and most intrinsic 
criteria for the periodization of literature" (13-14). 
139 Ku/'turno-istorycni epoxy, pp. 6-7. 
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is the totality of a period, so the idea, the Gestalt of the period and 
not the actual phenomena in it, becomes the basis for periodization. 
Secondly, the discussion of style as the total set of a period tends 
to absolutize it, to discount or downgrade differentiation within it. 
(In this regard the concept of a "model" for a period is much more 
functional precisely because it avoids the dangers of monism.) 140 

To be sure, in Ku/'turno-istorycni epoxy, a theoretical, hypothesizing 
and more carefully formulated work, Cy2evs'kyj repeatedly warns 
against this flaw and the tendency to make the schema more real 
than the concrete material it stands for. In practice, however, in the 
History, this warning is not followed. When in the theory of Ku/'turno
istorycni epoxy he warns against the seductiveness of such harmonious, 
monolithic periods/ styles-

... the harmonious, monolithic character which the historical process and the 
separate historical epochs assume under such a perspective is not of itself a 
positive argument for the correctness of the conception that is the basis of such 
an approach-

in the praxis of the History he is quite seduced by them. Consequently, 
two discrete periods, the monumental and the ornamental, are posited 
when the evidence tends to suggest a broader and more heterogeneous 
period encompassing both; obversely, the differentiation within the 
Baroque is ignored (even after Cy2evs'kyj himself points to its exist
ence). Similarly with the later periods of Classicism, Romanticism, 
and Realism: the desire to find "harmonious, monolithic" epochs 
overshadows the intractable reality. 

Ultimately, beyond the question of a balanced understanding of 
style is the more fundamental question of whether this "intrinsically 
literary" criterion is sufficient basis or "matter" for literary history. 
As we have argued earlier, it is not. Unless the context and the 
dynamics of the process are considered, the focus on style, even 
when it is conceived broadly, with many subdivisions, will highlight 
one, albeit important, aspect, and not the whole of literary history. 

6. Periodization, as Cy2evs'kyj repeats more than once, is the focal 
point of his enterprise. His scheme for periodicizing Ukrainian literary 
history embodies his central theoretical ideas on style as the substance 
of literary history, on the nature of literary development, on the 

l40 Cf. Jadwiga Sokolowska's Spory o barok: W poszukiwaniu modelu epoki (Warsaw, 
1971), especially pp. 13-77. 
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nature of literature itself. It is inevitable, therefore, that any flaws or 
problems in the building blocks would be more than evident in the 
overall structure. And they are. 

Cyfevs'kyj's periodization of Ukrainian literature, as we have seen 
in some detail, and as his critics have variously remarked, is highly 
schematic. He implicitly accepts the model of West European literary 
history-early and late Medieval periods, the Renaissance and 
Humanism, the Baroque, Classicism, Romanticism and Realism
and unto this Procrustean bed he stretches and squeezes the material 
of Ukrainian literature. The resulting incongruities are then for the 
most part seen as "deficiencies" or "weaknesses"-of the material, 
not the schema. This procedure is the very opposite of that followed 
by the art historians Cyfevs'kyj approvingly alludes to in the Ku/'turno
istorycni epoxy. For a Wolffiin the procedure was to use the category 
of Renaissance or Baroque as a generalization that would accom
modate and describe the mass of available evidence. 141 To make 
the generalization and the schema primary and the material secondary 
is to do violence to reality. The product cannot help but be unnatural 
if the operation-as illustrated by the introduction into the scheme 
of Ukrainian literary history of such empty slots as "Biedermeier" 
and the "Natural School" 142 -is quintessentially mechanical. 

While the periodization scheme does not do justice to Ukrainian 
literature, one could perhaps find justification for it on the grounds 
that it does set forth hypothetical (purportedly universal) principles 
against which the history of Ukrainian literature may be viewed. Thus 
while the total picture may in the end be distorted, the hypothetical 
nature of the conception may conceivably offer new insights that 
would partially offset the accompanying inadequacies. This much 
may be conceded. The method itself, however, the theoretical principle 
on which the schema rests, has very little to recommend it. 

Basically, Cyfevs'kyj posits a perpetual oscillation of styles: "It 
is also possible, it seems, to establish a pattern in the change of 
literary styles. This pattern is based on the repeated alternation of 
opposite tendencies: styles, and to a certain extent ideologies as well, 
oscillate between two opposite poles" (14). This oscillation hinges on 
one binary set of features: 

141 Cf. his Principles of Art History (New York, 1932). 
142 The fact that the categories of "Biedermeier" and the "Natural School" are 
subsequently recognized as inapplicable to Ukrainian literature is not as important 
as the fact that they are admitted a priori as legitimate categories. 
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In spite of the great variety of literary styles in European literature, tt ts not 
difficult to isolate the two basic types with opposite characteristics : love of 
simplicity, on the one hand, and a preference for complexity on the other; 
a preference for clarity based on definite rules of an established framework, 
on the one hand, and a predisposition to incomplete, fragmented, "free" form 
on the other. (14) 143 

In Kul'turno-istorycni epoxy and in the recent Comparative History of 
Slavic Literatures, CyZt:vs'kyj represents this see-saw schema of oscil
lating styles (and periods and modes of perception) with a graph: 

Early 
Middle Ages Renaissance Classicism Realism 

Late Middle Ages Baroque Romanticism NeoaRomanticism 

In the latter publication Cyfevs'kyj gives a finer "tuning" to the 
graph: 144· 

Early 
Middle Ages 

Late Middle Ages 

Renaissance 

Baroque 

Classicism Realism 

Romanticism ""Modernism .. 

(In Kul'turno-istorycni epoxy he accommodates Ukrainian literature 
by extending the see-saw to include "neo-Classicism.") 14s Now, 
whether this movement is depicted as an S-curve or a zig-zag (in 

143 This seems to echo Wolffiin (cf. the Conclusion to his Principles of Art History) 
but there the reasoning is always subtle and far from any schematism. A direct 
precursor for this theory of oscillation may have been Louis Cazamian, cf. his "La 
Notion de retours periodiques dans l'histoire litteraire" and "Les Periodes dans 
l'histoire de la litterature anglaise modeme," in Essais en deux langues (Paris, 1938); 
cf. also Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature (New York, 1956), 
pp. 267 and 354. For Cykvs'kyj's possible indebtedness to other, German, theorists, 
see the necrology in Harvard Ukrainian Studies I, no. 3 (September 1977): 379-406. 
144 Comparative History of Slavic Literatures, pp. 16 and 18. 
14S Kul'turno-istoryfni epoxy, p. 13. 
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Lixaeev's rendition of it), 146 the graph has no analytical value-it 
is basically a doodle. Worse still, it is misleading. The problem here 
is not the absence of chronological demarcations between periods 
(in fact the impossibility of providing such), and not the lack of 
consideration for simultaneous, "overlapping" tendencies, and gener
ally the question of discontinuity, and the problem of "in-between" 
periods-these are all issues that Cyrevs'kyj claims to be aware of, 147 

and as far as the latter problem is concerned he does expand the 
scheme to accommodate them. Nor is the problem the implicit 
equation of the two sets of peaks, or technically speaking, the non
differentiation of the amplitude of the curve, that is to say, the lack 
of provision for measuring the intensity or intrinsic (historical, artistic, 
statistical, etc.) value or importance of the period. 148 The problem 
with the graph is not the amplitude of the curve, or its length, but 
the curve itself, i.e., the fact that the literary process and literature 
as such is reduced to one function, here the eternal oscillation of the 
simple and the complex, the Classical and the Baroque. In actuality 
there is a myriad of such "functions," of literary-historical' issues and 
problems, in the realm of style and content, that ought to be con
sidered-and when they are it is doubtful whether the resulting 
picture can be conveyed by a graph. 

7. Cyrevs'kyj's recourse to the Weberian idea of "ideal types" does 
not quite save his methodology. The device of a model that would 
elucidate a cultural phenomenon is certainly valid, but whereas for 
Max Weber it is a tool intended to facilitate understanding of irra
tional behavior and deviation from the· rational norm, for Cyrevs 'kyj 
the ideal type attains reality-or is to be found in it-and it becomes 
the norm. This is evident from his own words: 

In literary scholarship, as in the other arts and social sciences, one must 
strive to form not concepts but "ideal types" (Max Weber). Concepts of this 
sort (if one can use "concept" in a broader sense) include not characteristics 
common to an entire group of objects but typical characteristics, which may 
be absent from many objects or present only in a small subgroups that includes 
the most significant objects. To create an ideal type of Gothic church, the 

146 Poetika drevnerusskoj /iteratury, p. 73. 
147 Cf. Ku/'turno-istoryfni epoxy, pp. 13-16. 
148 Lixarev, for example, has difficulties with this, too, but his concern-mistaken, 
it seems-is that the scheme has no provision for demonstrating progress in literature; 
Poetika drevnerusskoj /iteratury, p. 74. 
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characteristics of the Strassburg Cathedral are more important that those of a 
hundred small village churches. One should proceed in just this way in dealing 
with works of literature. 149 

There seems to be a confusion here of literary theory with literary 
history, for the latter deals, as we have noted, with the concrete, the 
specific. If the sampling consists of "a hundred small village churches," 
one will not understand it better by measuring it according to the 
"characteristics of the Strassburg Cathedral." An ideal history, which 
is what Cyievs'kyj tends to slip into, is neither fish nor fowl, neither 
ideal nor history. 

8. An alternative periodization scheme seems to be indicated. Its full 
elaboration can come only with a new history of Ukrainian literature, 
and for the present one can merely outline some necessary revisions. 
Thus the earliest period of Ukrainian literature, the eleventh to 
thirteenth century, which Cyfevs'kyj divides into the monumental 
and ornamental styles, should be viewed as essentially one. The period 
of decline in the fourteenth to fifteenth century can indeed be called 
transitional, but as Hru8evs'kyj's History shows, there is much here 
that is worthy of further attention. The cultural and literary renas
cence of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century should be 
distinguished as a separate period, but not identified with or perceived 
through the prism of the Renaissance and Reformation. The literature 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, subsumed by Cyievs'kyj 
into one large Baroque period, should perhaps be seen as dividing 
into two periods more or less at the time of Prokopovyc. The period 
that Cyievs'kyj identifies as Classicism, the end of the eighteenth 
and the first three decades of the nineteenth century, should certainly 
not be defined solely by Classicism but rather viewed as a transitional 
period in which traditional, popular forms (burlesque, etc.), Classicist 
and Sentimental conventions, and the new pre-Romanticism were 
unevenly commingled. Romanticism constitutes a distinct period, but 
as with all the others it must first and foremost be seen in its 
Ukrainian specificity. "Realism" on the other hand is a very complex 
phenomenon. While the attempt to deal with its various manifestations 
decade by decade (Jefremov and current Soviet historians) is not 
persuasive, 150 a differentiation of the period is essential. As a general 

149 Comparative History of Slavic Literatures, p. 17. 
150 Cf. Zerov, Nove ukrajins'ke pys'menstvo, p. 27. 
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principle, the "geographical" approach, where various cultural centers 
-e.g., Poltava and Xarkiv in the first decades of the nineteenth 
century, St. Petersburg in the 1860s, L'viv at the end of the century
play a crucial and determining role, seems to be worthy of further 
investigation. 151 The various literary movements or currents at the 
end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century 
-Modernism (neo-Romanticism), Symbolism, Impressionism, and 
subsequently Futurism and "neo-Classicism"-are all interesting in 
themselves and in varying degrees produced works of high artistic 
merit, but are by no means to be seen as periods, as Cyrevs'kyj 
seems to imply. 152 Rather it is the interplay, the very fact of dynamic, 
often hostile coexistence, e.g., of Futurism with "neo-Classicism," 
that contributes to the polyphony of a historical period, in this case 
the 1920s. 

In short, the historical category, "literary period," is not comprised 
of any one movement or style. At the very least it must be recognized 
that it is an age that creates a style, not the style an age: it is the 
Napoleonic period, for example, that creates the Empire style, not 
vice versa. Cyfevs'kyj at times claims otherwise, particularly when 
speaking about periods of "monumental" and "ornamental" style. 
One might submit that when the content (cultural, social, and political) 
of an age has not been demonstrated one can hardly speak of its 
style, and when one does so-and the very terms "ornamental," 
"monumental" suggest this-it is on the basis of subjective and 
selective generalizations (something that Cyzevs'kyj himself virtually 
admits). To identify style and period, to conceive the development 
of Ukrainian literature solely qua Classicism, Romanticism, Realism, 
etc., is, at the very best, to give a history of styles in Ukrainian 
literature, not a history of the literature. 

9. Finally, we turn to a most crucial problem, which, while not unique 
to Ukrainian literature, is one without which a proper understanding 
of the history of Ukrainian literature is impossible. It is simply the 
question of the language of a national literature, and, specifically, the 
thesis that language is the ultimate, indeed only, determinant of a 
national literature. The assumption, inherited from the Romantics, 

151 Cf. M. I. Petrov, Oterki istorii ukrainskoj literatury (Kiev, 1884); Hru~evs'kyj, 

Z novoho ukrajins'koho pys'menstva, and Zerov, Nove ukrajins'ke pys'menstvo, pp. 22-24. 
152 Ku/'turno-istorytni epoxy, pp. 13-16 passim. 
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that it is, has become commonplace and for some apparently an 
article of faith. (One can see its extension in the problematic thesis 
that the affinity of Slavic languages is of itself sufficient basis to 
claim affinity of Slavic literatures.) The arguments against this identi
fication are various. 

One is the historical continuity of a literature. A literary tradition 
continues, a literature of a people remains one even if the language 
in which the literature is written changes, sometimes drastically. The 
Old English Beowulf written in Anglo-Saxon is part of the history of 
English literature; the early Polish or Hungarian literature written 
in Latin is part of the history of these literatures; the Osman works 
written in Persian belong to Turkish literature; the Igor' Tale, the 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century writings in bookish Ukrainian are 
as much part of the history of Ukrainian literature as are nineteenth
and twentieth-century Ukrainian writings. Cy2evs'kyj was perfectly 
correct in rejecting that nineteenth-century thinking which confined 
Ukrainian literature only to that written in the modern vernacular. 
In other quarters the same argument was raised as a function of 
political hostility. The result was one: abbreviating the literature 
also abbreviated Ukrainian history. 

To take an empirical approach, on the other hand, it is obvious 
that there can be different literatures and different literary traditions 
even when the language is the same. Such is the case with English 
and American literature, or with the literatures of other English
speaking countries, or with German and Austrian, French and 
Walloon, Castillian and Latin American literatures, etc. 

Finally, there are historical and contemporary analogies: the exist
ence of Irish literature in English, of Turkish literature written, 
depending on the requirements of the genre, in Persian or Arabic, 
of Japanese literature written in Chinese. The different linguistic basis 
does not change the fact that the texts and the authors are respec
tively Irish, Turkish or Japanese. The axiom that these examples 
illustrate is that not only language but culture, the set and continuity 
of a people's experiences, values, traditions, etc., also determines a 
literature and gives it identity, i.e., both selfsameness and individuality. 
Indeed language is so important precisely because it is so often-if 
not always-the major carrier of that identity. 

This, of course, bears strongly on Ukrainian literature, whose lin
guistic basis over the course of its history has been peculiarly complex. 
One complicating element was the drastic change in literary language 
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as the vernacular replaced the bookish language of Middle Ukrainian; 
it was a change that also effected a considerable, though far from 
total, break in literary tradition, and it came without the mediation 
(as was the case in Russian) of a gradation of styles. Rather more 
complicating was the fact that at various extended periods in its 
history Ukrainian literature was bilingual and even multilingual. For 
many writers of the seventeenth (and to a lesser extent of the 
eighteenth) century a major mode of expression WllS Polish-as 
exemplified by the excellent poetry of Ivan Velyckovs'kyj-and also 
Latin and Greek. Similarly, in the eighteenth and the first half (and 
more) of the nineteenth century it was Russian. These works, the 
lstorija Rusov, the prose of Kvitka and Hrebinka, the Zurnal of 
Seveenko and many, many more are an essential part of the Ukrainian 
literary process, of Ukrainian literature. Like Polish in the seventeenth 
century, Russian at this time was a natural ·mode, an imperial lingua 
franca; given the political state of affairs this was normal and 
inevitable. As in the seventeenth-century multinational Polish-Lithu
anian Commonwealth, so in the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
Russian Empire, use of the lingua franca implied no rejection, no 
hedging on one's Ukrainian identity. As noted above, Maksymovyc, 
typical of his contemporaries, was quite clear on the difference 
between russkij and velikorusskij; to judge the literary identity of 
his contemporaries by today's criteria of national consciousness is 
simply anachronistic. It is only with politically crystallized national 
consciousness and with the upsurge of political power that the 
Ukrainian language becomes the sole linguistic base for Ukrainian 
literature. The contemporary political regression tends to bear out this 
formula-for now one can be a Ukrainian writer, a Ukrainian 
member of the Union of Writers of the Ukrainian SSR, writing 
for a Ukrainian public, and write in Russian. 153 

JO. In Eastern Europe, and particularly in the lands of the old Russian 
Empire, literature and politics are bedfellows, and the revisions in 
literary-historical thinking suggested here are not likely to meet with 
the approval of the official guardians of literature. (The border 
between Russian and Ukrainian literature is sharply drawn, though 
here and there are shadowy places: Feofan Prokopovyc, for example, 
is in Russian editions simply a Russian writer while in Ukrainian 

153 Cf. Pys'mennyky radjans'koji Ukrajiny: Dovidnyk (Kiev, 1976). 
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editions he is both a Ukrainian and a Russian one; the same holds 
true for the whole period of Kievan literature; Gogol' is a jealously 
guarded outpost; Skovoroda, on the other hand, has been c.eded to 
the Ukrainians.) In the West there is only the inertia of traditions, 
preconc.eptions, and simplifications to contend with. In this regard 
Ukrainian literary scholarship has a considerable task before it-not 
recapturing literary territory, not cultural revanchism, but bringing 
objective scholarly tools to bear on a complex and long neglected, 
and, not least of all, very interesting field. 
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